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The Container Store
Planning G’town Location
The Container Store, a national retail
brand that specializes in storage and organizational products, is planning a Germantown location near Trader Joe’s.
The Texas-based chain applied for a
sign variance from the Germantown Design Review Commission for a store that
will be located at 2130 Exeter Road in the
Germantown Collection Shopping Center.
The commission was scheduled to consider
the request Thursday night, July 12.
The Container Store will join Trader
Joe’s in the new-look Germantown shopping center that was in and out of the
spotlight during an on-again-off-again redevelopment after longtime anchor Kroger
left the property.
However, the project appeared to stabilize after Savannah, Georgia-based Wicker
Park Capital Management, doing business
as 2130 Exeter Road Holdings, took over the
project from previous developers Centennial American Properties in 2017.
In December, Wicker Park bought the
parcel outright from previous owner Robert
H. Schwab for $8.1 million.
– Patrick Lantrip

Amazon Files $10M Permit
For New Facility
With its 615,000-square-foot facility at
3282 E. Holmes Road under construction,
e-commerce giant Amazon has filed a $10
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million building permit application that
lists “tenant improvement” for a new location at 5155 Citation Dr.
Exeter Property Group, doing business
as Exeter 5155 Citation LLC, was listed as
the property owner, while Catamount Constructors Inc. was listed as the contractor.
The roughly 400,000-square-foot facility was most recently used as distribution
facility for AT&T before the company, doing
business as New Cingular Wireless PCS,
moved into a 430,130-square-foot facility in the DeSoto Trade Center’s Eastgate
Building 3.
In addition to the Holmes Road receive
center, Amazon also operates a warehouse
at 6005 Freeport Ave.
Exeter originally purchased the property in 2013 for $11.3 million.
– Patrick Lantrip

MATA Gets $20M For
Electric Buses, Chargers
The Memphis Area Transit Authority
will be buying 10 electric buses and adding electric charging stations for a new
bus route serving Memphis International
Airport and employers in the southeast
Memphis area.
MATA announced Monday, July 9,
nearly $20 million in grant funding from
the Tennessee Department of Transportation over a three-year period through the
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality, or
CMAQ, program.

Of the $20 million, $13.9 million goes
to buying the 10 buses and building the
charging stations. Another $6 million in
grant funding is for the operation of the
new route.
“These buses will be the first in the area
to run entirely on electric power, which will
significantly reduce the transit authority’s
carbon footprint, improve air quality and
reduce operating costs,” said MATA chief
executive officer Gary Rosenfeld.
There is no specific timeline for buying the buses and building the charging
stations. MATA leaders are also still working out the specific route targeting major
employment centers.
– Bill Dries

Big River Trail
Plans for Expansion
After receiving a $1.2 million Walton
Family Foundation grant, Arkansas’ riverside trail system atop the Mississippi River
levee system plans to expand.
Big River Trail’s 30-mile expansion will
extend from the southern end of the levee
trail in Marianna through Downtown Helena and westward to the Arkansas Delta
Heritage Trail.
The new route is expected to open by
the end of 2019 and offer cycling, camping, hiking, fishing and dining experiences
under the canopy of the Ozark National
Forest.
Big River Trail begins at Big River Crossing, which connects Memphis and West
Memphis.
From Oct. 22, 2016, to June 24 of this
year, Big River Crossing saw total traffic of
385,785. There were 321,447 pedestrians
and 64,428 cyclists total. Seventy-five percent of that was from Big River Crossing
East, with 246,177 pedestrians and 40,618
cyclists. Big River Crossing West saw 25
percent of the total traffic with 75,270 pedestrians and 23,810 cyclists.
In the second quarter of 2018 alone
(through June 24), Big River Crossing has
seen total traffic of 57,060, with 42,759 of
that coming from Big River Crossing East
and 14,301 of that coming from Big River
Crossing West.

City Council Approves
$1.2M for Hampline
Memphis City Council members approved $1.2 million in funding for the
Hampline bikeway linking the eastern
end of Shelby Farms Greenline to Overton
Park’s eastern border.
The resolution approved Tuesday, July
10, on a unanimous vote funds the upgrade
of the existing Hampline with $1 million
in Tennessee Department of Transportation pass-through funding of federal grant
money along with $269,635 in city capital
funding through general obligation bonds.
The council again delayed a final vote
on an ordinance by council member Kemp
Conrad that would set more rules for the
use of historic overlay districts, including
how to handle appeals of Landmarks Commission decisions.
In planning and development matters,
the council approved a four-lot singlefamily development by Park Place LLC at
1118 and 1130 East Irvin Dr. and a new
tire store at 975 N. Germantown Parkway
in Cordova.
Council members also approved a compromise that settles a neighborhood appeal
of a two-lot single-family development at
East Erwin south of Princeton Avenue.
The council set a July 24 public hearing
and vote on Ivy Grove, an 11-lot residential
development on the northwest corner of
Kirby Parkway and Sulgrave Drive.
– Bill Dries

Hardaway Vows To
Pursue Five-Star Talent

The Economic Development Growth
Engine for Memphis and Shelby County
has awarded a $100,000 low-interest loan to
Castle Retail Group for its new Cash Saver
location in South Memphis.
The EDGE Economic Development
Finance Committee on Wednesday, July
11, approved the seven-year loan at a 2 percent interest rate in order to complete the
financing on the $1.1 million supermarket.
The new Cash Saver location will be in
the 31,000-square-foot space left vacant
when Kroger left the Southgate Shopping
Center. Earlier this month, the landlords
of the shopping center were awarded a
15-year Community Builder PILOT to help
stabilize the retail center.
Castle Retail Group president Rick
James, who operates three other Cash Saver
locations, anticipates an August grand
opening date for the new store.

Before heading to the Peach Jam tournament run by Nike in North Augusta, S.C.,
University of Memphis coach Penny Hardaway met with media at the Laurie-Walton
practice facility Tuesday, July 10, and made
clear his recruiting mission: compete with
the big boys for five-star recruits.
While conceding schools such as Kentucky and Kansas have sent many more
players to the NBA in recent years, Hardaway said he believed that with fellow former NBA player Mike Miller on staff, along
with one-time NBA Coach of the Year Sam
Mitchell, the Tigers are uniquely positioned
to land and develop the best young players
in the nation.
“We can take any kid, especially a kid
with five-star talent, and take them to the
next level because we’re teachers,” Hardaway said.
July is a busy time for college basketball
recruiting with the start of three five-day
evaluation periods. The Tigers appear to
be in the hunt for at least three five-star
players, most notably East High School’s
James Wiseman; recruiting services have
tabbed him as the top 2019 recruit and
Kentucky and John Calipari provide the
stiffest competition for signing Wiseman.
Also on the Tigers’ radar among fivestar players are forward Trendon Watford
of Birmingham, Alabama, and forward
Matthew Hurt of Rochester, Minnesota.
So far, the Tigers have one 2019 commitment in East forward Malcolm Dandridge and they have two open scholarships
for the class of 2019. Another East player,
Ryan Boyce, had committed to UAB but will
now walk-on at Memphis this year and then
go on scholarship next season.

– Patrick Lantrip

– Don Wade

– Daily News staff

Cash Saver Secures
$100K Loan From EDGE
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Memphis Chamber Fills
New SVP of Growth Role
The Greater Memphis Chamber has
created and filled a new position to help
grow membership and create more benefits for those members.
The new senior vice president of growth
role has been filled by Robert Recker, former vice president of investor relations for
the Huntsville/Madison County Chamber
of Alabama.
“Rob brings experience in all aspects of
regional chamber leadership that will help
us bolster big initiatives for moving our city
forward,” said Phil Trenary, president and
CEO of the Greater Memphis Chamber.
“He has spearheaded successful campaigns
to improve air service to a region and has
extensive experience building programs to
benefit member businesses. We are excited
to have his experience and energy on our
team. He will do great things for this organization and this city.”
Prior to his job in Alabama, Recker
worked for the Greater Cleveland Partnership as senior vice president of middle
market and corporate initiatives, where
he led a local business initiative to recruit
more air service to Cleveland Hopkins
International Airport.
The initiative led to the attraction of
low-cost carrier JetBlue Airways Corp.
and expanded service from Delta Air Lines
Inc., Southwest Airlines Co. and American
Airlines Inc.
In Memphis, Recker will oversee the
chamber’s membership team with a focus of growing membership. He will also
identify and create programs that will help
members grow their own businesses.
– Daily News staff

WGC Sets Dates For
FedEx St. Jude Invitational
The inaugural WGC-FedEx St. Jude
Invitational will be held July 25-28, 2019,
the PGA Tour announced Tuesday, July
10. The tournament, which will take place
at TPC Southwind, marks the first time a
World Golf Championships event has been
hosted in Memphis.
“Memphis has been supporting PGA
Tour golf since 1958, and this elevated
WGC platform will be monumental for our
city,” said WGC-FedEx St. Jude Invitational
executive director Darrell Smith. “The four
days of competition will feature the best
players in the world.”
The PGA Tour announced in April the
FedEx St. Jude Classic would take on a new
identity as the World Golf ChampionshipsFedEx St. Jude Invitational beginning
with the 2018-19 tour season. FedEx has
assumed title sponsorship of the event
currently known as the World Golf Championships-Bridgestone Invitational, which
has been held in Akron, Ohio, since 1999.
– Don Wade

Murphy Appointed New
First Asst. US Attorney
Veteran federal prosecutor Joe Murphy
is the new first assistant in the Memphis
U.S. Attorney’s office, U.S. Attorney Michael Dunavant announced Monday, July
9. He succeeds Larry Laurenzi, who retired
in May to join the government enforcement
and investigations group at Baker Donel-

son. Murphy comes to first assistant from
being chief of the office’s criminal division
and before that chief of the organized crime
and drug enforcement task force.
Murphy has been a federal prosecutor
for 29 years, trying an estimated 125 felony
cases to verdict in federal court.
He is a graduate of Lambuth College
and the University of Memphis Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law.
– Bill Dries

Summer Center Sells
For $13 Million
A Kroger-anchored shopping center
near the intersection of Summer Avenue
and Waring Road has sold for $13 million.
FREP IV – Summer Center LLC, an
entity affiliated with Tampa, Floridabased Forge Capital Partners, bought the
136,425-square-foot center from private
Atlanta real estate firm BDB Summer Center LLC in a June 27 warranty deed.
Located on 12.7 acres at 4270 Summer
Ave., Summer Center is 90 percent leased.
Along with Kroger, the tenants include Ross
Dress for Less, Hibbett Sports, H&R Block
and Supercuts.
The Shelby County Assessor appraised
the center at $13.2 million this year.
– Patrick Lantrip

Developers Buy Land Near
FedEx HQ for Apartments
Texas-based Vantage Communities has
closed on 22 acres of land near the FedEx
World Headquarters for $1.7 million.
Vantage plans to build a 288-apartment luxury community dubbed Vantage
at Germantown on the property located at
the corner of Tournament Drive and Hacks
Cross Road.
Lea Heilig, a multifamily investment
specialist with Woodyard Realty Corp.,
represented the sellers, Clark & Clark, in
the transaction.
Vantage is targeting a completion date
in late 2019.
The Shelby County Assessor’s 2018
appraisal of the site was a little less than
$900,000.
– Patrick Lantrip

Mid-South Transplant
Kicks Off Donate Life ECHO
The Mid-South Transplant Foundation
is raising awareness of organ and tissue donation in multicultural communities to kick
off Donate Life ECHO (Every Community
Has Opportunity to Donate Life).
Through July 21, MSTF is joining organ
procurement organizations nationwide in
engaging in activities centered on minority
communities. Nationally, nearly 60 percent
of the transplant waiting list are minorities,
including African-Americans and Latinos.
Additionally, transplant success rates for
African-Americans are increased when the
donor is African-American.
MSTF has partnered with local churches to present a summer movie screening
series to discuss the crossroads of faith/religious beliefs and organ donation to provide
insightful information about the impact
of donation in the African-American community. The following churches will serve
as host sites: The Place of the Outpouring

at Olivet Fellowship, Friday, July 27, 6 p.m.;
New Direction Christian Church, Sunday,
July 29, 12:30 p.m.; and Brown Baptist
Church, Wednesday, Aug. 22, 6 p.m.
“We have been committed to public
education about organ and tissue donation, and we are elated that our faithbased partners continue to support this
life-saving work,” Kim Van Frank, executive director of the Mid-South Transplant
Foundation, said in a statement. “We never
miss an opportunity to dispel myths and
share stories of hope to raise awareness in
our service area, especially in multicultural
communities where the need for organ
donors is the greatest.”
The public is invited to these screenings
to enjoy a family-friendly movie and receive
information about organ and tissue donation from MSTF representatives, including
opportunities to register on-site.
Visit midsouthtransplant.org for more
information on Donate Life ECHO and the
movie screenings or to register to become
an organ and tissue donor.
– Don Wade

Clayborn Temple Names
First Executive Director
The co-writer and producer of a musical about the 1968 sanitation workers strike
is the first executive director of Clayborn
Temple.
Anasa Troutman was named Thursday,
July 5, to lead the effort to fully renovate and
find a new use for the historic church south
of FedExForum.
Troutman presented the musical
“Union” at the church earlier this year for
multiple performances around the 50th anniversary of the historic strike that brought
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to Memphis. She
has also worked as executive producer for
Grammy Award-winning artist India.Arie.
“We want this to be a place where
people have the space to heal, transform
and create,” Troutman said in a written
statement. “We believe that love was the
core value that Rev. James Lawson and the
sanitation workers carried with them in
1968. In that spirit, Clayborn will be a place
where people come together to heal, vision,
and co-create the future of Memphis.”
Troutman’s immediate plans are to
host a series of public meetings in the fall
to determine specific uses for the church
around historic preservation, cultural

expression and the church’s history in the
movement for racial and economic justice.
With Troutman becoming executive
director, Rob Thompson, who has led the
redevelopment effort for the last two years,
will continue to be an adviser to the project
on real estate development around the site.
– Bill Dries

WKNO’s Abernathy Retires
After 50 Years in TV
Russ Abernathy, the longtime director
of television and technology at WKNO-TV/
FM, has retired after 50 years in broadcasting, including 27 years at WKNO.
Over the course of his career, Abernathy built and ran mobile production units,
served on the PBS Engineering Committee through the development of digital
television, served as executive producer
of Emmy Award-winning programs, and
helped design and oversaw construction
of the 40,000-square-foot WKNO Digital
Media Center.
Abernathy’s interest in television production began in 1968, while a high school
sophomore in Nebraska. He took part in a
Junior Achievement program hosted by
KMTV, the NBC affiliate in Omaha. During college at the University of NebraskaOmaha, he worked at the public television
station KYNE and then moved to Nebraska
ETV in 1973.
While at Nebraska ETV, he developed
an interest in mobile production and engineering. He became the engineer in charge
of the network's mobile unit in 1975.
He later worked at Mobile Color Inc. in
Houston, then moved to WYES in New Orleans to build a mobile unit for the station,
becoming director of engineering a year
later. When Michael LaBonia moved from
WYES to WKNO as president and CEO, he
asked Abernathy to join the management
team in Memphis as director of television
and technology, where he remained for the
next 27 years.
“(Abernathy) has exceptional skills
that combine technology, administration,
regulatory and legal knowledge, an understanding of television production and the
development of television content,” LaBonia said in a statement. “We are indebted
to his vision and commitment for helping
WKNO become a major player in the public
media industry.”
– Daily News staff

ONLINE AUCTION
AUGUST 8

OPERATING 66-ROOM HOTEL

LOCATED IN THE CASINO CORRIDOR OF TUNICA

7276 CASINO STRIP RESORT BLVD, ROBINSONVILLE, MS
SUGGESTED OPENING BID: $675,000
• Situated on 1.50 acres in the Tunica Resort Hotel Market
• 66 queen/queen or king guestrooms – each 350± SF
• Lounge/breakfast area, administration offices &
laundry facilities with commercial washer & dryers
• Directly off I-61 exit, 1/4 mile from highway

ON-SITE INSPECTION: JULY 19 FROM 12-4PM

Approx. 2 miles to casino destinations including:
1st Jackpot Casino Tunica, Gold Strike Casino
Resort and Horseshoe Tunica Hotel & Casino

For Additional Info & Terms of Sale, Call or Visit our Website:

855.755.2300 HilcoRealEstate.com

Hilco Real Estate, LLC in cooperation w/ Paul Lynn, Licensed Mississippi Broker, Lic. #21483. Buyer’s Premium 10%. Co-op Fee 2%. Note: The above information is subject to
inspection and verification by all parties who are relying on it to formulate a bid. No liability for its inaccuracy, errors, omissions, is assumed by the Seller or its agents.
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In an effort to create a master plan for all
of Downtown Memphis that will complement the administration’s Memphis 3.0 plan,
the Downtown Memphis Commission staff
has issued its recommend consultant for
the project.
After a six-month search, DMC staff,
in conjunction with a steering committee,
recommended the Canadian firm Stantec
for the $447,095 project.
The DMC initially issued the request for
qualifications in January to find a qualified
firm to develop a master plan for Downtown.
“The master plan is intended to lay out
a comprehensive vision and strategy that
will guide the revitalization of Downtown
Memphis for the next 10 years,” a July 11
DMC staff memo reads in part. “While the
DMC follows a strategic plan in order to set
its yearly work plan, a comprehensive master
plan for Downtown does not yet exist.”
The DMC received responses from 21
firms by the Feb. 21 deadline. They narrowed
down the list to five finalists before deciding
on Edmonton-based Stantec.
If everything goes as planned, the DMC
hopes to have the Downtown Memphis
Master Plan ready by the first quarter of 2019.
While the DMC president will negotiate
the terms of, and sign, the final contract, the
project must first be approved by the Center
City Development Corp. during its July 18
meeting.
Also on that agenda is a request for an exterior improvement grant up to $60,000 from
local designer Karen Adams to help facilitate
her relocation to the Medical District.
Adams is planning to move her administrative and production staff, design studio,
printing, manufacturing and warehousing
operations from its current location on Broad

Avenue to a WWII-era former bakery at 647
Madison Ave.
Adams is seeking the exterior improvement grant from the DMC for concrete repair
and replacement, sidewalk and parking area
improvements, steel gates, and exterior
painting, stucco, electrical, masonry and
signage.
The project carries a roughly $320,000
price tag.
Adams founded her company, Karen
Adams Design, in 2001 to design and manufacture wholesale stationary goods.
“Karen Adams Designs is a woman
owned business enterprise employing exclusively women and minorities to hand craft
personalized stationery and related trade
goods thereby occupying a unique position
in the stationery, lifestyle and wholesale trade
industries,” Adams said in her letter of intent
to the DMC.
In 2010, Adams launched www.karenadamsdesigns.com, a wholly owned entity designed to capture substantial revenue growth
through online retail customers.
Currently, Adams designs and manufactures products for more than 1,400 U.S. and
international retailers.
Lastly, the CCDC will vote on whether
or not to implement a new type of grant
designed to help property owners and businesses in South City make exterior improvements to their property.
Known as the South City Good Neighbor
Grant, the new exterior grant program will
be co-funded with money from the city of
Memphis’ Choice Neighborhoods Initiative.
Each entity will contribute $250,000 to
the program that hopes to encourage new
development in the high-priority South City
area by enhancing the pedestrian experience
both visually and functionally.
If approved the new grant application
process would go into effect on Aug. 1.
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Early Voting Underway at 5 Sites,
With 22 More to Open Tuesday
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Early voting in advance of the Aug.
2 Election Day opens Friday, July 13, at
five locations across Shelby County. On
Tuesday, 22 additional sites will be open
through July 28.
Between the Shelby County Election
Commission and Chancery Court there
were three other sets of early-voting locations and hours in a three-week period
before Chancellor JoeDae Jenkins signed
off Tuesday afternoon on a fourth set.
The list of the early-voting sites and
their hours and days can be found at www.
shelbyvote.com, the website of the election commission.
Shelby County voters will be electing a
new county mayor and a majority of new
members to the county commission.
Voters also will help decide statewide
primaries toward electing a new governor
in November.
The Republican primary contest to
succeed outgoing Republican Gov. Bill
Haslam has been among four major contenders. U.S. Rep. Diane Black and former
Tennessee commissioner of economic
and community development Randy Boyd
have been locked in a heated campaign
with attack ads questioning the conservative political credentials of the other and
each claiming to be closer ideologically to
President Donald Trump than the other.
Franklin businessman and political
newcomer Bill Lee has been the target of
some of Black’s attack ads as well.
Tennessee House Speaker Beth Harwell, meanwhile, has mounted a campaign
that stresses her leadership in the House
with Republican supermajorities.
The winner of the primary faces the
winner of the Democratic primary between former Nashville mayor Karl Dean
and state Rep. Craig Fitzhugh of Ripley.
Dean has touted his working with Republicans and Democrats in the Legislature
in a non-ideological way. Fitzhugh has
campaigned as an experienced legislator
willing to push Democratic policies and
ideas.
Both have called for an expansion of
TennCare, the state’s version of Medicaid. Haslam attempted to win legislative
approval of a Medicaid expansion at the
outset of his second term in 2015. The
effort was crushed in the Legislature,
never reaching the floor for a vote in either
chamber.
The hotly contested Republican primary for governor could have a lot to do
with turnout in Shelby County.
Democrats, who lost every countywide
race on the August 2010 ballot and all but
one countywide race on the August 2014
ballot, were encouraged in the May county
primaries by a higher turnout, with 44,801
voters.

Heather Busch, left, and Donald Morgan review testing results of voting machines inside the Shelby County Election Operations
warehouse on Nixon Drive. 
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
Democratic turnout in all three sets
of primaries in the same election cycle
was higher than Republican turnout with
Republicans pursuing a strategy of seeking
local nominees capable of garnering crossover votes in the county general election.
The four-way race in the Republican
primary for governor also could boost Republican turnout in the August elections.
Republican turnout in the August election cycle four years ago in Shelby County
was 64,803 voters compared to 62,072
Democrats and 18,357 Shelby County voters who passed on the primaries of either
party and only voted the county general
election ballot.
Overall countywide voter turnout in
2014 was 27 percent.
Turnout in both sets of primaries in
August 2010 was higher with Republicans
having a hard fought three-way primary
for governor won by Haslam and Democrats locally having a high-volume Congressional primary race between U.S. Rep.
Steve Cohen and former Memphis mayor
Willie Herenton that Cohen won easily.
Republican primary turnout was
77,478 and Democratic turnout was 77,536
with 31,873 voters opting for the county
general ballot only topped by the race
to elect a new county mayor and sheriff
won by Republicans Mark Luttrell and Bill
Oldham respectively.
Overall countywide voter turnout in
2010 was 29.5 percent.
Republican nominees won six of eight
countywide offices in the August 2006

elections.
But Democratic primary turnout was
more than twice Republican turnout. A
total of 90,262, by election commission
reports, voted in the Democratic primaries
compared to 42,175 in the Republican primaries with an overall percentage turnout
of 27.2 percent including 32,000 who voted
in the county general election only.
The Democratic primaries that August were led by a statewide U.S. Senate
primary in which Memphis U.S. Rep.
Harold Ford Jr. carried the county and
carried the state followed by Democratic
Gov. Phil Bredesen’s primary bid for a
second term and a 15-candidate field led
by Cohen in the Democratic primary for
the Congressional seat Ford gave up to
seek a Senate seat.
In the two statewide U.S. Senate primaries on the August ballot, Bredesen
faces token opposition in his bid for the
Democratic nomination and U.S. Rep.
Marsha Blackburn faces token opposition
in the Republican primary.
Both have been conducting campaigns
during the primary season focused on the
November statewide general election.
There are a total of 162 candidates
running in the combination of county
general election races and state and federal primaries as well as a special election
for the Memphis City Council.
In the county general elections, three
Democratic incumbent Shelby County
commissioners – Van Turner, Willie
Brooks and Eddie Jones – are unopposed.

Democratic newcomer Mickell Lowery won the District 8 seat with the May
primary. Like Turner, Brooks and Jones,
he has no Republican or independent
opposition on the August ballot.
Lowery will be one of at least eight
new Shelby County commissioners to take
office in September. Five county commissioners were term-limited from seeking a
third consecutive term. Two others chose
not to seek re-election and Republican
Steve Basar was upset in the May primaries
by Brandon Morrison.
There are 23 partisan races featuring
the winners of May county primaries on
the August county general election ballot
and there are nine nonpartisan races to
be decided. Those include four special
countywide elections for judges, four seats
on the Shelby County Schools board and
an election for Bartlett municipal judge
Division 1 in which incumbent Tim Francavilla is running unopposed.
The county general election results
could have a ripple effect on the Memphis
City Council.
As many as three council seats could
be vacated with council members Edmund Ford Jr., Bill Morrison and Janis
Fullilove running as the Democratic
nominees for County Commission District
9, Probate Court Clerk and Juvenile Court
Clerk, respectively.
Voters on the August ballot will elect
a council member for Super District 9 folearly voting continued on P28
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real estate recap

New Hotel Planned at Fourth & Beale Streets
PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

380 BEALE ST.
MEMPHIS, TN 38103
PROJECT COST: $16 million
APPLICATION DATE: July 10
OWNER: Miller Memphis Inc.
TENANT: TCH Memphis LLC
DETAILS: Plans for a five-story, 120room hotel on the northeast corner of
Fourth and Beale Street go to the Center
City Revenue Finance Corp. Tuesday,
July 10, seeking a 15-year tax break for
the $16 million project.
The proposal by TCH Memphis LLC
would demolish the existing vacant
nightclub at 380 Beale St., the corner
that was built originally in the 1970s as
the Muhammad Ali Towne 2 Cinema.
The movie theater then became a series
of nightclubs on property owned by the
late George Miller, who was the original
leader of the Beale Street Development
Corp.
The property is owned by Miller Memphis Inc., according to CCRFC docu-

ments, which lists a Detroit address.
According to a staff report by the
CCRFC, the property currently generates $18,678 a year in city and county
property taxes. TCH would make an annual payment of $80,683 in lieu of taxes
if granted the 15-year PILOT – or payment in lieu of taxes. Over that 15-year
period, the property with the hotel on it
would generate an increase of $930,067
in city and county property taxes.
Nick Patel of TCH Memphis is also the
developer of a 140-room Hilton Garden
Inn under construction on Union Avenue across from AutoZone Park where
the Greyhound bus station once stood.
TCH, which is also known as Turkey
Creek Hospitality of Knoxville, also has
plans for a Holiday Inn Express on the
same block.
0 APPLING FARMS PKWY.
MEMPHIS, TN 38133
APPLICATION DATE: Aug. 9
OWNER: Belz Investment Co.
TENANT: Carvana
ARCHITECT: Kimley-Horn
DETAILS: Tempe, Arizona-based Car-

Proposed
hotel

Map data ©2018 Google

vana is planning a Memphis location for
its vehicle “vending machine” service.
Founded in 2012, Carvana differs from a
traditional car dealership by foregoing a
surface level lot for a “Vending Machine
Fulfillment Center,” where cars are delivered after they have been purchased
on the company’s website.
According to paperwork submitted
to the Office of Planning and Development, Carvana is planning a
5,800-square-foot building located on a
6-acre vacant parcel on Appling Farms
Parkway near Interstate 40.
Carvana operates stores in Nashville,
Dallas, Austin, Houston, San Antonio,
Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa, Charlotte, Raleigh, Tempe and Gaithersburg,
Maryland.
Carvana is seeking modification from
the Land Use Control Board to allow a
maximum building height of 75 feet and
a total of nine attached signs and logo
placards. Under the current planned
development, a maximum building
height of 65 feet and five attached signs
are allowed.
“These proposed conditions maintain
consistency with the surrounding
establishments and PD areas,” Carvana
entitlements associate Christian Orr
said in a letter of intent to the OPD.
Nearby businesses in the Appling Farms
Business Park planned development include Main Event to the east and Great
American Home Store to the west.
Kimley-Horn was listed as the project’s
engineer on the LUCB application,
while Belz Investment Co. was listed as
the property owner of record.
The Land Use Control Board will review
Carvana’s application during its Thursday, Aug. 9 meeting.
1368 MONROE AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
APPLICATION DATE: Aug. 9
OWNER: Cameron Ellis
TENANT: Residential
ARCHITECT: Fisher & Arnold Inc.
DETAILS: Developer Cameron Ellis is
planning to construct a quadraplex at
the site of a once-popular Midtown bar.

For decades, the Buccaneer, located at
1368 Monroe, was a popular spot for
locals to enjoy live music and cheap
beer. The building was destroyed by a
fire shortly after it closed its doors for
the last time.
Ellis, doing business as Weoffer LLC, is
seeking a special-use permit to build a
residential quadraplex on the site.
“The neighborhood consists of a mix of
this type or residential housing, retail
and medical uses,” David Baker with
architectural firm Fisher & Arnold Inc.
maintains in a letter of intent to the
Office of Planning and Development.
“Our proposal is in character with the
existing development patterns and land
uses in the area and therefore will not
be a detriment to the neighborhood.”
The Land Use Control Board will review
Ellis’ application during its Thursday,
Aug. 9 meeting.
254 COURT AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN 38103
LEASE AMOUNT: 7,000 square feet
LANDLORD: Cutler Property Group
DETAILS: The producers of a Hallmark
Channel original movie called “Christmas at Graceland” have leased 7,000
square feet of Cutler Property Group’s
Crane Company building, located at
254 Court Ave. in Downtown Memphis.
The lease will run until mid-August.
This is the second time a production
crew has tapped Cutler Property Group
for its filming needs in Memphis. The
site served a similar function for CMT’s
TV series “Sun Records.”
“It’s an honor that the ‘Christmas at
Graceland’ producers chose to locate
their offices in the Crane Co. Building,”
Adam Cutler said in a release. “Since
last December we have been delivering mostly individual executive offices
and office suites on our lower floors
at (a) rapid pace. We only just finished
preparing this floor the week before the
producers came to see it.”
“Christmas at Graceland” follows the
story of Laurel, a business executive
who reunites with an old flame while in
town for work.
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Bank of Bartlett Eyes Expanded
Footprint to Meet Consumer Demand

Bank of Bartlett president Harold Byrd in the bank’s Germantown branch, located
at the corner of Poplar Avenue and Kirby Road. The bank plans to merge its nearby
Village Square branch into the Poplar and Kirby location this fall. (Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

MELINDA LEJMAN
Special to The Memphis News

Bank of Bartlett will soon consolidate
its two Germantown branches into one
enhanced location at Poplar and Kirby,
and is eyeing Midtown and Arlington as
areas for additional brick-and-mortar
branches. The bank’s Village Square
branch will merge with the Poplar and
Kirby location, which is situated in the
heart of one of Germantown’s smartgrowth sectors.

“

We look at it more as a
merger and investment.
From the very start of
our banking industry in
Memphis, we’ve had a really
great niche all over the
metro community.”
–Harold Byrd, Bank of Bartlett president

“We look at it more as a merger and
investment,” says Harold Byrd, Bank of
Bartlett president. “From the very start
of our banking industry in Memphis,
we’ve had a really great niche all over
the metro community.” According to
Byrd, Bank of Bartlett was one of the first
banks in the metro area to offer Saturday
banking.
With eight area branches to serve

customers and more than 80 ATMs inside
Memphis-area Walgreens, the bank is
looking to expand its footprint into other
areas. “We’re very jealous of the service
that we give to our customers,” said Byrd,
describing a customer-service experience
he calls high touch and high feel. “Having
said that, we realize that banking is totally
different,” he adds, citing a 25 percent
increase in online customer banking last
year.
“Since 2009, the number of commercial bank branches has decreased nationally by 10 percent,” said Jana Green, Bank
of Bartlett marketing manager. “Banks
just in general are looking to meet customers where they are, and where they
want to bank.”
The bank has spent the past year
working on enhanced amenities at the
Poplar and Kirby location, such as more
staff to alleviate wait times, better lighting
and cosmetic improvements. In addition,
because the branch is situated in a smartgrowth district, the bank can build up to
eight stories without requesting a special
permit.
“The area is pre-vitalized for a strategic redevelopment,” says Cameron Ross,
City of Germantown’s economic and
community development director. There
are five key commercial areas within the
city’s boundaries, three of which have
smart code overlay. These overlays allow
for a different mix of residential, commercial, and retail, and Bank of Bartlett’s
Poplar and Kirby branch is located in
the area with the most urban mix on the
spectrum.
According to Ross, it’s up to the
property owners to execute the spirit
and intent of the design concepts. “We’re
excited about (Bank of Bartlett) considering how they can work with smart-growth
concepts, and within the smart code to

execute that vision,” he says.
Also part of that district is the new
mixed-use development, The TraVure. Developed by Gill Properties, the
150,000-square foot, five-story office
building will house a luxury hotel, restaurants and retail and office space.
Part of TraVure’s office space will be
occupied by Mid-America Apartment
Communities, Inc. “That’s amazing to be
right next door,” says Byrd of the bank’s
future neighbors. “Germantown is a landlocked community. There’s just not a lot
of open land available out there left to
expand,” he adds, referencing the bank’s
ability to build vertically.
“I think (the city of Germantown)
wants to create a measured, thoughtful,
controlled growth of business, and smart
growth with residential development
that’s woven into the smart growth plan,”
said Mark Miesse, an attorney for Memphis Title Company.
As for Memphis Title Company’s relationship with Bank of Bartlett, Miesse

sees them as a strong competitor in
the Memphis banking community.
“They’re very much into customer service and they do a great job,” he says.
“There are a lot of good lenders around
town, and certainly, Bank of Bartlett is
one of them.”
“We’re trying to give our customers an even better service,” says Byrd
of the bank’s online services, which
include personal and business banking, and mortgage and credit card application. The bank also guarantees
a quick response to a customer’s request for assistance. “Our motto is, ‘Within the hour.’”
In addition to their presence in the
suburban areas of Shelby County, Bank of
Bartlett also does business in North Mississippi and Downtown Memphis. “Our
digital platform has allowed us to make
loans all over Shelby County,” says Byrd.
“Banking has totally changed, but yet it
hasn’t. It’s the personal interactions that
make the world go around.”

Hosted by ERIC BARNES, publisher of The Memphis Daily News.
Each week Barnes delves into major stories in Memphis and the
region with local journalists, business executives, community
leaders, and politicians, as well as journalists analyzing the major
stories from the Memphis area.
Joann Massey, director for the City of Memphis
Business Diversity & Compliance; Leslie Lynn
Smith, president and CEO for Epicenter; and Andre
Fowlkes, president for Start Co. discuss the push for
women and minority owned businesses in Memphis
with host Eric Barnes.

Friday at 7:00pm WKNO
Friday at 7:30pm WKNO2
Sunday at 8:30am WKNO

Channel 10
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the tipping point

Finch’s Desire to Unite People Leads to Sports Career

LESLIE FINCH
Memphis stands at the threshold of incredible possibility. In this
series, we introduce innovative
Memphians who are driving our
city forward and forging its future
success.
ANNA COX THOMPSON
Special to The Memphis News

Growing up playing sports
didn’t necessarily mean Leslie
Finch, Partnership Development
Manager for the Memphis Hustle
and Grizz Gaming, dreamed of

(Antwoine McClellan)

a career in sports stadiums and
arenas. The irony of it isn’t lost
on her that she was rarely allowed
to play video games as a child.
Now, she connects brands to the
Grizzlies eSports team as part of
her day job.
“When I went to college I
didn’t know that you could have
a career in sports,” she said. “I was
talking to my English professor,
and he encouraged me to pursue
something that I loved — not
just something that had high job
placement, like business school.
I knew I loved sports. I knew I
loved the way sports connects

people from all walks of life. All
fans have that passion and that
love that draws them to a greater
purpose, no matter if they could
ever actually step into an arena.
I always want my work to draw
people to a greater purpose. [My
career aspiration] wasn’t because
I’m the biggest sports fan ever. I
care about the people, and that’s
what drives me. How can we unite
people? And sports and entertainment have a unique way of doing
that.”
Her passion for paying it
forward is clear in the way she
spends her free time as well. A
native of North Carolina, once
she moved to Memphis from
Atlanta in 2016, she felt embraced
and encouraged by the city. She
saw an opportunity with youth,
and got plugged in at Memphis
Athletic Ministry as a mentor and
volleyball coach.
“When I came to Memphis,
everyone was asking how I started
a career in sports or how I got to
work with the Grizzlies. And it
really is a combination of a college education — with parents
who prioritized that and put
me through school — and connections that I’ve made. And of
course working hard, but that’s
just one component of it. I saw
that just because you work hard

doesn’t mean you have the same
opportunities. I think that everyone talks about Memphis as
having an opportunity for access
and impact, and that is true. But
it’s not true for everyone. So I
really wanted to get involved in
an organization that wants to
level the playing field. Athletics
is how they get kids in the door,
but once they’re in, they have a
holistic approach with a focus on
academics, athletics and spiritual
growth.”
The connections she mentions are colleagues and managers she’s had the opportunity to
work with along the way, from
the Atlanta Braves and Falcons
to those at the Grizzlies organization.
“I thought I would be in Atlanta for a long period of time,”
she said. “But moving to Memphis and working with my boss
at the Grizzlies, Anthony Macri,
has been incredible. He has been
my biggest advocate. I’ve felt a
lot of support. Having leadership
and mentors who advocate for
you is so important. I also think
that we’re surrounded by so
many strong, powerful women
at the Grizzlies organization,
and uniquely, we all build each
other up. I know they are going
to change the world, and I’m

going to be right alongside them
because they’re going to lift me up
and I’ll do the same. As women,
that’s what we have to do for one
another. You have to have a seat at
the table, and once you’re there,
you have to speak up. Once you’re
at the table, it’s your responsibility to bring others to the table,
too — whether that’s women
or marginalized communities.
Whoever wouldn’t normally have
a voice in that setting, you need
to bring, because there is room.”
Her heart for others is transparent, and her knack for effortless conversation lends itself to
strengthening both her professional and personal relationships.
As she continues to impact the
Mid-South, her hope is to provide
fresh perspective and inclusive
thinking with every interaction.
“It’s all about people,” she says
with a smile. “People are your
clients; they’re who work for you
and who hire you. They’ll remember a kind interaction just like
they’ll remember an unkind one.
So why not be kind? Let people
help you and help other people
as well.”
Leslie Finch is a graduate of
New Memphis’ Embark program. Learn more at newmemphis.org.

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N

City Looks Broader for Shared Mobility Services
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

In its first 19 days of operation, the Bird system of electric
scooters has averaged 1,200 rides
a day for a total of 24,000 total
rides an average distance of 1.9
miles and 8,600 individual riders.
As a result, says Memphis
City Council member Kemp
Conrad, the system has gone
from 200 scooters to 500.
“You want enough so that
when people start to depend on
them, when they walk out there
are enough around where you
can take it somewhere and not
be worried about coming out
and one not being there,” Conrad
said on the WKNO-TV program

“Behind The Headlines.” “But
you don’t want them to just be
dumped all over the town either.
That’s how we approached it. It’s
a demand-driven model.”
So is the Explore Bike Share
system of 600 bikes at 60 stations around the city that in its
first month met half of its annual
membership goals.
City chief operating officer
Doug McGowen counts 8,000
rides in the bike share program's
first month of operation with
3,000 unique riders.
“I think we are seeing better
than we expected adoption of the
bike share,” he said. “When you
add those two together, you are
talking about 32,000 to 35,000
trips that people are making on
this shared-mobility platform

just in the first month.”
The program, hosted by Eric
Barnes, publisher of The Daily
News, can be seen on The Daily
News Video page, video.memphisdailynews.com.
With a federal grant, the nonprofit Explore Bike Share is about
to increase to 900 bikes and 90
stations.
The bikes are on a docked
system, meaning riders ride
them from one docking system
to another via an app that tracks
how many are at the stations.
The scooters use a dockless system and are found via an app that
tracks locations and availability.
“Our model here is we like
the dockless scooters. But we like
docked bike share,” Conrad said.
“Well, there are some places that

have experimented with having
dockless bikes as well. Those are
obviously bigger and harder to
kind of put off the sidewalk.”
Memphis City Council members vote Tuesday, July 10, on the
second of three readings of a city
ordinance that sets permanent
ground rules for shared-mobility
services including Explore Bike
Share and Bird. Both of the services are operating under temporary rules until the ordinance
takes effect. The rules were in the
works before Bird set up shop in
Memphis last month with an eye
toward other types of last mile or
first mile transportation.
“Right now we haven’t had
any formal inquiries for anybody.
… We know that there are others
who may have an interest,” Mc-

Gowen said. “We want to make
sure we don’t saturate the market
with more than we need. I think
we are growing in a very deliberate fashion here but we are not
excluding anybody.”
Such a saturation was a factor
in Nashville banning a stock of
about 1,000 Bird scooters with
no ground rules for their use. The
move to Memphis was a result of
Nashville’s decision to ban Bird.
“I don’t think we should wait
until we have all of the answers,”
McGowen said of shared economy services in general. “We
are already adapting. We have
put our very best plans forward.
We’re being as accommodating
and entrepreneurial as we posmobility continued on P29
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L AW & T H E C O U R TS

Early-Voting Plan Takes Final Turn
In Court Toward Friday Opening
BILL DRIES

by an affidavit from elections administrator Linda Phillips, who
said the commission couldn't
open all of the sites by Monday.
“Many of the early-voting
Plans changed once again
Tuesday, July 10, leading up to locations are churches,” Phillips
the Friday opening of the early- said in the affidavit. “Of the five
voting period in advance of the churches we have contacted this
morning, so far none of them
Aug. 2 Election Day.
And even more changes pro- have agreed to allow us access
posed by elections administra- on Saturday. Even if we deliver
tors nearly derailed the legal the equipment on Saturday we
process governed by Chancellor cannot setup until Monday.”
Attorney Julie Byrd Ashworth
JoeDae Jenkins.
said the election comJenkins amended his
mission could make the
Monday order to permit
See page 13 Monday opening with a
all 27 early-voting sites
for related
“can-do attitude” and a
to open July 17 – keepspecific court order that
ing the previous plan
story
didn’t budge from the
to open five of those
deadline set Monday.
sites Friday when the
Jenkins, meanwhile, noted
14-day early voting period begins
that Phillips didn’t specifically
Friday.
Jenkins' earlier order would rule out a Tuesday opening of all
have opened all 27 early-voting sites and pressed for that.
The amendment was almost
sites on Monday, July 16.
The change was prompted scuttled when the election combdries@memphisdailynews.com

mission agreed to a Tuesday
opening and then offered to
open other sites on Friday to go
with the five designated earlyvoting sites on the first day.
Attorneys for plaintiffs in the
lawsuit over two previous earlyvoting plans, including the Memphis branch NAACP and Shelby
County Democratic Party chairman Corey Strong, questioned
why the election commission
could open some sites on Friday
after saying a Monday opening
would not work.
They also said opening more
sites would undo the racial and
demographic balance Jenkins
included in his order by adding two sites in predominantly
black and Democratic areas of
Midtown and North Memphis.
Mississippi Boulevard Christian
Church in Midtown and Dave
Wells Community Center in
North Memphis were added to
go with a site in Whitehaven, one

“

You are under my jurisdiction for a year. If you
want to change some things, we need to talk
about it.” – Chancellor JoeDae Jenkins

at Shelby Farms and another in
Germantown.
Andre Wharton, representing
the Memphis branch NAACP,
said more sites would “undermine everything” agreed to on
the issue of balancing the sites
that open starting Friday.
“The time has come,” he
told Jenkins. “The line has been
drawn.”
Jenkins made it clear that he
was barring the opening of any
additional sites on opening day
and said he wanted to avoid any
further "horse trading" on the

matter.
“They are prohibited from
doing any other actions for this
election,” he said when asked if
the election commission could
act on its own. “You are under
my jurisdiction for a year. If you
want to change some things, we
need to talk about it.”
All sides in the case were
working Tuesday on a trial date
to hear longer-term issues.
The two days on hearings
this week centered specifically
on the plaintiffs’ request for an
injunction.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Redevelopments on South Main And
Beale Street Approved By DMC Board
PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

A pair of potentially place-changing
projects were approved for PILOTs by the
Center City Revenue Finance Corp. on
Tuesday, July 10.
In addition to receiving tax incentives
from the Downtown Memphis Commission-affiliated board, the two redevelopment projects will get a noticeably
contemporary upgrade from their current
iterations. The projects are located at 18
S. Main St. and 380 Beale St., respectively.
At 18 S. Main, a New York investor
hand-picked by the DMC is planning to
self-finance a $4.6 million adaptive-reuse
project on the Main Street Mall that would
completely overhaul the look of the building.
“The argument is imagining a more
modern, contemporary approach to the
building,” DMC vice president of planning
and development Brett Roler said at the
meeting.

According to Roler, the 1920s-era building’s storefront has seen several major
overhauls over the years that has drastically
altered the original intent of the design.
“So our Design Review Board chair,
along with the staff, has been working with
the applicant to think about new contemporary ways to reimagine the building,”
he said.
Roler indicated that he has received half
a dozen or so calls since the renderings first
became public expressing excitement for
the return of contemporary architecture to
Downtown Memphis.
The reuse project was spurred along by
the Center City Development Corp., another DMC-affiliated board, in the hopes of
finding a new owner to rehab the property.
“The CCDC secured the property an option contract on the property and issued an
RFP trying to find developers to take on the
project, and as a result of that we selected
Mr. Intrator,” Roler said. “CCDC’s contribution is about $200,000 to help reduce the
acquisition cost of the property.”

The ground floor of the building will
have about 6,500 square feet of commercial
space for a restaurant or similar use, with
an extra space on the lower levels, while
the second and third floor will have creative
office space.
During the meeting, New York resident
Intrator said he is no stranger to Memphis
and has been investing in the area for
about six years. Locally, he said he owns
roughly 1,700 apartment units through a
property-management company he owns
in Memphis.
Currently, the annual city and county
taxes on the property is $8,459, but during
the term of the 13.5-year PILOT, DMC staff
estimates the annual payment in lieu of
taxes would equal approximately $24,739,
which would result in a cumulative increase
in taxes generated by this property of approximately $219,772.
Meanwhile, another project will see a
1970s-era former dance club with a checkered past torn down and replaced with a
modern five-story 120-room hotel at the

corner of Beale and Fourth streets.
East Tennessee investor Nick Patel, who
also owns two other hotels Downtown, at
235 and 195 Union Ave., was awarded a
15-year PILOT for the $16 million project.
Patel said he first got to know the area
while in town visiting friends.
“We own and operate about six hotels
in the Knoxville and Pigeon Forge area,”
Patel said. “I have a lot of friends who went
to the University of Tennessee who lived
in Memphis.”
Patel said that he always thought that
area of Beale Street was in need of new
development.
“So I’m glad and excited to see it developing out nicely,” he added.
Patel said that construction could start
as early as July of next year and wrap up as
soon as the fourth quarter of 2020.
Currently, the property generates
$18,678 annually in city and county taxes.
The annual payment in lieu of taxes would
equal approximately $80,683 over the
course of the 15-year PILOT.
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Despite Innovative Approaches to Education,
Tennessee Children Still Lagging Behind
FRANK DANIELS III

During the past five months
the major candidates for governor of Tennessee and U.S.
Senate have shared their ideas
on several crucial issues facing
Tennessee. This month, in the
final installment of the series,
candidates address education.
Early voting for the Aug. 2
primaries and county general
elections begin July 13.
"An educated citizenry is a
vital requisite for our survival
as a free people."
No, Thomas Jefferson did
not write that, and no records
exist that he said it, yet the
quote has been attributed to
him in thousands of arguments
on the importance of education because it is apt.
While the wording is not
Jefferson’s, the quote does
embody the Founding Father’s
philosophy and sentiment.
As a member of the Virginia
House of Delegates, Jefferson
first advocated for a tax-funded
system of public education
in 1779. He could not get his
bill passed as a member of
the House, nor during his

TENNESSEE

PRESS
ASSOCIATION
two terms as governor. It was
not until after the Civil War
that Virginia established a
system of tax-funded public
schools.
The gulf between talking
about the importance of education and making the words
have meaning through action
was not then, nor is it now,
easy.
INNOVATIVE LEADERSHIP
In recent years, Tennessee
has had innovative governors,
particularly on education.
Bill Haslam has been determined that he would leave
office with a legacy as an “education” governor. His work
on the Tennessee Promise
scholarship and mentoring
program is a good example of
that desire. Promise ensures
Tennesseans who want to get
higher education have that
opportunity without paying
for tuition.
The Promise program is

part of a broad plan that includes his “Drive to 55” plan
to increase the number of
Tennesseans with education
beyond high school to 55 percent of the adult population
to meet the requirements of a
changing work environment.
Haslam, a Republican, succeeded another innovative
education-oriented governor,
Democrat Phil Bredesen, who
launched a massive effort to
reform schools after the state
received an “F” from the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce in
2007 on student proficiency.
The state, the chamber said,
was falsely claiming that its
schools were graduating students ready to work and/or
attend college. The state’s testing and graduation standards
were too easy, and an “A” in
Tennessee did not equal an “A”
in other states.
The Bredesen administration authored a reform plan
that won a $500 million federal
grant –Race to the Top – that
included formation of the
Achievement School District to
improve the lowest performing
schools, new testing standards,
and incentives for teachers.
Bredesen’s reforms and

Haslam’s commitment to
implementation of his predecessor’s plan, in addition to his own initiatives,
led to significant progress
in student achievement, but
the path has been bumpy and
controversial.
As higher standards were
kicking in, and as a new evaluation system on teacher performance was being implemented, the General Assembly
ordered new standards, a new
testing system that were more
“Tennessee” and less “national.” The changes have led to
delay after delay in implementing new tests and the teacher
evaluation system.
Reform is not easy, requiring patience and resolve
from a diverse number of
stakeholders.
DOES TENNESSEE HAVE
THE RESOLVE?
Tennessee has made significant strides since earning
its “F” in 2007. High school
graduation rates are strong,
eighth best in the nation, but
student proficiency in core
subjects and on college entrance exams remains elusive.
Funding is a challenge.

Tennessee’s constitution
requires that the state fund
schools, but the Basic Education Plan that outlines what
funding is required is not fully
funded and the formula that
allocates money to school
districts is being challenged in
lawsuits.
Student performance is
inextricably linked to teaching, but Tennessee ranks 39th
in teacher salaries, including
paying teachers lower than
the states surrounding us. And
teachers are skeptical of the
evaluation systems that have
been installed.
The next governor will follow two men who have done
much to improve education.
But the next governor’s task
will not be easier because of
them. He or she will have to
do more to make Tennesseans
the “educated citizenry” that
is vital to our survival as a free
people.
Frank Daniels is a writer
living in Clarksville. A former
editor, columnist and business
executive, he is a member of the
N.C. Journalism Hall of Fame.
You can reach him at fdanielsiii@mac.com.

What Do Statewide Candidates Say About Education in Tennessee?
Gov. Bill Haslam and the General Assembly have invested in education during
the last eight years. Has that been a good investment and should it continue? What
do the candidates propose for the next four to eight years?
Each of the major candidates for governor and U.S. Senate were asked to tell our
readers about their views on education.

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES
REPUBLICAN
Diane Black
We have the opportunity to strengthen education, build a
strong workforce and
keep our rural communities intact.
Educational success in K-12 can be BLACK
going to college or getting a job to start your career. One of my
goals is to ensure that our kids don’t have
to leave their small town to earn a living.
If students are credentialed when they
graduate from high school, we can keep
our rural communities intact and maintain our Tennessee culture.

In short, we can’t let our kids graduate
without a skill or a pathway.
My plan is a bottom up approach. As
governor, I want to incorporate an aptitude inventory in the middle school years
to help children think about their career
paths. We should adopt a duel track diploma system to provide students with
more options and make it easier for students to get a license to practice a trade
the day they graduate from high school.
I know that our state is stronger than the
challenges we face, and as governor, I will
ensure a pathway to success for Tennessee students.
Randy Boyd
I am running for governor because
I believe Tennessee can be the smartest
state in the South by 2025.
I was fortunate to be the architect

of Drive to 55 – the
state’s goal of making
sure at least 55 percent
of Tennesseans have
job-ready skills. When
Gov. Haslam asked
me to reimagine what
might be possible in
higher education, we BOYD
were at 32 percent.
Now we are at 39 percent. We have come
a long way, but we have a long way to go.
I’m passionate about getting there because it will mean an additional $9 billion
in the pockets of Tennessee families. If we
reach our Drive to 55, Tennessee will be
the smartest state in the South.
I helped create Tennessee Promise
and Tennessee Reconnect to build clear
pathways to a better life. As governor, I
am committed to making sure every high
school student has the opportunity to
graduate with a high school diploma, a
job-ready credential and a sense of what
is possible for their future path.
To ensure students are prepared to
take advantage of these opportunities,
we must continue pushing forward on the

fundamentals that helped us become the
fastest improving state in the nation in
education. Every student deserves a superstar teacher in every classroom, every
year. There must be a great principal at
every school creating a great teaching and
learning environment. In every school,
early literacy must be a priority, testing
must be fair and reliable, and every child
should benefit from a network of community support.
Beth Harwell
We have increased
education funding
more than ever before over the last eight
years I’ve been Speaker of the House. We’ve
invested in our students and teachers, HARWELL
and it has paid off, as
evidenced by the gains we’ve made. As
governor, I would evaluate the needs in
education year by year, and if additional
funding is needed to achieve something,
I would budget for it.
If I could wave a magic wand and do
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one thing, I would close achievement
gaps. This is something we talk about a lot
in the legislature, and I don’t believe it’s
talked about enough in the mainstream.
We have made great gains in Tennessee,
but we need to make sure that every child
is learning and thriving. In my own family’s experience, each child learns differently, so we need to work toward making
sure we are meeting those needs and all
students are mastering the material.
Literacy is so important, and we still
are failing some students in this area. Ensuring children can read is one of the most
important things that determines their
future academic success. Additionally, we
need to promote those areas of study that
will help students get the jobs of tomorrow–we have some excellent STEM programs across the state, and we should try
to replicate those in other schools.
I also think vocational and on-the-job
training is important in middle and high
schools. Not every student needs to go to
a traditional four-year university, and the
Tennessee Promise offers students a free
education at our TCATs across the state.
Similar programs in our middle and high
schools can help steer students into the
profession that is right for them.
Bill Lee
I have three major
priorities in education:
• S upporting jobs
by bringing back
real vocational
education into
our schools;
• S upporting our LEE
teachers by reducing the testing burden and improving the working environment;
• Supporting parents with meaningful
school choice.
For a lot of candidates, vocational education is a talking point, but for the last
35 years it’s been my life. I run a 1,200-person company that employs skilled craftsmen. Ten years ago, even though we were
labeled one of the best places to work by
the Tennessean, we struggled to fill the
jobs we had. To address it, we built our
own trade school, helping over a thousand
men and women advance their careers.
I believe the way forward on vocational education isn’t a massive government project, it’s through a more effective partnership with the hundreds of
industry leaders across the state who are
ready to work with the state on new goals
for apprenticeships, instructor training
and curriculum design. Industry should
be more than a beneficiary of our education efforts, it should be a key part of the
solution.
As an employer, I know that a CEO’s
job isn’t to micromanage, but to create
an environment where employees can
thrive. That’s the approach I’d take as
chief executive of this state when it comes
to our teachers. I’ll lift up the teaching
profession, with competitive compensation, meaningful opportunities for professional development, and reducing the
testing burden to provide more freedom
to exercise their craft. Our teachers are on
the front lines and we need to set them up
for success.
As a parent, I believe it’s not the type of
school or who owns the building that matters, but whether the school is providing

a quality education for our kids. We have
choices in every other aspect of our lives,
and I think Tennessee families deserve
choice in education too.
DEMOCRAT
Karl Dean
I think Tennessee
has benefited from
Gov. Haslam’s and
Gov. Bredesen’s commitment to making
public education a priority but we need to
continue to increase DEAN
education funding.
Lack of resources should not be a barrier
to student success or to teacher retention
and recruitment.
I started my career in the Nashville
Public Defender’s office and learned a lot
about how important a quality education
is. My clients were overwhelmingly high
school dropouts, so I saw a direct connection between public safety, economic
success and education. All children in
Tennessee deserve access to a high quality education.
As mayor of Nashville, I worked with
the Metro Council to:
• I ncrease funding for Nashville
schools by 37 percent.
• Increase new-teacher pay from 30th
to third in the state.
• Invest $629 million in school buildings and other capital infrastructure
for the school district.
• Graduation rates increased by nearly
20 percent from 2005 to 2015.
• From 2009-2016, 18 percent of MNPS
students have advanced at least one
achievement level on annual state
assessments.
As governor, I will do the same for the
state by:
• Making education a priority in every budget while I am in office with
an emphasis on paying our teachers more. We should also make
sure that teachers have the support
through professional development
and teacher prep programs to continually receive updates and training
to help them in the classroom.
• Being open to changes to the BEP
(Basic Education Program) to increase funding for districts that do
not benefit from the sales tax base
larger cities do.
• Making an investment in expanding
pre-Kindergarten and early literacy
programs.
• Investing in expanding vocational
and technical programs.
• Fixing TNReady issues by calling for
an extensive analysis of what went
wrong and putting a plan in place
to prevent mistakes in an open and
transparent way with the help of
teachers and parents.
Craig Fitzhugh
Education is always a good investment; unlike material goods, it is the one
thing that cannot be
taken away from an
individual. I applaud
Gov. Haslam for his FITZHUGH
work (along with the

legislature) on Tennessee Promise and
the Tennessee Reconnect programs. The
financial barriers for starting and finishing a college education in Tennessee are
dwindling, and companies wanting to
locate in Tennessee, or companies that
are here but want to expand will have a
larger and more prepared workforce at
their disposal. As technology advances,
we must make sure that our colleges and
TCAT’s have the latest equipment, and
the next governor must lead the charge
on keeping our schools current, not only
for traditional college students but also
for returning adults and workers looking
to retrain for new careers.
In the next four to eight years, we must
make sure that when students graduate,
they are prepared for college and the
working world. Students need to leave
high school with the academic readiness
to begin college and not have to take
remedial courses that will not count towards their education. We must invest
in universal pre-K. Children who attend
pre-kindergarten programs and can read
at grade level by the third grade are much
more likely to succeed in school than
those children who cannot. Also, investing in education means investing in our
teachers and paying them for the good
work that they do. In many cases, teachers spend more time with children than
their parents do, due to work, commutes,
etc. They have a huge impact on the lives
of our children. We want the best professionals in our classrooms, and we must
allow teachers to inspire a child’s desire
to learn, not just to take tests.
U.S. SENATE
Marsha Blackburn, Republican
Every student in
Tennessee should
have the opportunity to reach their full
academic potential
and attend schools
that educate them for
21st-century challenges and opportunities. BLACKBURN
When our students
graduate, they should be prepared with
skills for life and ready for whatever path
they choose.
For too long, poor performance hurt
our next generation of Tennesseans, but
Gov. Haslam has been a transformational
leader in education. We must continue to
build on the foundation he has laid. To do
so, we must get the federal government
out of the classroom and send control
back to the states.
Our children receive the best education when we empower those who best
know what they need–not only teachers,
but also parents and local communities–
and so we must send authority back to
them. What works best for students in
Chattanooga might not work for students
in Memphis, and what works in Tennessee might not work in California–that is
why we need flexibility at the state and
local level to let those closest to the students make the decision about what is
best to do.
Tennessee’s conservative common
sense approaches should be applied to
education, and that includes: expanding
school choice, increasing charter school
options, making homeschooling easier,

and supporting state and local control of
education.
When I talk with teachers, they tell
me how they are forced to comply with
unnecessary bureaucratic red tape. We
should eliminate that paperwork burden
for our teachers and streamline the testing
process. Doing so will allow teachers the
ability to teach children in a way consistent with how they learn.
Treating education as a one-size-fitsall system shortchanges the next generation, and it is imperative to send resources
and control back to the states on this issue, so that leaders, like Governor Haslam,
have the opportunity to improve the education our next generation receives.
Philip Bredesen, Democrat
While I’m currently a candidate for
the U.S. Senate, I was
Tennessee’s governor
from 2003-2011 and
have a track record
of strong support for
Tennessee public education. I will continue BREDESEN
that commitment in
the U.S. Senate.
Every candidate for public office
pledges their support for education. The
real test though is this: after the election,
when there are choices to be made, when
there is political capital at stake, where
does education actually end up in their
priority list?
I’m proud of what we achieved on
my watch:
• When I took office in 2003, I inherited
a fiscal crisis which was dealt with by
cutting every department of government by 9 percent, except K-12 education. K-12 was not cut.
• Even larger cuts were required during the Great Recession, again, K-12
education was the only area which
was not cut.
• Tennessee became a leader in the
standards movement. Our standards
went from being rated “F” by the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce to being
ranked second in the nation.
• We increased teacher pay, especially
in rural areas.
• We instituted a broad, statewide PreK program.
• When the “Race to the Top” competition was announced by the Department of Education, Tennessee was
one of only two states to win in the
first round of judging. The result was
a grant of $500 million to support our
strategy for excellence.
These changes were made with bipartisan support in the Legislature and support from business and community leaders across Tennessee. Gov. Haslam has
continued to build on, add to and improve
these reforms, and Tennessee achieved
the status of being the fastest-improving
state in the nation in its test scores.
In the U.S. Senate, I will join with
Tennessee’s next governor to keep the
momentum alive. Our kids deserve nothing less.

For more local and
national news visit
www.memphisdailynews.com
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Glassdoor
Announces
Top CEOs
It’s often said that employees don’t quit
jobs. They quit bosses. If you’ve ever left a job,
there’s a good chance you might agree with
this idea.
If you’re looking for a new job, one of the
first things to consider is the management
you’ll be working for. I often believe that finding the right environment is just as important
(if not more so) than finding the perfect title.
Glassdoor released its 2018 Top CEOs list.
The list is created based on anonymous U.S.
employee feedback received on Glassdoor.com
between May 2017 and May 2018.
A CEO sets the direction of the company,
and influences the managers below them. The
CEO is a great place to start when you’re thinking of where you want to apply next.
The number one spot this year was taken
by Zoom Video Communications’ CEO Eric S.
Yuan, with an impressive 99 percent approval
rating. The top five spots are filled by Michael
F. Mahoney at Boston Scientific (99 percent
approval), Daniel Springer at DocuSign (99
percent approval), Lynsi Snyder at In-N-Out
Burger (99 percent approval), and James Downing at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital (98
percent approval).
Four CEOs have made the Glassdoor Top
CEOs list for six years in a row, including Marc
Benioff at Salesforce (No. 10 with 97 percent
approval), Mark Zuckerberg at Facebook (No.
16 with 96 percent approval), Lloyd C. Blankfein
at Goldman Sachs (No. 77 with 92 percent approval), and Tim Cook at Apple (No. 96 with 91
percent approval).
These A-ratings are very impressive compared to the average CEO approval rating of
69 percent for all CEOs.
Zoom Video Communication’s Yuan
shared his philosophy on the kind of company
he wants to create for his employees.
“I need to make sure I’m happy, and that
my employees are happy," he said. "Asking
myself that question, I realized if I'm not happy,
my kids, my family will be impacted. Our employees will also be impacted. So that's why
our company culture is to deliver happiness.
It's personal to our company’s values. We're
going to care about each other, really focus on
delivering happiness to each other. Ultimately,
as a company, we deliver happiness to our
customers.”
If you’re job seeking, you know that finding
a job that fits both inside and outside of work
is key. Unhappiness is like a domino. If things
aren’t going well at work, chances are that they
are going to follow you home to another area.
Don’t simply look for the best title or the
most money. Look for a great, healthy company. Very often, that starts with the CEO.
Check out the entire 2018 Glassdoor Top CEOs
list (www.glassdoor.com/Award/Top-CEOsLST_KQ0,8.htm) to learn more about the top
100 CEOs who made the cut.
Angela Copeland, a career coach and
founder of Copeland Coaching, can be
reached at copelandcoaching.com.

Different Strategy Set Tone In
Harwell’s Run for Governor
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Her campaign got a later start than
her rivals seeking for Republican nomination for Tennessee governor.
House Speaker Beth Harwell has
also conducted a basic campaign built
around her experience in government.
“I’m amused when people running
for governor tell you what they are going to do because they are not going
to do anything unless the Tennessee
General Assembly allows them to do it,”
Harwell said in a July 6 interview while
campaigning in Memphis. “That’s what
makes government different than the
private sector.”
Meanwhile, Harwell’s rivals in the
Aug. 2 statewide primary – Randy Boyd,
former state economic and community
development commissioner; U.S. Rep.
Diane Black and Franklin businessman
Bill Lee – are emphasizing their nongovernment backgrounds while touting
their closeness to President Donald
Trump politically.
“We are running our own campaign,
and I feel very good about where we
are,” Harwell said of her TV ads that
emphasize her role as speaker of the
House. “Certainly, I have stayed on message, which is I’m concerned about state
issues and talking about state issues.”
That’s not to say she is critical of
Trump.
“Obviously President Trump is big
news. He kind of sucks the air out of a
room,” Harwell said when asked directly
about Trump’s impact on state races.
“But I think Tennesseans like to manage
themselves, and I think they will make
their own decisions regardless of what’s
happening at the national level.”
Harwell, an educator who lives in
Nashville, describes herself as a “Ronald
Reagan Republican.” She was state Republican Party chairman for four years
starting in 2001, already a veteran state
legislator by that point who had served
as House Republican caucus whip.
She’s traveled to the White House
twice since Trump became president
and expressed hope that Trump will follow through on moving more domestic
issues to states for key decisions.
Among those is Harwell’s vision to
cover the cost of expanding TennCare,
the state’s version of Medicaid, through
a new waiver from the federal government of the basic existing TennCare
program.
“I think the next governor would
serve our state well to go back to
Washington D.C. and ask for a waiver
of the entire TennCare program,” she
said. “We could only get what we could
from the federal government to run
TennCare the way we wanted to. We
actually kept TennCare to about a third
of the state’s budget. And we really

House Speaker Beth Harwell, R-Nashville, participates in a gubernatorial
candidate forum on health care Friday, Jan. 19, in Nashville. She talked while
campaigning in Memphis July 6 about about her different race for governor
in the August statewide Republican primary.
(AP File Photo/Mark Humphrey)
should never let it go over that because
it takes away from other good things
that we need to do like education and
transportation.”
Under Harwell’s idea, the state
would use about half of a federal block
grant to fund TennCare “to redesign our
TennCare program to help us save more
money in our TennCare program.”
“And by saving money, I think we
could actually expand the number of
people that are covered,” Harwell said.
“I’m not opposed to it. But I think we
have to put it in a package of total savings for the state.”
It was under Harwell’s leadership
as House speaker that the proposal by
outgoing governor Bill Haslam to expand Medicaid in a plan already given
tentative approval by federal health care
officials in the Obama administration
was defeated without ever coming to the
floor of the House or Senate for a vote.
Some Senate Republicans faulted Harwell’s leadership of the House for the
abrupt end of the 2015 special session
to consider Haslam’s proposal.
As speaker, Harwell is awaiting a report from the state comptroller’s office
on the state’s contract with Measurement Inc., the second testing company
in as many years hired to deliver an
online state student achievement test
and the second to encounter problems
in the online testing.
“When I talk to teachers, they are
not opposed to accountability at all,”
Harwell said. “They just want that accountability system to be credible, to be
fair and be useful. And we have failed on
those three things. We just have.”
The comptroller’s report will determine if the state can seek its money
back from Measurement Inc. in a “claw
back” provision.
Harwell said between benchmark
testing by local school systems to see
where students are, the two required

state tests and federal requirements, she
believes there is too much testing and
should be better coordination.
“But I understand why teachers
would want benchmarks throughout
the year to see how they are progressing and whether they are going to be
ready for that final test,” she said. “And
it might mean that going forward as a
state we don’t put so much emphasis
on that one test. That we give teachers
an opportunity to test throughout the
year and be graded according to that. I
think that might be a way to go forward.”
Harwell said the state-run Achievement School District for the state’s
lowest performing schools in terms of
student achievement needs further review. That’s even with recent Every Student Succeeds Act – or ESSA – changes
at the federal level that now block an
ASD takeover of such a school without
giving a local school district a chance to
turnaround the school.
“I think the intentions were the
best. … I don’t think the ASD has been
successful the way it could have been,”
she said. “But then you are taking the
worst performing schools and lumping
them all together. That’s a very, very
difficult undertaking. I don’t think it’s
met our goals and I think it’s time to
re-evaluate it.”
Harwell’s television ads put a heavy
emphasis on her role in delivering eight
balanced state budgets as speaker – a
requirement under the Tennessee
Constitution.
“It’s the most critical thing we do
in state budget,” Harwell said of the
legislature’s deliberations that lead to
a balanced budget as required by law.
“My number one priority would be
to keep our financial house in order,”
she said. “We don’t ever want to be like
other states. We don’t ever want to be
like Washington, D.C. with trillions of
dollars worth of debt.”
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David Lenoir and Lee Harris brought the Shelby County
mayor’s race to the National Civil
Rights Museum Tuesday, July 10,
after all.
In his opening statement,
Lenoir, the Republican nominee, talked about his request
for a different moderator at the
forum sponsored by the Memphis Branch NAACP. The forum
was to be moderated originally
by journalist Wendi C. Thomas,
and initially Lenoir agreed to the
event with Thomas as moderator.
“However, when I became
aware of biased public statements after her selection as a

about considering some county
funding of the Memphis Area
Transit Authority.
At an earlier forum, Lenoir
was critical of such a move saying it was the responsibility of
city government. He said Harris
should perhaps be running for
Memphis mayor.
Since then, Lenoir said he
has met with MATA CEO Gary
Rosenfeld. Lenoir termed MATA
“a city of Memphis issue” at the
NCRM gathering.
“We need to make sure that
we can get people where they
need to go in the most efficient
and practical way possible. And if
it means that the county needs to
kick in some money for MATA, I’d
be willing to have that conversation on that investment,” Lenoir

““
Growth is important,
but the problem
is that growth is
sometimes at the
expense of the folks
at the bottom.”

I think what you are
going to find is proven
executive leadership
experience versus
ideas. I have that
experience.”

–Lee Harris

–David Lenoir

Shelby County mayoral candidate

Shelby County mayoral candidate

moderator, I went to the NAACP
and asked that they change the
moderator,” Lenoir told the
standing-room-only crowd of
more than 200. “I don’t mind
having a debate and a difficult
conversation, but I want to do it
where it’s objective and that’s all
my request was.”
Thomas offered to withdraw
without any call by NAACP leaders for her to do so. Lenoir then
agreed to participate. New TriState Defender associate publisher-executive editor Karanja
Ajanaku moderated the debate.
Harris, the Democratic nominee, meanwhile, moved quickly
to what he considers to be the
primary difference in the general
election race after Lenoir talked

said. He cited other county
funding needs, including public
education across seven school
systems.
“Now we need more money
for MATA. I’m sure at some point
in time we are going to talk about
Regional One and the $300 million need that’s over there,” he
added. “And we have the highest
tax rate in the state. Before we
have that conversation I believe
in stewardship.”
Harris said that approach is
the most fundamental difference
of the campaign.
“We also have the highest
poverty in the state. And at some
point we’re going to have to address that,” he said. “Republicans
will argue time and time again

(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

Lenoir-Harris Debate at NAACPSponsored Forum Shows Political Divide

Shelby County mayoral candidate David Lenoir reacts to Lee Harris’ response to a question during
the Shelby County mayoral debate Tuesday, July 11, 2018, at the National Civil Rights Museum.
that tax cuts are the way to get
people to move into the city of
Memphis versus Shelby County.
That has not happened. We have
seen what that has led to. It has
led to cuts in local government
and our services. It has led to an
increase in crime. It has led to a
shrinking of our county.”
The divide between Lenoir
and Harris was different on the
need to grow the local economy
and minority-owned businesses
in particular in a city that is majority African-American.
“Growth is important,” Harris
began. “But the problem is that
growth is sometimes at the expense of the folks at the bottom.
In other words, sometimes that
growth still means we will continue inequality. So those at the
top get wealthier and those at the
bottom get a little bit of wealth.
… That is not what I am after.”
“I’ve seen this process inside
and out time and time again,”
said Harris, who is a state senator
and former Memphis City Council member. “What happens all
too often is the usual players eat
at the trough time and time and

time again. The reason why they
eat at the trough is because they
are donors. They are the people
who decide who is going to run
for these offices and they are in
charge once these people win
these offices.”
Lenoir pointed to his decision as county trustee to deposit the office’s funds with the
black-owned Tri-State Bank of
Memphis, and using his position
on the county pension board to
move toward minority-owned
money-management firms to
manage county pension funds.
“I did not need a group of
folks or individual to tell me it
was the right thing to do,” he
said. “I think what you are going to find is proven executive
leadership experience versus
ideas. I have that experience. I’ve
done it.”
Lenoir said he was the only
candidate in the two-person race
who has completed every term of
office he’s been elected to. He's
currently serving his second term
as trustee. Harris' reply drew the
biggest applause of the evening.
Harris won his state Senate

seat three years into his four-year
term on the council, upsetting
Democratic incumbent Ophelia
Ford in the primary. He is in the
last year of his four-year term in
the Senate.
“Nobody else would run
against her. … It needed to be
done,” Harris said. “In my view,
in our community the problem
is not that our politicians don’t
stay long enough. It is that they
stay too long.”
Lenoir touted his “executive
experience” in being an administrator of a government organization. He accused Harris of being
“soft on crime” for Harris' vote
in the Legislature against a bill
to increase prison time for illegal
gun possession, including felons
with guns.
Harris said his vote was
against “a bill that says you
should get 10 years in prison for
possession of a firearm.
“That targets nonviolent offenders,” he said. “I would rather
use those resources to put in prison the rapists, the murderers and
let’s stop giving these domestic
abusers slaps on the wrist.”
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Detailed Fairgrounds Plan Includes
Lower Price on Sports Complex

A $55 million to $60 million indoor sports complex with a parking garage where the
old Libertyland amusement park once stood is the centerpiece of the Strickland
administration’s Fairgrounds redevelopment plan. 
(City of Memphis)

BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Memphis Mayor Jim Strickland plans to
take a more specific $95 million to $100 million plan for Fairgrounds redevelopment to
the City Council and Shelby County Commission in two weeks and the state building
commission in Nashville in the fall.
The administration reviewed the specific plan with council members in Tuesday,
July 10 committee sessions.
The plant’s centerpiece is a

185,000-square-foot indoor sports complex
in the southwest corner of the Fairgrounds
property, where the Libertyland theme park
once was. It comes with a 285-car garage
attached to it at a total price of $55 million
to $60 million – the largest item in terms of
dollar figures in the proposal.
The garage includes a first floor dedicated to parking buses. And a lot with 300
spaces is planned next to the outdoor track
and playing field that will be next to the
indoor complex. The Libertyland site is now
used to park 2,300 cars on game days at the
Liberty Bowl.

The indoor center, south of the MidSouth Coliseum, would include a dozen
basketball/volleyball courts, a banked
indoor track and a set up that allows the
venue to book trade shows and special
events.
The neighboring outdoor complex
would replace the current outdoor track
and football field on the Central Avenue
side.
The new layout, presented Tuesday by
city housing and community development
director Paul Young, has some of the general pieces of the project in different places
at the Fairgrounds than they were at the end
of 2017 when the administration presented
its general plan.
The parking garage, originally with 500
spaces, was closer to Central Avenue frontage in the earlier plan. The indoor sports
complex came in with an $80 million cost
estimate then.
As in the late 2017 plan, sales tax revenue captured in a Tourism Development
Zone to be approved by the state building
commission would be the major piece of
financing for the redevelopment at $40
million to $50 million.
The administration says the city’s
contribution to be used over 20 years on
the Liberty Bowl and already planned for
totals $10 million to $15 million. The city
plans to raise $25 million to $35 million in
philanthropic contributions, the funding
provided by those using the facilities and
naming and sponsorship rights. Tax credits

are estimated at $4 million to $5 million
with another $2 million to $4 million toward
the garage from a “transit contribution”
The county commission vote would
not be approval of the project. It would be
a resolution of its opinion of the project,
which is required by the state even if the
commission is against the idea or neutral
on it.
The city’s plan for commercial, retail,
hotel and residential development on the
Central Avenue frontage remains general
in the new plan.
The plan unveiled Tuesday calls for a
10-year improvement plan for the Liberty
Bowl stadium including replacing the west
tower with the press box and suites. There
would also be upgraded digital displays.
All of the improvements to the stadium
would be developed with the University
of Memphis.
The detailed plan also includes improved lighting on the Southern Avenue
underpasses, and renovation to the Pipkin
and Creative Arts buildings.
The immediate plan holds to the recommendation of keeping the Mid-South
Coliseum mothballed for now. But the
administration’s presentation talks of a
“future phase” that could include “private
sector activation” of the arena.
The longer term plans also include
improvements to nearby Tobey Park and
better parking and renovation to Maxine
Smith STEAM Academy on the southeast
corner of Central Avenue and East Parkway.

POLITICS

Democratic State Senator Reginald Tate Faces
First Challenge in August Primary
BILL DRIES
bdries@memphisdailynews.com

Democratic state Sen. Reginald Tate opened his campaign
headquarters in the Mendenhall Square shopping center in
a storm.
The downpour outside mirrored the political storm Tate
faces in the Aug. 2 Democratic
primary from the first opponent he has faced since claiming the District 33 Senate seat
in 2006.
The challenge by Hickory
Hill business owner and nurse
Katrina Robinson revolves

around just how much of a
Democrat Tate is.
“I’ve never sided with anybody. I don’t side. I was taught
better,” Tate told a group of 30
supporters in an early start to
the opening as a band set up
on a stage in the storefront. “I
don’t approve the message. I
am the message.”
The campaign has included
audio and video of Tate between committee sessions in
Nashville venting to a Republican lawmaker his frustration
with Democrats questioning
his party loyalty.
Tate was one of several for-

mer or current elected officials
censured by the Shelby County
Democratic Party for disloyalty
before the local party’s charter
abolition and reformation earlier this year.
“I don’t like the lies. But I
won’t take time out to respond
to it. But I will tell you guys,
there is not one time I sold
anyone else out,” Tate told his
supporters. “I work for $20,000
a year. It won’t pay my car note.
I can’t take nothing under the
table or on top of the table. I’m
too tall to hide.”
Tate is a business owner
whose businesses include A&R

Bar-B-Que and Architect Inc.
In 2015, Robinson founded
The Healthcare Institute Inc.,
a vocational training school
for health care jobs including a
licensed nursing program with
a $1.6 million federal grant.
She’s also been active in
the local Democratic Party,
the Greater Memphis Chamber and is chairwoman of the
Shelby County Government
Ethics Commission.
“A lot of people don’t pay
attention to state politics. So
as we canvass and knock on
doors every day we talk to
voters about who their repre-

sentatives are,” Robinson told
supporters last month at the
opening of her campaign headquarters. “Anybody who represents you, you should know
who they are. Sometimes it’s
harder to get through to people
that state politics is much more
important.”
Knowing who represents
you is something Robinson
has been preaching since she
began her run.
“All I can say is I’m a real
Democrat and so now we know
I’m the only Democrat in this
senate continued on P28
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DOWNTOWN

Build-Your-Own Cheese Board Festival
Taps Unfilled Niche in Memphis
MELINDA LEJMAN
Special to The Memphis News

A new food festival is coming to Memphis this summer, and it’s already a soldout event.
The inaugural Butcher Board Festival
will be held at the South Main Market on
Sunday, July 22, and will feature charcuterie, cheeses, brews, and more, all of which
are sourced from local vendors. The festival
is the brainchild of small-business owner
Cristina McCarter, who owns and runs City
Tasting Tours of Memphis.
According to McCarter, only a few cities
are doing a charcuterie-focused festival, so
bringing one to Memphis is a big reason for
the festival’s early success.
“I think it took off because it’s something new,” says McCarter. “Cheese boards
are really becoming a thing, and pairing
them with wine and beer and cider.”
Festival attendees will sample tastings
from Crosstown Brewing Co., Meddlesome
and Long Road Cider, as well as wines
from Civil Pour. “Festivals are hard, but
getting people to be involved has been
easy, because Memphis is becoming a
community,” says McCarter, speaking of
the growing craft brewing community here.
Carter Beard, owner of Riverside 1844
Artisanal Foods, was one of the first food
vendors to come on board. “It’s different,”
Beard says of the concept. “It’s not just
another crafts fair. And we’re finally able
to do charcuterie on the same level as the
Italians and French and Spanish, so it’s
really good timing for this.”

“

Cristina McCarter, owner of City Tasting Tours of Memphis and creator of the Butcher Board Festival, sits inside 409 S. Main,
where the festival will be hosted on July 22. 
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)

People want to know that
things are coming from local
producers and local farms.”
–Brad McCarley, head butcher of City Block
Salumeria

Individual passes for the event are $45
and include access to all food, wine and
beer samples. A portion of sales will benefit
the Mid-South Food Bank.
Upon arrival, guests will be given a
cheese board and tasting glass as part of
the experiential-tasting format held inside
the South Main Market’s food hall. Vendors
also will sell items in a retail area.
Brad McCarley is the head butcher of
City Block Salumeria, the butcher shop

Aaron Winters, head chef at The Vault restaurant, prepares the restaurant's popular
appetizer, the “Butcher Board.” Winters is one of a few South Main food vendors in
the inaugural Butcher Board Festival showcasing local meat, cheese, beer and wine,
with a portion of proceeds benefiting Mid-South Food Bank. 
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
formerly known as Porcellino’s. City Block
is a headliner for the event, and will bring
cured meats including capicola, chorizo
and pastrami. “We start with a raw product
that comes from Home Place Pastures in
Como, Mississippi,” says McCarley. “We
like to start with whole animals and use the
entire thing, from tail to snout.”
McCarley believes interest in the event
stems from what he describes as a revolution in the way people think about their
food. “It’s the way people are eating, and

the way people are thinking about their
local food systems,” he says. “People want
to know that things are coming from local
producers and local farms. I think people
like to know the people who are making
their food.”
“Cristina is also just a monster of promotion,” he says of McCarter’s passion
and drive for bringing good eats and good
people together.
In a town where food is already a mainstay of tourism, McCarter thinks Memphis

can do better. “I compare Memphis to
Vegas,” she says, with a nod to Graceland
and Memphis barbecue. “Vegas used to be
known just for gambling, but it is so much
more than that. You can go there and not
ever gamble during the entire trip. They
back it up with other stuff to do. Memphis
can do the same thing.”
Beard plans to provide tastings of his
champagne strawberry preserves, champagne jelly and one of his popular craft
mustards. McCarter “was very selective in
the vendors she chose for this event,” says
Beard. “She came to me because I’m able
to provide unique things that will complement the cheeses and the meats that she’s
going after.”
McCarter said she plans to keep the
festival Downtown, and is already scouting new venues in anticipation of growing
interest and ticket sales.
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Heat Wave

Inside Memphis’ hot commercial real estate market

PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

Employers such as ServiceMaster, which opened its corporate headquarters in the former Peabody Place mall last year, are
fueling investor and developer demand Downtown.
(Memphis News File/Houston Cofield)

A

fter what was a banner
year in many ways for
Memphis commercial real
estate in 2017, projections
for this year were bullish.
But at the halfway point
of 2018, have expectations in the area
risen with the temperatures or have they
begun to dry out under the sweltering
summer heat?
“With the continuation of the economic expansion, commercial real estate
continues its strong performance,” said
Avison Young principal Shane Soefker.
“Investors continue to see, in some

cases, record asset pricing in office and
industrial markets. But with the amount
of investors looking for opportunities to
deploy capital, it continues to be a challenging market in that regard.”
Here’s a look at how each commercial
real estate sector is performing.
OFFICE
After hitting a cyclical low of 17.9
percent in third quarter 2017, vacancy
rates are on the rise, reaching 20.3 percent by the end of March 2018. Most of
that is attributed to a combination of new
supply hitting the market coupled with a

national trend of companies downsizing
their office footprint, according to Avison
Young’s data. Leasing activity in the first
half of 2018 totaled 4.6 million square feet,
which is the lowest midyear mark in the
past five years.
“Strong market fundamentals and
economic growth over the years led to
the construction of more than 800,000
square feet of speculative office space,”
Soefker said. “That’s a significant amount
of speculative space for the Memphis
market, all of which has been delivered
over the past nine months.”
However, the addition of new invento-

ry to the market is expected to taper off as
the only large office building that remains
under construction is 150 Schilling Blvd.,
80 percent of which is already leased and
will serve as the new office headquarters
for Mueller Industries.
The East Class A market continues
to fetch the highest rental rates in the
Memphis metropolitan statistical area,
with figures that push or exceed $30 per
square foot.
The biggest trend in the local office
market, according to Soefker, is the continuing urbanization of Memphis.
“More recently demand for hospitality and multifamily has dominated the
Downtown submarket driven by easy
financing, improving occupancy rates
and rapidly improving rental rates,” he
said. “The office sector continues to improve as employers such as ServiceMaster, SouthernSun (Asset Management)
and Wunderlich (Securities) are fueling
investor and developer demand for opportunities.”
However, bringing new office product
online Downtown can be challenging
because of the existing office rental rates
in the submarket versus the implied rents
with new construction.
“Outside of the repurposing of the former Peabody Place Mall and the potential
of the Gibson Guitar Factory, we believe
the next large tenant in the Downtown
market will have to consider new construction and we see the rental rate gap
compressing into late 2018 and 2019,”
Soefker said.
As of right now, the only large-scale
development opportunity in the area
from an office perspective is the 250,000to 400,000-square-foot Class A tower
planned as part of the One Beale development.
Meanwhile, the city’s traditionally
strongest office submarket, East Memphis, continues to thrive despite the
fact many suburban markets across the
country are feeling the brunt of the re-
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urbanization trend.
“In many markets throughout the
U.S., suburban office product has been
written off by a large sector of the investment community as being largely obsolete
and/or overbuilt in certain areas,” Soefker
said.
But according to Soefker, the East
Memphis office submarket, along with
other submarkets such as the Tenn. 385
corridor, continue to be a very viable asset
class for investors.
INDUSTRIAL
Industrial vacancy rates in the Memphis MSA have increased from the cyclical low mark of 6.4 percent at the end of
fourth quarter 2017 to 7.4 percent at the
end of second quarter 2018, according to
Avison Young’s market data.
This is primarily due to the delivery of
new speculative buildings in the area, with
more than 3 million square feet of empty
space added during that time. There was
roughly 1.4 million square feet of absorption while leasing activity reached 4.6
million square feet. Though on the rise,
asking rates in Memphis remain competitive, with rental rates of $2.83 per square
foot – significantly lower than the national
average of $7.56 per square foot.
“Right now, you have a bunch of good
product coming on the market and some
good deals in the works,” said Andy Cates,
Colliers International CEO and president
of brokerage services.
Within in the city limits alone, Cates
noted Amazon’s new 615,000-squarefoot facility at 3282 E. Holmes Road,
Barrett Distribution’s 414,000-squarefoot fulfillment center in the Chickasaw
Distribution Center near Crumpler and
Holmes roads and Dohmen Life Science
Services taking 260,000 square feet in the
Memphis Distribution Center at 5750
Challenge Drive.
“This is really making the Class A
market in Memphis really tight, which is
why you’re seeing the Class A market in
DeSoto expand with this new construction,” he said.
This includes an 869,000-squarefoot building from IDI Logistics, 411,000
square feet from market newcomer H&M,
two buildings from Hillwood Investment
Properties totaling more than 1.2 million
and two more from Core5 Industrial Partners totaling roughly 800,000 square feet.
“Moving forward in 2018, I think
these buildings will deliver and we’ll see
a stream of tenants begin to lease them
up,” Cates said. “The demand is strong
and there is a lot of good things going on
in the market as far as prospects go that,
even if we’re only batting .500, we’re still
going to do pretty well filling up space.”
RETAIL
Meanwhile, the retail real estate sector has been in a sort of holding pattern
for the first part of 2018, according to The
Shopping Center Group partner Shawn
Massey.
With the majority of the large-scale
projects – including The Lake District in
Lakeland, Parkside at Shelby Farms and
Southaven’s Silo Square – still a year or
two off, smaller infill projects and inner
city revitalization has been the name of
the game in the early part of 2018.

The 1960s-era Eastgate Shopping Center, located on Park Avenue between White Station and Mt. Moriah roads, is undergoing
a $30 million facelift to its storefronts and parking lots. 
(Memphis News/Houston Cofield)
“I think you’re going to see a lot more
shopping centers reimagined,” Massey
said. “As an industry and a city, there are
a lot of things we need to do to reimagine
retail.”
Massey said while areas like East
Memphis and the suburbs are doing well,
demand in the city is not just limited to
those areas.
“Frayser, Whitehaven and South
Memphis – there is retail demand for
space in those markets, but that space
cannot be third- or fourth-generation
space that is not fixed up to look good,”
Massey said. “National tenants do not
want to go into a property that looks 30 to
40 years old. They have a brand they have
to maintain, so they either want to go into
something new or recently renovated.”
For example, Massey said he helped
one of his clients build a 12,000-squarefoot shopping center last year at 4587 Elvis
Presley Blvd. in Whitehaven that now is
completely leased up and performing
well.
“Some people will say that Whitehaven is not supposed to do that, but
Whitehaven can do that if landlords would
just reinvest in their properties,” he said.
“We have tenants that want to go into a
fully renovated center, we just don’t have
a lot of them in disenfranchised neighborhoods.”
Massey also noted that even areas
like East Memphis aren’t exempt from
this need.
Eastgate Shopping Center, located on
Park Avenue between White Station and
Mount Moriah roads, is in the midst of
an overhaul to modernize the look of the
1960s-era center.
“Eastgate is getting a $30 million
makeover, and that is absolutely wonderful because somebody is doing that
without an incentive,” he said. “They are
giving it whole new façade and are making
it look like a brand new center.”

This is important, Massey said, because until recently East Memphis’ retail
stock looked tired despite being one of the
best trade areas in the city.
However, with Seritage Growth Properties’ reimagining of the old Sears
property at Poplar Avenue and Perkins
Extended, along with nearby Laurelwood
Shopping Center’s own makeover, the
Poplar corridor as a whole seems to be
getting an upgrade.
“You’re going to see an influx of new
tenants in the east submarket because this
owner is substantially investing back into
the property,” he added.
MULTIFAMILY
In some regards, the multifamily
sector is becoming more and more intertwined with the retail sector as many of
the most significant residential projects all
have either retail or office components included, such as the previously mentioned
Parkside at Shelby Farms, Lake District
and Silo Square.
“We are seeing some of the same
trends in Memphis that are seen in other
areas,” said James Maclin, general partner
with M&M Enterprises and 3D Realty.
“Multifamily customers want to be in
what I consider ‘pods of activity.’ For
Memphis, this is areas like Downtown,
Overton Square, Midtown, Broad Avenue,
U of M, etc.”
But perhaps the biggest news in the
multifamily market was an amendment
to a state law that effectively allows the
Economic Development Growth Engine
for Memphis and Shelby County to offer
payment-in-lieu-of-taxes, or PILOT, incentives to residential projects beyond the
central business district, which is basically
bound by the parkways.
It took the work of state Sen. Brian
Kelsey of Germantown and state Rep.
Kevin Vaughan of Collierville, at the
behest of just about every economic

development entity in the area, to make
the Shelby County-specific amendment a
reality in Nashville.
“There are lots of great projects, but
the one consistent thing in all of them are
the needs for some type of government
help,” Maclin said. “That leads me to say
that I think the biggest deal for the city is
the work our administrations are doing
in Nashville.”
Maclin said this includes everything
from the work to remove the Confederate
statues of Nathan Bedford Forrest and Jefferson Davis from city parks, to changes
in the governance for the University of
Memphis to the aforementioned changes
to the residential PILOT boundaries.
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The Bikesmith Shifts Business Focus Back
To Mobile Operations With New Owner

“

We’re not focusing on
selling bikes and the retail.
We’re more focused on the
service and getting people
riding their bikes. That was
our whole mission with the
shop, too.”
–Landon Blankenship
New owner of The Bikesmith

Landon Blankenship (and his shop dog Soul) will be taking over The Bikesmith from longtime employer Jim Steffen. Blankenship plans on closing The Bikesmith’s Binghampton shop to focus on the company’s mobile repair service.  (Memphis News/Patrick Lantrip)

PATRICK LANTRIP
plantrip@memphisdailynews.com

They say everything comes full circle.
Especially when it comes to bicycles.
So it seems fitting that even though
the Bikesmith is changing ownership,
its business model is shifting back to its
beginnings – its mobile operations.
The Bikesmith started as part of the
MEMMobile program in 2014, which was
a small-business incubator designed to
launch a fleet of mobile retail trucks.
Owner Jim Steffen’s roaming repair
truck did well enough to support its own
brick-and-mortar shop in a former Binghampton mechanic's garage at 509 N.
Hollywood St., which he’s been operating
out of since 2015.
Now with thoughts of new adventures
on his mind, Steffen has decided to sell the
business to longtime mechanic Landon
Blankenship.
“We love The Bikesmith, but my wife
and I are heading on to new adventures,
so we’re super excited that Landon has
taken over the truck and will keep it rolling
in Memphis,” Steffen said. “He has been
an awesome mechanic to work with and
he fit right in with the whole idea behind
The Bikesmith, which is to provide good,

honest service to folks.”
Blankenship’s first order of business
at The Bikesmith will be to close the
company’s brick-and-mortar shop, and
focus his attention exclusively on the
mobile operations. The shop will close
on July 21.
“I’m starting the same way Jim did,
with just the truck, so we’re going to go
back to focusing on the mobile service,”
Blankenship said. “We found that we
make more money doing service on
bikes.”
Blankenship said one of his goals is to
resurface eventually with another brickand-mortar shop, perhaps in the area
surrounding the Crosstown Concourse.
But for now, the first-time business owner
wants to focus on what he knows best.
“We’re not focusing on selling bikes
and the retail. We’re more focused on
the service and getting people riding their
bikes,” he said. “That was our whole mission with the shop, too – to have a cool
place to hang out while you get your bike
serviced, but we’ve found that people like
having their bikes serviced a lot more at
their house.”
The self-described bike-obsessed mechanic's love for riding began in college
when he commuted everywhere he could.
“I made it a goal to commute as much

as possible,” Blankenship said. “One
year, I commuted to work every day for
an entire year, whether it was raining
or snowing.”
His obsession and mechanical skills

took another step forward when he began to play bike polo because “bikes are
constantly breaking when you’re playing
bike polo,” he said.
“I probably have 10 bikes in my house
that are mine, and they are all differently
purposed bikes,” he said. “I think I’m just
obsessed with bikes, and that’s really what
it comes down to.”
Blankenship said he and Steffen have
been extremely busy with the switch
over. By the end of the month, Blankenship said, he hopes to have a more firm
schedule of where the mobile repair shop
will be located and on what days. He will
share the shop's whereabouts via The
Bikesmith’s website and social media.
“I’ve worked in a lot of bike shops and
I’ve seen how they are run,” Blankenship
said. “I have confidence that I can run
a bike shop, but I’ve never been a business owner before, so this is my way of
jumping in.”
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Have an Unpopular Bill? Just
Rebrand It TRUMP Act
SAM STOCKARD

VIEW FROM THE HILL

Using what could be the political
acronym of the year, two Republican
state lawmakers with expertise in pain
treatment are playing on the popularity of
President Donald Trump to pass medical
pot legislation.
Rep. Bryan Terry of Murfreesboro and
Sen. Steve Dickerson of Nashville, both
anesthesiologists, are planning to sponsor
legislation in 2019 dubbed the Tennessee Responsible Use of Medicinal Plants
(TRUMP) Act for medical use of cannabis.
But don’t call it hokey.
Dickerson and Terry, who is up for
re-election, say they’re working on a bill
to expand medical research and treatment options for cannabis and cannabis
extracts with medical supervision.
Terry, who rarely emits a smile, shies
away from the bill’s political implications,
saying the concept hues to “the right to
research and responsibly use agricultural
medicine.”
He points out President Trump recently advocated for use of medical cannabis while signing the Right to Try Act,
similar to a law Tennessee passed in 2015
enabling people on the verge of death to
use experimental drugs.
In doing so, the president indicated
states should be allowed to determine the
use of cannabis.
“Unfortunately, medical use of cannabis has been a political matter for
decades, which has hindered research
and development of treatments, as well
as harmed patients by restricting patient
and physician options. I’m not making
it political. Instead, I’m trying to make
it personal for the benefit of patients,”
Terry explains.
Admittedly a sarcastic guy and a
quick wit, Dickerson wouldn’t describe
the name of the pending bill as “hokey,”
especially on a subject such as this.
Yet he acknowledges they want some
bounce from Trump’s popularity and
support for the matter, and they’re even
willing to use that to put pressure on
lawmakers.
“I think it’s sort of creative branding,
and I say that for a couple of reasons
and very specifically, the people that we
need to pick up to win this vote are rural
Republicans,” says Dickerson, who is not
up for re-election this year.
The old light bulb clicked on for Dickerson and Terry when Trump voiced some
support for medical cannabis. And understanding his support base lies in rural
Tennessee, they decided to grab people’s
attention and let them know where the
president stands on the issue and use it
to their benefit.
“So, one man’s hokey is another man’s
clever marketing,” Dickerson adds.

TAKING ONE MORE STEP
Marinol and Syndros, both synthetic
THC – the stuff that produces the marijuana high – and approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration, are legal in all
states, and the FDA recently approved
Epidiolex, an epilepsy drug stemming
from cannabis, according to Dickerson.
He and Terry contend Tennessee
universities and medical research centers
should be able to develop medical cannabis products for patients to participate
in research and treatment under medical
supervision.
A good deal of the opposition lawmakers face when they try to pass medical
cannabis bills comes from those who say
more research is needed. Another stumbling block is the federal government’s
drug schedule, which places cannabis
in the same category as hard drugs such
as heroin.
“We envision our universities, as well
as our life science and agricultural industries participating in the research and
benefiting from the data while helping
develop long term medical modalities for
patients,” Terry explains. “For instance,
MTSU, with the Tennessee Center for
Botanical Medical Research, would benefit by having expanded capabilities for
research opportunities.”
Both lawmakers hope the feds will
reschedule marijuana, and they say their
coming plan could help curtail the opioid
epidemic in Tennessee by offering patients alternatives to those addictive and
debilitating drugs. Research is showing
cannabinoids can help patients suffering
from pain and symptoms driven by inflammation or neuropathic dysfunction,
according to Terry.
Dickerson also points out many patients are “going to the streets” to buy
illicit opioids or marijuana that could
contain deadly chemical combinations,
leaving them to play Russian roulette
with their lives.
A SEISMIC SHIFT?
Dickerson went to war with Rep. Jeremy Faison in 2018 pushing legislation
designed to create a system for growing
and dispensing medical cannabis. But too
many lawmakers saw it as the formation
of a massive bureaucracy for a multimillion-dollar industry.
Key opponents of Faison’s bill also
claimed it would open the door to recreational use, and some accused him
of being overly interested in sponsoring
legislation for burning vegetation, even
though the Faison/Dickerson bill didn’t
allow cannabis for smoking.
With Faison playing all the angles in
his quest for passage, some wondered if
he needed a marijuana cigarette – also
known as a doobie – to sooth his nerves.
Ultimately, Faison turned his version
of the bill into a decriminalization measure and pushed it through the House
Criminal Justice Committee – further
than marijuana legislation had ever gone
– despite the whining of law enforcement
officials that it would lead to more deaths

on Tennessee highways.
Dickerson, however, felt an ill wind
blowing in the Senate and took his bill off
notice, killing it for the year and allowing
members of the Senate Judiciary Committee to escape without having to cast a
vote on medical pot.
Faison, a Republican from Cosby in
East Tennessee, was not fazed afterward,
saying, “Medical marijuana’s coming to a
state near you. It’s going to be everywhere
in the next two years. I believe it’ll pass
overwhelmingly next year in Tennessee.
As a matter of fact, there are senators
who are wishing to God they would have
voted for it. The ones who are in general
elections, they’re just wishing they would
have spoken out for it or voted for it now.
It’s what the people want.”
No matter who is elected governor in
November, Faison predicts Tennessee
will see a change in medical cannabis
laws, with 80 percent of Tennesseans
backing its use.
Yet for possibly the first time in years,
Faison is keeping his bong dry – oops, I
mean his powder dry. (He says he doesn’t
smoke weed and doesn’t back recreational use.)
While he’ll be tickled if Dickerson and
Terry pass their legislation in 2019, he
won’t be a part of it. Instead, he says he’ll
file a caption bill, if re-elected, enabling
him to see how their measure is faring as
the session progresses and to file a more
“patient-oriented and freedom-oriented”
language.
The bill Dickerson and Terry are planning won’t be a huge shift from the measure that fell short in the 2018 session. In
fact, Dickerson notes he was happy with
most of the bill he and Faison sponsored,
and he says part of the bill he and Terry
are planning will allow patients to use
medical cannabis.
“So, what I anticipate is growing it, refining it and then dispensing within Tennessee. I think that will be there,” he adds.
Dickerson also hopes to involve the
Department of Agriculture in the economic side of the legislation, possibly
making it “slightly more expansive’’ and
a “new and improved version.”
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The Memphis News features columns
from guest contributors writing about
a variety of topics, ranging from
small-business strategies to personal
finance advice to effective marketing
tips. To read these columns as well
as up-to-the-minute news coverage,
please visit memphisdailynews.com.

MICHAEL GRABER

LET’S GROW

Curiosity remains the secret ingredient of
our best and most systemic thinkers, making
an indelible impact on the world. Why limit
yourself or your team? If you want to have a
successful organization and career, cultivate
curiosity.

MEL & PEARL SHAW

FUNDRAISING GOOD TIMES
Columnists Mel and Pearl Shaw point out
potential challenges and changes that can
impact your organization’s leadership. Taking
time with board members, volunteers, staff
and community leaders can help prepare for
future possibilities.

EMILY CUPPLES

GUERRILLA SALES & MARKETING
In a digital world, companies must capitalize
on the non-digital world as well. It may be
offline, but it’s not off-target for marketing
strategies.

MARY C. MCDONALD
THE ANALYSIS
Matt Ferry, the Democrat running
against Terry this November, applauds
him for being one of the few Republicans
to support medical marijuana, but he says
this type of bill would be only a “baby step
in the right direction.”
“It is time for us to stop playing politics and start taking the health and welfare
of Tennesseans seriously. Medical marijuana has been shown to have a variety of
benefits, including the ability to help fight
opioid addiction. Health care is one of the
largest industries in Middle Tennessee
and Nashville’s health care industry is
one of the fastest growing in the nation.
“Tennessee should be on the cutting
edge of health care, not playing catch-up.
Let’s be the 31st state to legalize medical
view from the hill continued on P31

GUEST COLUMN

Dr. Cathy Schanzer, an ophthalmologist in
Memphis, wanted to take time off from her
practice to volunteer at a clinic in Nigeria
performing cataract surgery. In 1988, she
and her husband began the journey.

RAY & DANA BRANDON

RAYS OF WISDOM

As we approach the 10-year anniversary
of the current bull market in stocks, Ray
and Dana Brandon say now may be time to
consider bonds.
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MEMPHIS GRIZZLIES

Memphis Grizzlies’ TV Voice
Pete Pranica Loving Dream Job

Memphis Grizzlies television broadcasters Brevin Knight, left, and Pete Pranica wear headbands in honor of Zach Randolph
headband night at a 2010 game at FedExForum. Pranica, the team’s play-by-play announcer for FOX Sports Southeast, recently
received the National Sports Media Association’s Tennessee Sportscaster of the Year award. Copyright 2010 NBAE (Photo by Joe Murphy/NBAE via Getty Images)
DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

As the tip-off of another Memphis Grizzlies game nears, television play-by-play
announcer Pete Pranica will tell viewers
on FOX Sports Southeast, “We have three
officials, and they have been assigned by
the NBA …”
It’s part of the routine. But one-time
broadcast partner and former Grizzly
player Brevin Knight jumped in with an
ad-lib: “And they showed up on time.”
After that, it was a regular bit with the
two of them. It was fun and nice light way to
get into the game, and Pranica didn’t really
give it a second thought until a Grizzlies fan,
a mother with an autistic son, approached
him one day to say thank you.
“You think it’s like a little shtick you do,”
she told him. “My son isn’t ready to watch
basketball until you say it.”
It was a small moment, yes, but one
that again showed that the local broadcast
crew members are guests in their viewers’
homes. Whether the Grizzlies are winning
and driving toward a playoff berth, as they
did for seven straight years, or losing and

destined for a high lottery pick – as they
were in 2017-18 – people make a conscious
decision to watch the games on TV and to
share their evening with Pete and Brevin.
As a former player, the role of game analyst is a natural second career for Knight.
Pranica, whom Knight never fails to call
“Pardner” several times a game, knew from
a young age that if he were ever to have a
job in major professional sports it wasn’t
going to be as a player.
Small sports world that it is when
Pranica was honored last month with the
National Sports Media Association’s 2017
Tennessee Sportscaster of the Year award,
it was at the same time that Kevin Harlan
was honored as the 2017 National Sportscaster of the Year. Pranica and Harlan began their play-by-play careers at a 10-watt
student station at Premontre High School
in Green Bay, Wisconsin.
“My parents wanted me to be a priest
or a lawyer or something” other than a
sports broadcaster, Pranica said. “I never
gave up on it.”
Like any broadcaster who has made it,
he has stories of paying his dues. A graduate
of the University of Notre Dame, Pranica at
one point worked at a tiny radio station in

Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin. He read school
lunch menus. And accident reports. And
obituaries.
He worked for the Notre Dame Alumni
Association for a time, but still kept looking for a way into a full-time broadcasting
career. A Notre Dame graduate who knew
Detroit Pistons broadcaster George Blaha,
also a Notre Dame grad, passed on a tape
of Pranica’s play-by-play work. That led to
a fill-in role doing Pistons’ games on radio,
which turned into full-time work with the
Portland Trail Blazers and eventually as
the play-by-play TV guy. In 2004, Pranica
joined the Grizzlies.
If you frequent a certain national coffee
shop chain, you’ve probably seen Pranica
doing game preparation with a laptop and
charts. Over the years, much more detailed
analytical data has been made available
and FOX provides its announcers with a
software program called “Broadcaster’s
Edge.”
By game time, Pranica has absorbed a
lot more data than he could ever use or a
viewer could digest. He likes the way veteran sportscaster Wes Durham put it at a
recent conference: “You have to put a fence
around your prep.”

Pranica, 54, says when he worked in
Portland with Steve “Snapper” Jones that
Jones was big on identifying the character
of a team and translating that for the audience. Watching tape will provide some of
the answers, of course, but with advanced
metrics provided by player tracking there
are deep numbers to back up first, second
and third impressions.
For instance, while the Grizzlies suffered a 22-60 season, they surprisingly
ranked fourth in secondary assists – a
hockey-like stat that tracks ball movement
in more detail. The three teams ahead of
them, in alphabetical order: Golden State,
Philadelphia and San Antonio, all playoff
participants.
“You can go down the rabbit hole and
lose yourself in these numbers,” Pranica
said. “Like with offensive and defensive
efficiency. Brevin doesn’t like it. You look at
what Golden State gives up defensively, and
you might think they’re a terrible defensive
team. But no, they just play so much faster
it’s comparing apples and oranges.”
The average Grizzlies fan probably has
a pretty good handle on who the worldchampion Warriors are. But the Grizzlies
play Eastern Conference teams only twice
a season. That puts more onus on Pranica
and Knight to explain to viewers how, say,
the Grizzlies match up with the Washington
Wizards.
“Outside of (Bradley) Beal and (John)
Wall, they have no clue, nor should they,
really,” Pranica said.
Last year, fans also may have struggled
to keep track of players on the Grizzlies.
Sure, Marc Gasol was there pretty much
every night, but Mike Conley missed most
of the season with injury, Tyreke Evans
was shut down late in the year, and there
was movement back and forth with the G
League Memphis Hustle and odd rotations
no one would have imagined back in training camp.
Not to mention a lot of losing, including
a 19-game losing skid that lasted almost
two months. It got so bad that about the
best that could be said about the Grizzlies
was what could be said about the officials:
They showed up on time.
“Being honest is always the best policy,”
said Pranica. “Anything I say that’s particularly critical has to have some basis of fact.
If I say someone is shooting poorly, I’ll say
they’re 3-for-21 over their last two games.
“We are fortunate in that we have an
ownership and a management group that
wants us to be honest. They don’t have an
issue with us being critical, if it’s warranted.
pranica continued on P28
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MEMPHIS REDBIRDS

DON WADE
dwade@memphisdailynews.com

The dream had come true, at
least part of it. Thirteen months
after being struck in the head by
a line drive while pitching for the
Memphis Redbirds at Iowa, Daniel Poncedeleon was in the majors wearing a St. Louis Cardinals
uniform. He hadn’t just recovered from a career-threatening
injury, a life-threatening moment, he was in the big leagues.
As fortune would have it,
he would not get into a game
before being sent back down to
Triple-A Memphis. It’s the kind
of thing that happens all the time
in baseball.
But he was still a story during
his brief stint with the Cardinals,
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch writing about his amazing recovery
and his having to undergo emergency surgery on his brain to

stop bleeding and swelling.
“I was hoping everyone
would forget about it and notice
me as a pitcher, not as a guy who
got hit in the head,” Poncedeleon
said while with the Cardinals.
Although the Cardinals have
not summoned him to the majors again, Poncedeleon is getting notice as a pitcher.
He made the Pacific Coast
League All-Star team on the
strength of his 2.39 earned run
average and 98 strikeouts, both
of which rank second in the PCL.
He threw one inning in the Triple-A All-Star Game Wednesday,
July 11, and struck out the side.
The 6-4 right-hander also has
an 8-3 record and has held righthanded hitters to a .189 batting
average.
That’s what he and everyone
around him would rather talk
about – not May 9, 2017.
“When I talk about it, I get
images in my head and it’s not

(Kevin Lanlgey/Cal Sport Media via AP Images)

Redbirds Pitcher Daniel Poncedeleon Survives
Line Drive to Head to Become PCL All-Star

Memphis Redbirds pitcher Daniel Poncedeleon survived being
struck in the head by a line drive in May 2017 and earned a spot
on the Pacific Coast League All-Star team this year.
fun,” said Memphis manager Stubby Clapp. “It’s done,
over with.”
Poncedeleon did not pitch

the rest of the 2017 season.
“We deal with a lot of different injuries in our game,”
John Mozeliak, the Cardinals’

president of baseball operations,
told the Post-Dispatch. “But not
usually one that you’re reflecting
on someone’s future in terms of
living or dying.”
To hear Poncedeleon now, he
moved past the life-and-death
questions to the goal of returning
to the pitching mound as soon
as he could.
“Probably two months into
my recovery I wasn’t thinking
(about what happened),” he said
in the Redbirds’ clubhouse after
his most-recent victory. “I just
kept thinking when am I gonna
get back, when am I gonna play.
Any fear, I give it to God and let
it go.”
After getting back on the
mound in spring training this
year (he reportedly has worn
a protective insert in his cap)
he quickly turned his attention to his craft. Poncedeleon
poncedeleon continued on P22

Redbirds’ Third Baseman Finds New Success
DON WADE

THE PRESS BOX
He’s not a kid anymore. And that’s not
being negative, that’s just an undeniable
truth when you’re a 26-year-old baseball
player in your third season in Triple-A.
But Patrick Wisdom also isn’t the same
player he once was. Every hitter talks about
taking the game one at-bat at a time. And
every player struggles to do it.
Drafted in 2012 out of St. Mary’s College
by the St. Louis Cardinals, taken with the
52nd overall pick, Wisdom carried a .238
career batting average as a professional
into his third season with the Memphis
Redbirds.
Memphis manager Stubby Clapp says
Wisdom always has been a good teammate,
a great clubhouse guy. But he was too hard
on himself. He couldn’t let go of the strikeout with the runners in scoring position or
the popout that came from getting way out
in front on a changeup.
“He’s learning to handle the adversity
better,” Clapp said. “He’s looking to the

next situation instead of dwelling on the
past and letting that snowball on him.”
Wisdom had a productive 2017 season
as he belted 31 home runs and drove in 89
runs, albeit striking out 149 times and walking just 38 times. He made the All-Pacific
Coast League team at season’s end and was
named the Most Valuable Player of the 2017
PCL playoffs, highlighted by a key two-run
homer in Game 5 of the championship
series. Still, he is not on the Cardinals’ 40man roster.
But in 2018 Wisdom has found a new
approach and is on a new level. Named to
the PCL All-Star team and also selected to
participate in the Triple-A All-Star Game’s
Home Run Derby, Wisdom was batting .297
with a .372 on-base percentage and still
displaying power with 31 extra-base hits,
including 12 homers and 50 RBI.
Perhaps most telling he had 34 walks
through 81 games – nearly matching what
he had all of last year.
“Nothing wrong with taking a base,”
Wisdom said. “The strikeouts are still there
(86 through 81 games), but that comes with
the swing and trying to do damage.”
As a third baseman/first baseman, doing damage is a basic requirement. With
the way the game has changed, strikeouts
are acceptable within that context. Even

expected.
Redbirds hitting coach Mark Budaska
can point to mechanical changes that have
helped Wisdom, such as employing a wider
base that has made it easier to keep his
head still. That, in turn, has made it easier
to recognize off-speed pitches sooner and
to use the whole field.
“He’s taking it where they give it to
him,” Budaska said. “He doesn’t need to
be pull-happy to hit homers.”
Beyond that, Wisdom is more focused
from at-bat to at-bat, game-to-game.
“[He’s] calmer. Good kid; grown up
a lot,” Budaska said, wondering aloud if
Wisdom getting married several months
ago has contributed.
Wisdom confirms that it has. He even
married a girl with a baseball name: Caroline, or as Wisdom put it, “Sweet Caroline.”
“She keeps me grounded,” he said.
“It’s nice to have her out here. And gives
me somebody to talk to about something
other than baseball, so I’m not in my head
all the time about my swing.”
Here’s what a 26-year-old in his seventh
professional season knows so much better
than even the 24-year-old he was during
his first year at Triple-A: It’s all the quiet
time between games and at-bats that can
get to you.

The great players – and Wisdom mentions Mike Trout as an example – make a
habit of finding small positives even amid
a bad game or at-bat. It’s the only way to
push forward.
“Each at-bat is new,” Wisdom said of
the way he thinks about it now. “You can
have fun each time you step in the box.”
The Cardinals’ season is teetering
on the edge. Moves may be made. That
could create an opportunity in St. Louis
or elsewhere.
Wisdom knows this. He also understands that dwelling on it can only hurt
him.
“If I start trying to play general manager, worrying about what somebody
above me did, that just makes going to the
ballpark stressful,” he said.
But count on this: His production is not
going unnoticed. Nor the new focus.
“There’s 29 other teams,” Clapp said.
“And that’s what we preach to these guys.”
Opportunity, if not yet knocking, draws
ever-closer to Patrick Wisdom’s door.
Don Wade’s column appears weekly
in The Daily News and The Memphis
News. Listen to Wade on “Middays with
Greg & Eli” every Tuesday at noon on
Sports 56 AM and 87.7 FM.
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Former Football Player Mario Reed
Spreads Message of Never Losing Hope
PETE WICKHAM
Special to The Memphis News

It took relatively little time for Mario
Reed to figure out that to survive in a life
without the use of his arms and legs –
taken from him in a split second during
a high school football game in 1997, he
would have to look inward – as deep as
he could go.
Reed was playing football for Millington Central High School when he
sustained a spinal cord injury that left him
paralyzed and in a wheelchair.
“I knew I couldn’t run 10 miles, I
couldn’t tread water, make a tackle or follow a dream of professional football,” said
Reed, now 36. “I had to become a thinker.
Everything had to be about the mental.
And I had to get a strong sense of faith.”
Nearly 21 years after his life-changing
injury, Reed will share his life-affirming
story on the big screen with the documentary “The View Within Mario Reed,”
which premiered Tuesday, July 10 at the
Malco on the Square Theater.
It’s quite a view of an inner reservoir
that seemingly has no bottom.
Harold Graeter, now associate
director of the AutoZone Liberty Bowl,
was a TV sportscaster in 1997. While in
Dallas to cover the Tennessee Oilers, who
were playing Thanksgiving Day against
the Cowboys, he took a detour to Baylor
Medical Center to interview Reed, who
was beginning rehab. The interview,
Graeter said, was life changing for him.
“I asked him what he had to be thankful for, and he looked up at me from that
bed and said ‘Everything!’ ” Graeter said.
“We’ve been friends from that day, and I

poncedeleon continued from P21

was a heavy two-seam fastball guy.
The pitch had plenty of movement
and run, but at times he struggled to corral the control.
“When I get sent down in spring training our pitching coordinator Tim Leveque
came up to me and is like, `You should try
throwing the four-seam.’ And I was like, 'I
don’t think so,’” Poncedeleon said.
Reluctantly, he devoted an inning to
throwing the four-seam; it typically comes
with a little more velocity but less movement. He liked what he saw.
So he made a bigger commitment.
“The next game I threw only fourseams and it worked out really well,” he

know I call him when I’m down and need
a pick-me-up. Because through all the
years and all the challenges, I’ve never
seen him down, or without a smile on
his face.”
Reed’s longtime friend and sometime
attorney Wilson Wages has seen the Mario
Effect more than once at gatherings. “The
evening might be about something or
someone else, but when Mario wheels in
he takes over the room. It’s like the room
lights up.”
The documentary shows the toil,
sweat and pain Reed has gone through for
the small victories in his life: The workouts
and therapy he goes through almost daily
to maintain what little muscle tone he
has; the small victories, such as regaining some control of his arms, and some

said. “I haven’t thrown a two-seam since.”
Said Clapp: “He’s got a knack for the
swing-and-miss fastball. It’s been slow
progress, but progress. His strikeouts are
up, his ERA is down. What’s in his heart,
and the mental toughness he has shown,
is awesome.”
And while there is no doubt more to
that journey than Poncedeleon cares to
share, he is also confident that listening
to Leveque and switching from the twoseam fastball to the four-seam fastball
has played a significant role in his season.
And will for the rest of his career.
“That was actually the pitch I threw
when I got hit in the head – a two-seam
right down the middle,” he said. “So the
four-seam has been a life-changer.”

movement in his fingers, thanks to nervetransfer surgery.
The story is about family – mother
Winnie, brother David and sister LaTonya
– who gave him that first “handhold” after
the injury and have led a small army of
friends and supporters ever since.
“In the hospital I needed a machine
to breathe,” Reed said. “I told my family
to pull the cord, and they just said, ‘We’re
not going to do that. We’re going to take
this one day at a time.’ They’re there every
day for me.
“I’ve learned you never question
God,” he adds. “He has a purpose for what
you’re going through in your life. It’s up
to you to find that purpose.”
Every day Reed wakes up and “thanks
God for that blessing.”
Reed has found that purpose in his
workouts. He’s found purpose in victories
such as finishing high school, taking college courses, learning to drive a specially
equipped van – though its expense forced
him to give it up a few years ago. More
than anything, he tells his story as often
as he can by giving motivational speeches
for organizations such as SRVS and the
Center for Independent Living.
He put his story in book form a few
years ago. John Hamilton, who designed
the book’s cover, owns a video-production company and put together the documentary along with screenwriter Christin
Webb. After its showing in Memphis, he
hopes to distribute it to Netflix and organizations like ESPN to spread his message
of never losing hope.
“When you have your full faculties
and can do everything, you get lazy or you
start thinking you’re doing a lot of stuff
when you really aren’t,” Hamilton said.
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“When I met Mario I never knew anybody
in his condition, where everything he does
takes so much energy but he still has this
vibrant life, and it makes me think I have
no excuses.”
The movie deals with the memory
of a rambunctious, rebellious tough little
kid from the wrong side of the tracks, and
who that kid has become.
Wages was in the stands the night
Reed was injured. He’s helped him
through issues such as problems with
the van, and later trying to get TennCare
coverage after he was informed four
years ago that the TSSAA’s catastrophic
insurance policy – which Reed thought
would be for life – was about to run out.
The ex-football player who can’t get out
of a wheelchair “outran the coverage” by
living two decades past the injury.
“For years I’ve seen him at football
games and we’d shoot the breeze,” Wages
said. “One night we were talking about
another guy who would come into the
weight room when Mario was in there
pumping iron. He said he was frustrated
at not getting much bigger or stronger,
while this guy was born big and strong
and everything came easy.
“As it turned out, the guy got into
drugs and ended up in prison.”
But Reed keeps motoring his way
through life, and around obstacles.
“He said he was going to go to college,
and he was going to drive. And doggone if
he didn’t do it,” Wages said. “He can sign
his name better than I can sign mine. He’s
written a book, wrote the screenplay and
got the documentary funded.
“About five miracles ago I quit rolling
my eyes and doubting. When Mario says
he’s going to do it, he will,” Wages said.
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public notices
Foreclosure Notices
Fayette County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated July 1, 2005, and the
Deed of Trust of even date securing the
same, recorded August 12, 2005, in
Book No. D791, at Page 787, in Office
of the Register of Deeds for Fayette
County, Tennessee, executed by
Lula Bell Green and Arthur L Green,
Jr., conveying certain property therein
described to Arnold M. Weiss, ESQ. as
Trustee for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.; and
the undersigned, Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee by U.S. Bank National
Association, as Trustee for SASCO
Mortgage Loan Trust 2005-WF4.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority
vested in and imposed upon said Successor Trustee, by U.S. Bank National
Association, as Trustee for SASCO
Mortgage Loan Trust 2005-WF4, will, on
July 23, 2018 on or about 9:00 AM,
at the Fayette County Courthouse,
Somerville, Tennessee, offer for sale
certain property hereinafter described to
the highest bidder FOR certified funds
paid at the conclusion of the sale, or
credit bid from a bank or other lending
entity pre- approved by the successor
trustee. The sale is free from all exemptions, which are expressly waived
in the Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Fayette County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the west
margin of the right-of-way of State
Highway 76, this point being 47.8
feet south of the northeast corner of
14.16 acre, tract and 33 feet from
the center line of said Highway 78
from said point of beginning, south
13 degrees, 45 minutes west along
the west margin of said right-of-way
of Highway 76, 100 feet to a stake
the northeast corner of Lot 1B of the
Hillside Subdivision; thence north 80
degrees west passing at 218 feet
the northwest corner of said Lot
No. 1B and on for a total of 435.6
feet to a stake; thence north 13
degrees 45 minutes east, 100 feet
to a stake in gully; thence south
80 degrees east 435.6 feet to the
beginning and containing 1.0 acre,
more or less.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 4685 Highway 76,
Moscow, TN 38057-6225
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
LULA BELL GREEN
ARTHUR L GREEN, JR.
ESTATE OF LULA BELL GREEN
HEIR(S) OF LULA BELL GREEN
GEMINI CAPITAL GROUP, LLC ORIGINAL CREDITOR CITIFINANCIAL AUTO
CREDIT, INC.
CITIFINANCIAL CONSUMER LOANS,
FIRST INVESTMENT SERVICES
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 331015
DATED June 25, 2018

WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
June 29, July 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13850

Foreclosure Notices
Madison County
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE
STATE OF TENNESSEE, MADISON
COUNTY
WHEREAS, Gwendolyn Pirtle executed a Deed of Trust to Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Regions Bank D/B/A
Regions Mortgage, Lender and FMLS,
Inc., Trustee(s), which was dated October 30, 2009 and recorded on November
4, 2009 in Book T1870, Page 1269,
Madison County, Tennessee Register
of Deeds.
WHEREAS, default having been
made in the payment of the debt(s)
and obligation(s) thereby secured by
the said Deed of Trust and the current
holder of said Deed of Trust, Tennessee Housing Development Agency, (the
“Holder”), appointed the undersigned,
Brock & Scott, PLLC, as Substitute
Trustee, with all the rights, powers and
privileges of the original Trustee named
in said Deed of Trust; and
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness
has been declared due and payable
as provided in said Deed of Trust by
the Holder, and that as agent for the
undersigned, Brock & Scott, PLLC,
Substitute Trustee, by virtue of the
power and authority vested in it, will
on July 26, 2018, at 10:00AM at the
usual and customary location at the
Madison County Courthouse, Jackson,
Tennessee, proceed to sell at public
outcry to the highest and best bidder for
cash, the following described property
situated in Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
BEGINNING at a stake in the south
margin of College Street fifty feet
east of Newman’s northeast corner;
thence south one fifty (150) feet to
a stake in the north margin of a ten
foot alley; thence fifty (50) feet east
with the north margin of said alley
to a stake, to Rochelle’s west line;
thence north one hundred fifty (150)
feet to a stake in the south margin of
College Street; thence west with the
south margin of College Street fifty
(50) feet to the beginning. Being the
same property conveyed to Gwendolyn
Pirtle by deed of record in Deed Book
701 page 913 the Register’s Office of
Madison County, Tennessee.
Parcel ID Number: 078O D 00300
000
Address/Description: 908 East College Street, Jackson, TN 38301.
Current Owner(s): Gwendolyn Pirtle.
Other Interested Party(ies): Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development.
The sale of the property described above
shall be subject to all matters shown
on any recorded plat; any and all liens
against said property for unpaid property taxes; any restrictive covenants,
easements or set-back lines that may
be applicable; any prior liens or encumbrances as well as any priority created
by a fixture filing; a deed of trust; and
any matter than an accurate survey of
the premises might disclose; and
All right and equity of redemption,
statutory or otherwise, homestead, and
dower are expressly waived in said Deed
of Trust, and the title is believed to be
good, but the undersigned will sell and
convey only as Substitute Trustee. The
right is reserved to adjourn the day of
the sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above.
This office is attempting to collect a
debt. Any information obtained will be
used for that purpose.
Brock & Scott, PLLC,
Substitute Trustee
c/o Tennessee Foreclosure
Department
4360 Chamblee Dunwoody Road,
Ste 310
Atlanta, GA 30341
PH: 404-789-2661
FX: 404-294-0919
File No.: 18-06308 FC01

June 29, July 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13845
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
July 20, 2018 at 12:00PM local time,
at the north door, Madison County
Courthouse, 100 East Main Street,
Jackson, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Timothy B Moss,
to Susan Voss, Trustee, as trustee for
Regions Bank d/b/a Regions Mortgage
on August 16, 2013 at Book T 1961,
Page 560; conducted by Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP, having been appointed
Substitute or Successor Trustee, all of
record in the Madison County Register’s
Office. Default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of said Deed of Trust
and the entire indebtedness has been
declared due and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Regions Bank, its successors and
assigns.
The following real estate located in
Madison County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
Beginning at a point in the west margin
of Eagle Ridge Drive, said point being the southeast corner of Lot No.
23, in the Section III of Eagle Pointe
Subdivision, a plat of which appears of
record in Plat Book 7, page 91 in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee; runs thence South 16
degrees 21 minutes 41 seconds
West, with the west margin of Eagle
Ridge, 100.00 feet to the northeast
corner of Lot No. 21; thence North
73 degrees 38 minutes 19 seconds
West, with the north line of Lot No.
21, 200.00 feet to a point in the east
line of Lot No. 49; thence North 16
degrees 21 minutes 41 seconds East,
with the east line of Lots No. 47, 48,
49, 100.00 feet to the southwest
corner of Lot No. 23; thence South
73 degrees 38 minutes 19 seconds
East, with the south line of Lot No.
23, 200.00 feet to the point of beginning. Being Lot No. 22, in Section III
of Eagle Pointe Subdivision.
Being the same property conveyed to
Timothy B. Moss by deed recorded
in Deed Book 720 page 567, in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee.
Street Address: 195 Eagle Ridge Dr,
Oakfield, Tennessee 38362
Parcel Number: 025J B 001.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Timothy
B. Moss
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
195 Eagle Ridge Dr, Oakfield, Tennessee 38362, but such address is
not part of the legal description of the
property sold herein and in the event of
any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Timothy B Moss,
and those claiming through him/her/
it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only

as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.shapiro-ingle.com
File No. 18-115845
June 29, July 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13847
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on August
09, 2018, at or about 10:00 AM, local time, at the North Entrance of the
Madison County Courthouse, 100 East
Main Street, Jackson, TN 38301, pursuant to the Deed of Trust executed by
Robert B. Nichols and Eileen F. Nichols,
to Thomas F. Baker, IV, as Trustee for
First Horizon Home Loan Corporation
d/b/a First Tennessee Home Loans
dated October 21, 2002, and recorded
on October 22, 2002 in Book T1417,
Page 474, in the Register’s Office for
Madison County, Tennessee (“Deed
of Trust”), conducted by Padgett Law
Group, having been appointed Substitute Trustee, all of record in the Madison County Register’s Office. Default
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of said Deed of
trust has been made; and the entire
indebtedness has been declared due
and payable.
Party entitled to enforce the debt:
Nationstar Mortgage LLC d/b/a Mr.
Cooper
The hereinafter described real property
located in Madison County will be sold
to the highest call bidder subject to all
unpaid taxes, prior liens and encumbrances of record:
Legal Description: Being Lot No. 13,
Belle Trace Subdivision, a plat of which
appears of record in Plat Book 9, Page
149, in the Register`s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee, reference to which
plat is hereby made for a more particular
description of said lot.
Street Address: The street address of
the property is believed to be 75 Belle
Trace Cove, Jackson, TN 38305, but
such address is not part of the legal
description of the property. In the event
of any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
Map/Parcel Number: 044F F 01400
000
Current owner(s) of Property: ROBERT
B. NICHOLS AND EILEEN F. NICHOLS
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded
Plat or Plan; any unpaid taxes and assessments; any restrictive covenants,
easements or setback lines that may be

applicable; rights of redemption, equity,
statutory or otherwise, not otherwise
waived in the Deed of Trust, including
rights of redemption of any government
agency, state or federal; and any and
all prior deeds of trust, liens, dues,
assessments, encumbrances, defects,
adverse claims and other matters that
may take priority over the Deed of Trust
upon which this foreclosure sale is
conducted or are not extinguished by
this Foreclosure Sale.
THE PROPERTY IS SOLD WITHOUT ANY
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, RELATING
TO TITLE, MARKETABILITY OF TITLE,
POSSESSION, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR
THE LIKE AND FITNESS FOR A GENERAL
OR PARTICULAR USE OR PURPOSE.
The title is believed to be good, but
the undersigned will sell and convey
only as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn the
sale to another time certain or to
another day, time, and place certain,
without further publication upon announcement on the day, time, and
place of sale set forth above or any
subsequent adjourned day, time, and
place of sale.
If you purchase a property at the foreclosure sale, the entire purchase price
is due and payable at the conclusion
of the auction in the form of a certified
check made payable to or endorsed
to Padgett Law Group. No personal
checks will be accepted. To this end,
you must bring sufficient funds to outbid the lender and any other bidders.
Insufficient funds will not be accepted.
Amounts received in excess of the
winning bid will be refunded to the
successful purchaser at the time the
foreclosure deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender or
trustee. This sale may be rescinded by
the Substitute Trustee at any time.
THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT
A DEBT, AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
Padgett Law Group
Substitute Trustee
6267 Old Water Oak Road
Suite 203
Tallahassee, FL 32312
(850) 422-2520 (telephone)
(850) 422-2567 (facsimile)
attorney@padgettlaw.net
PLG# 17-010643-2
Attorney for Plaintiff
June 29, July 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13853
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE`S
SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust dated December 22, 2014,
executed by John H. Davis, single
man, to Timothy E. Wilson, Trustee,
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc., as nominee for The
Bank of Jackson, its successors and
assigns, and appearing of record on
December 29, 2014, in the Register’s
Office of Madison County, Tennessee,
at Book T1990 Page 1244 and Instrument Number 14014232.
WHEREAS, the beneficial interest
of said Deed of Trust was last transferred and assigned to U.S. BANK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, the party
entitled to enforce said security interest; and having appointed Clear Recon
LLC, the undersigned, as Substitute
Trustee by instrument filed or being
filed for record in the Register’s Office
of Madison County, Tennessee, with
all of the rights, powers, and privileges
of the original Trustee named in said
Deed of Trust.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable as
provided in said Deed of Trust, and that
the undersigned, Clear Recon LLC, as
Substitute Trustee or his duly appointed
agent, by virtue of the power, duty, and
authority vested and imposed upon
said Substitute Trustee will, on July
26, 2018, at 10:00 AM, local time,
at the North Entrance of the Madison
County Courthouse, located in Jackson
Tennessee, proceed to sell at public
outcry to the highest and best bidder
Continued on Page 24
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for cash or certified funds ONLY, the
following described property situated
in Madison County, to wit:
The land referred to herein below is
situated in the County of Madison,
State of Tennessee, and is described
as follows:
LAND LYING AND BEING IN MADISON COUNTY, TENNESSEE, AND
BEING MORE PARTICLULARLY
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
MAP 46 PARCEL 16.05 9 HUNTER
HILL DRIVE, JACKSON, TN, 38305
TRACT I: BEGINNING AT A POINT IN
THE NORTH MARGIN OF BASCOM
ROAD, SAID POINT BEING NORTH
87 DEGREES 58 MINUTES EAST A
DISTANCE OF 380.35 FEET FROM
THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE
ALBERTA BARNETT TRACT, SAID
POINT ALSO BEING THE SOUTHEAST
CORNER OF TRACT 7; RUNS THENCE
NORTH 15 DEGREES 48 MINUTES
WEST WITH THE EAST MARGIN OF
TRACT 7 A DISTANCE OF 376.52
FEET TO A POINT; RUNS THENCE
NORTH 67 DEGREES 26 MINUTES
EAST WITH THE SOUTH MARGIN OF
TRACT 5 A DISTANCE OF 293.07
FEET TO A POINT IN THE WEST
MARGIN OF THE HOMEOWNER’S
TRACT; RUNS THENCE IN A SOUTHEASTERLY DIRECTION FOLLOWING
A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 408.06 FEET A DISTANCE
OF 102.55 FEET TO A POINT IN
THE WEST MARGIN OF THE HOMEOWNER’S TRACT; RUNS THENCE
SOUTH 43 DEGREES 32 MINUTES
EAST WITH THE WEST MARGIN OF
THE HOMEOWNER’S TRACT A DISTANCE OF 108.78 FEET TO POINT;
RUNS THENCE IN A SOUTHERLY
DIRECTION FOLLOWING A CURVE
TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF
25 FEET A DISTANCE OF 32.22 FEET
TO A POINT IN THE NORTHWEST
MARGIN OF BASCOM ROAD; RUNS
THENCE FOLLOWING THE NORTHWEST MARGIN OF BASCOM ROAD
AS FOLLOWS: SOUTH 30 DEGREES
18 MINUTES WEST A DISTANCE OF
211.35 FEET TO A POINT; SOUTH
42 DEGREES 51 MINUTES WEST A
DISTANCE OF 100 FEET TO A POINT;
SOUTH 74 DEGREES 35 MINUTES
WEST A DISTANCE OF 100 FEET
TO A POINT; RUNS THENCE SOUTH
87 DEGREES 58 MINUTES WEST A
DISTANCE OF 36.35 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING, CONTAINING
2.80 ACRES, AS SURVEYED BY
MCALEXANDER ENGINEERING ON
FEBRUARY 16, 1983, BEING TRACT
8 IN THE PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT,
UNRECORDED, KNOWN AS HUNTER
HILLS, AS SHOWN ON A PLAT
PREPARED BY MCALEXANDER
ENGINEERING, DATED FEBRUARY
16, 1983. 1/9 INTEREST IN THE
ACCESS ROAD FOR INGRESS AND
EGRESS FROM BASCOM ROAD TO
THE ABOVE 2.80 ACRE TRACT:
BEGINNING AT A POINT IN THE
NORTHWEST MARGIN OF BASCOM ROAD, SAID POINT BEING
THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE
DAVID WILLIAMS TRACT; RUNS
THENCE SOUTH 55 DEGREES
54 MINUTES WEST A DISTANCE
OF 100 FEET TO A POINT; RUNS
THENCE SOUTH 46 DEGREES 27
MINUTES WEST A DISTANCE OF
302.30 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING; RUNS THENCE SOUTH 46
DEGREES 27 MINUTES WEST WITH
THE NORTH MARGIN OF BASCOM
ROAD A DISTANCE OF 50 FEET TO
A POINT; RUNS THENCE SOUTH 30
DEGREES 18 MINUTES WEST WITH
THE NORTHWEST MARGIN OF BASCOM ROAD A DISTANCE OF 44.95
FEET TO A POINT; RUNS THENCE
IN A NORTHWESTERLY DIRECTION
FOLLOWING A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 25 FEET A
DISTANCE OF 32.22 FEET TO A
POINT; RUNS THENCE NORTH 43
DEGREES 32 MINUTES WEST A DISTANCE OF 108.78 FEET TO A POINT;
RUNS THENCE IN A NORTHERLY
DIRECTION FOLLOWING A CURVE
TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS
OF 408.06 FEET A DISTANCE OF
505.65 FEET TO A POINT; RUNS
THENCE IN A NORTHWESTERLY

DIRECTION FOLLOWING A CURVE
TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS
OF 25 FEET A DISTANCE OF 39.27
FEET TO A POINT; RUNS THENCE
IN A NORTHERLY AND EASTERLY
DIRECTION FOLLOWING A CURVE
TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF
175 FEET A DISTANCE OF 549.88
FEET TO A POINT; RUNS THENCE
IN A SOUTHERLY DIRECTION FOLLOWING A CURVE TO THE RIGHT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 75 FEET A
DISTANCE OF 117.81 FEET TO A
POINT; RUNS THENCE SOUTH 27
DEGREES 28 MINUTES WEST A
DISTANCE OF 300 FEET TO A POINT;
RUNS THENCE IN A SOUTHERLY
DIRECTION FOLLOWING A CURVE
TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF
358.06 FEET A DISTANCE OF 443.70
FEET TO A POINT; RUNS THENCE
SOUTH 43 DEGREES 32 MINUTES
EAST A DISTANCE OF 95.20 FEET
TO A POINT; RUNS THENCE IN AN
EASTERLY DIRECTION FOLLOWING
A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 25 FEET A DISTANCE OF
39.27 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, CONTAINING 2.36 ACRES,
AS SURVEYED BY MCALEXANDER
ENGINEERING ON FEBRUARY 16,
1983, BEING THE DESCRIPTION
OF THE STREET NAMED HUNTER
HILLS, AND BEING CONTIGUOUS
TO THE ABOVE DESCRIBED 2.80
ACRE TRACT, FOR A TOTAL OF
5.16 ACRES.
TRACT II: BEGINNING AT AN EXISTING IRON PIN IN THE WEST RIGHT
OF WAY LINE OF HUNTER HILLS
DRIVE (RIGHT OF WAY BEING 50.0
FEET TOTAL OR 25.0 FEET AT RIGHT
ANGLES TO EITHER SIDE OF STREET
CENTERLINE) AT THE NORTHEAST
CORNER OF TRACT NO. 8 BELONGING TO JERRY W BROWER AND
WIFE, JEANNE H BROWER (SEE
DEED BOOK 434 AT PAGE 347 IN
THE REGISTER’S OFFICE OF MADISON COUNTY, TENNESSEE), WHICH
POINT IS THE SOUTHEAST CORNER
OF TRACT NO. 5; RUNS THENCE
SOUTH 67 DEGREES 26 MINUTES
WEST A DISTANCE OF 293.07 FEET
ALONG BROWER’S NORTH BOUNDARY LINE (TRACT NO. 8) TO A POINT
ON AN ELECTRIC POWER TRANSFORMER BOX AT THE NORTHEAST
CORNER OF TRACT NO. 7 BELONGING TO GEORGE MICHAEL CASEY
AND WIFE, CONNIE P CASEY (SEE
DEED BOOK 436 AT PAGE 523 IN
THE REGISTER’S OFFICE OF MADISON COUNTY, TENNESSEE); RUNS
THENCE WITH NEW LINE ON LARRY
P BECKER, NORTH 22 DEGREES
33 MINUTES 53 SECONDS WEST A
DISTANCE OF 69.93 FEET TO A NEW
IRON PIN BEING THE NORTHWEST
CORNER OF THIS DESCRIPTION;
RUNS THENCE WITH NEW LINE OF
LARRY P BECKER (TRACT NO. 5)
NORTH 73 DEGREES 12 MINUTES
24 SECONDS EAST A DISTANCE
OF 291.89 FEET TO A NEW IRON
PIN IN THE WEST RIGHT OF WAY
LINE OF HUNTER HILLS DRIVE,
WHICH POINT IS THE NORTHEAST
CORNER OF THIS DESCRIPTION;
RUNS THENCE ALONG THE WEST
RIGHT OF WAY LINE OF HUNTER
HILLS DRIVE, ALONG A PORTION
OF A CURVE CONTAINING A RADIUS
OF 408.07 FEET, AN ARC LENGTH
OF 40.67 FEET (A CHORD CALL OF
SOUTH 26 DEGREES 19 MINUTES
15 SECONDS EAST A DISTANCE OF
40.65 FEET) TO AN EXISTING IRON
PIN AT THE POINT OF BEGINNING
AND CONTAINING 0.37 ACRE.
BEING THE SAME REAL ESTATE
CONVEYED TO JOHN HARLEY DAVIS
BY WARRANTY DEED FROM JERRY
W. BROWER AND WIFE, JEANNE H
BROWER DATED AUGUST 15, 2013,
AND RECORDED AUGUST 16, 2013,
IN DEED BOOK 270 AT PAGE 497 IN
THE REGISTER’S OFFICE OF MADISON COUNTY, TENNESSEE.
Parcel ID: 46 16.05
Commonly known as 9 Hunter Hill
Drive, Jackson, TN 38305
The street address and parcel
number(s) of the above described
property are believed to be correct;
however, such references are not a
part of the legal description of the
property sold herein, and, in the event
of any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control

Current Owner(s) of Property: John
Harley Davis
Other Interested Parties: John H.
Davis; Citibank South Dakota, N.A.
This sale is subject to tenant(s)/
occupant(s) rights in possession.
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above-referenced
property: John Harley Davis; John H.
Davis; Citibank South Dakota, N.A.
If the United States or the State of
Tennessee have any liens or claimed
lien(s) on the Property, and are named
herein as interested parties, timely
notice has been given to the applicable
governmental entity, and the sale will
be subject to any applicable rights
of redemption held by the entity as
required by 26 U.S.C. § 7425 and/or
Tennessee Code § 67-1-1433.
All right and equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, homestead,
and dower are expressly waived in said
Deed of Trust, and the title is believed
to be good; however, the undersigned
will sell and convey only as Substitute
Trustee.
The transfer shall be AS IS, WHERE
IS, AND WITH ALL FAULTS, and without
warranties of any kind, express or implied, as to the condition of the Property
and the improvements located thereon,
including merchantability or fitness for
particular purpose. Trustee shall make
no covenant of seisin or warranty of
title, express or implied, and will sell
and convey the subject real property by
Substitute Trustee’s Deed only.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at
the time and place for the sale set
forth above.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender or
trustee. This sale may be rescinded by
the Substitute Trustee at any time.
THIS OFFICE IS ACTING AS A DEBT
COLLECTOR AND IS ATTEMPTING TO
COLLECT A DEBT. ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
Clear Recon LLC
Substitute Trustee
5751 Uptain Road
Suite 514
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37411
Phone: (877) 319-8840
File No: 1292-685A
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13846
NOTICE OF SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S
SALE
Default having been made in the payment of the debts and obligations
described in and secured by a certain
Deed of Trust executed by MARK A.
PUGH, an unmarried person to Donald
D. Glenn, Trustee, recorded June 27,
2012 in Madison County Register’s
Office at Book T1929 Page 371 and
the beneficial interest of said Deed of
Trust is owned by J.P. Morgan Mortgage
Acquisition Corp., and the undersigned
having been appointed Successor
Trustee by instrument recorded in said
Register’s Office, this is notice that the
undersigned will on July 31, 2018 at
10:00 AM local time, at the Madison
County Courthouse, located at 100 East
Main Street, Jackson, Tennessee will
proceed to sell at public outcry to the
highest and best bidder for cash the
following property located in Madison
County, Tennessee, will be sold to the
highest call bidder subject to all unpaid
taxes, prior liens and encumbrances
of record.
Described property is located on Lohrig
Road, all as described in Warranty
Deed Book 714, Page 688, in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee.
BEING the same real property conveyed
to Mark A. Pugh by deed of record in
Deed Book 714, page 688, in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,

Tennessee.
Property Address: 97 Lohrig Rd, Jackson, TN 38301
TAX ID: 101 036.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: MARK A.
PUGH, an unmarried person
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
97 Lohrig Rd, Jackson, TN 38301 but
such address is not part of the legal
description of the property sold herein
and in the event of any discrepancy,
the legal description referenced herein
shall control.
SALE IS SUBJECT TO TENANT(S)
RIGHTS IN POSSESSION.
If applicable, the notice requirements of
T.C.A. 35-5-117 have been met.
Other Interested Parties: NONE
All right of equity of redemption, statutory and otherwise, and homestead are
expressly waived in said Deed of Trust,
and the title is believed to be good, but
the undersigned will sell and convey
only as Substitute Trustee. The right is
reserved to adjourn the sale to another
day, time and place certain without further publication, upon announcement
of the time and place for the sale set
forth above. If you purchase the property at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of certified bank check made payable to Solomon Baggett, LLC Escrow
Account. No personal checks will be
accepted. You must bring sufficient
funds to outbid the lender and any other
bidders. Insufficient funds will not be
accepted. Amounts received in excess
of the winning bid will be refunded to
the successful purchaser at the time
the foreclosure deed is delivered. This
property is being sold with the express
reservation that the sale is subject to
confirmation by the lender or trustee.
This sale may be rescinded by the
Substitute Trustee at any time.
THIS LAW FIRM IS ACTING AS A DEBT
COLLECTOR AND IS ATTEMPTING TO
COLLECT A DEBT. ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
Robert J. Solomon
Substitute Trustee
Solomon Baggett, LLC
3763 Rogers Bridge Road
Duluth, Georgia 30097
(678) 243-2512
Our File No. CMS.02317
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13862
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE
STATE OF TENNESSEE, MADISON
COUNTY
WHEREAS, Irene J. Smith, Jerry N.
Smith, and Jerry W. Smith executed a
Deed of Trust to Union Planters Bank,
NA, Lender and Emmett James House
or Bill R. McLaughlin, Trustee(s), which
was dated March 12, 2004 and recorded
on March 18, 2004 in Book T1565,
Page 68, Madison County, Tennessee
Register of Deeds.
WHEREAS, default having been
made in the payment of the debt(s)
and obligation(s) thereby secured by
the said Deed of Trust and the current
holder of said Deed of Trust, REGIONS
BANK dba REGIONS MORTGAGE
SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO UNION
PLANTERS BANK, N.A., (the “Holder”),
appointed the undersigned, Brock &
Scott, PLLC, as Substitute Trustee, with
all the rights, powers and privileges
of the original Trustee named in said
Deed of Trust; and
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness
has been declared due and payable
as provided in said Deed of Trust by
the Holder, and that as agent for the
undersigned, Brock & Scott, PLLC,
Substitute Trustee, by virtue of the
power and authority vested in it, will on
August 9, 2018, at 10:00AM at the
usual and customary location at the
Madison County Courthouse, Jackson,
Tennessee, proceed to sell at public
outcry to the highest and best bidder for
cash, the following described property
situated in Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
Map 109B, Group A, Parcel 18.00
Land lying and being in Madison
County, Tennessee, and being more
particularly described as follows, to-wit:
BEGINNING at a stake in the North
margin of Dixie Lane at the Southwest
corner of Lot No. 33 of Southgate

Development, and runs thence in a
northerly direction with the West line of
said Lot No. 33, 170 feet to a stake in
the South line of the Southside School
tract (the original North line of the tract
of which this lot is a part); thence
south 89 degrees 15 minutes west
with the South line of the Southside
School tract 100 feet to a stake at the
Northeast corner of Lot No. 31 ; thence
in a southerly direction with the East
line of said Lot No. 31, 170 feet to a
stake in the North margin of Dixie Lane;
thence in an easterly direction with the
North margin of Dixie Lane 100 feet
to the point of beginning, and being
designated as Lot No. 32 of Southgate Development, a plat of which
subdivision appears of record in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee, in Plat Book 1 at page 295.
BEING the same property conveyed
to Jerry N. Smith and wife, Irene J.
Smith by Warranty Deed of record
in Deed Book 304 at page 13 in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee.
Parcel ID Number: 109B A 100
01800 000
Address/Description: 105 Dixie Lane,
Jackson, TN 38301.
Current Owner(s): IRENE J. SMITH.
Other Interested Party(ies): Simmons
First Finance Company.
The sale of the property described above
shall be subject to all matters shown
on any recorded plat; any and all liens
against said property for unpaid property taxes; any restrictive covenants,
easements or set-back lines that may
be applicable; any prior liens or encumbrances as well as any priority created
by a fixture filing; a deed of trust; and
any matter than an accurate survey of
the premises might disclose; and
All right and equity of redemption,
statutory or otherwise, homestead, and
dower are expressly waived in said Deed
of Trust, and the title is believed to be
good, but the undersigned will sell and
convey only as Substitute Trustee. The
right is reserved to adjourn the day of
the sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above.
This office is attempting to collect a
debt. Any information obtained will be
used for that purpose.
Brock & Scott, PLLC,
Substitute Trustee
c/o Tennessee Foreclosure
Department
4360 Chamblee Dunwoody Road,
Ste 310
Atlanta, GA 30341
PH: 404-789-2661
FX: 404-294-0919
File No.: 18-06072 FC01
July 13, 20, 27, 2018
Fnn13866
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE
STATE OF TENNESSEE, MADISON
COUNTY
WHEREAS, Monica C. Berry executed a Deed of Trust to Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., As
Nominee For Guaranty Trust Company,
Lender and David W. Kious, Trustee(s),
which was dated April 16, 2010 and
recorded on April 20, 2010 in Book
T1880, Page 781, Madison County,
Tennessee Register of Deeds.
WHEREAS, default having been
made in the payment of the debt(s)
and obligation(s) thereby secured by
the said Deed of Trust and the current
holder of said Deed of Trust, Tennessee Housing Development Agency, (the
“Holder”), appointed the undersigned,
Brock & Scott, PLLC, as Substitute
Trustee, with all the rights, powers and
privileges of the original Trustee named
in said Deed of Trust; and
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness
has been declared due and payable
as provided in said Deed of Trust by
the Holder, and that as agent for the
undersigned, Brock & Scott, PLLC,
Substitute Trustee, by virtue of the
power and authority vested in it, will on
August 9, 2018, at 10:00AM at the
usual and customary location at the
Madison County Courthouse, Jackson,
Tennessee, proceed to sell at public
outcry to the highest and best bidder for
cash, the following described property
situated in Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
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BEGINNING at an iron pin on the east
margin of Countryside Drive at the
northwest corner of Lot No. Fourteen
(14), Garden Villa Estates as recorded
in Plat Book 5 at page 124 in the
Register’s Office of Madison County,
Tennessee; thence with the east
margin of Countryside Drive following
a curve (radius of 47 feet) to the left
a distance of 42.44 feet to an iron
pin at the southwest corner of Lot No.
Sixteen (16): thence with the south line
of Lot No. Sixteen (16) East a distance
of 105.46 feet to an iron pin; thence
South a distance of 112.89 feet to
an iron pin at the northwest corner
of Lot No. Fourteen (14); thence with
the north line of Lot No. Fourteen (14)
North 56 degrees 52 minutes 19
seconds West a distance of 132.12
feet to the point of beginning. Being
Lot No. Fifteen (15), Section 1, Garden
Villa Estates, platted as aforesaid.
BEING the same real property conveyed to Monica C. Berry by deed of
record in Deed Book 703, page 1526
in the Register’s Office of Madison
County, Tennessee.
Parcel ID Number: 033N C 01500
000
Address/Description: 54 Countryside
Drive, Jackson, TN 38305.
Current Owner(s): Monica C. Berry.
Other Interested Party(ies): Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development.
The sale of the property described above
shall be subject to all matters shown
on any recorded plat; any and all liens
against said property for unpaid property taxes; any restrictive covenants,
easements or set-back lines that may
be applicable; any prior liens or encumbrances as well as any priority created
by a fixture filing; a deed of trust; and
any matter than an accurate survey of
the premises might disclose; and
All right and equity of redemption,
statutory or otherwise, homestead, and
dower are expressly waived in said Deed
of Trust, and the title is believed to be
good, but the undersigned will sell and
convey only as Substitute Trustee. The
right is reserved to adjourn the day of
the sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication, upon
announcement at the time and place
for the sale set forth above.
This office is attempting to collect a
debt. Any information obtained will be
used for that purpose.
Brock & Scott, PLLC,
Substitute Trustee
c/o Tennessee Foreclosure
Department
4360 Chamblee Dunwoody Road,
Ste 310
Atlanta, GA 30341
PH: 404-789-2661
FX: 404-294-0919
File No.: 17-15064 FC01
July 13, 20, 27, 2018
Fnn13867
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
August 9, 2018 at 10:00AM local
time, at the north door, Madison County
Courthouse, 100 East Main Street,
Jackson, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Grady C. Kiestler
and Jennifer R. Kiestler, to Larry N.
Westbrook, Esq., Trustee, as trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc. as nominee for Coldwell
Banker Mortgage on July 18, 2007 at
Book T1805, Page 1982, Instrument
No. 07012367; conducted by Shapiro
& Ingle, LLP, having been appointed
Substitute or Successor Trustee, all of
record in the Madison County Register’s
Office. Default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of said Deed of Trust
and the entire indebtedness has been
declared due and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Federal National Mortgage Association
(“Fannie Mae”), A corporation organized
and existing under the laws of the
United States of America, its successors and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Madison County, Tennessee, will be
sold to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Madison County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lying and being in the Sixth District
of Madison County, Tennessee, and
being more particularly bounded and
described as follows:

Being Lot No. 31, Section II, Hidden
Valley Estates Subdivision, a plat
of which appears of record in Plat
Book 4, Page 317, in the Register’s
Office of Madison County, Tennessee,
reference to which plat is made for a
more particular description of said lot
showing its location and the length
and direction of its boundary lines.
Being the same property conveyed to
Grady C. Kiestler and wife, Jennifer
R. Kiestler, from John T. Garner and
Sandra J. Garner, by Warranty Deed
dated July 18, 2007 of record in Deed
Book 688 Page 1854
Street Address: 138 McGee Loop,
Jackson, Tennessee 38305
Parcel Number: 043N-A-031.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Grady
C. Kiestler and wife, Jennifer R.
Kiestler
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
138 McGee Loop, Jackson, Tennessee
38305, but such address is not part
of the legal description of the property
sold herein and in the event of any discrepancy, the legal description herein
shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: Jackson Christian
School c/o Joshua M. Roberts, attorney; West TN Restoration c/o Alissa
York Gav, attorney.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Grady C. Kiestler and
Jennifer R. Kiestler, and those claiming
through him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or market-

ability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.shapiro-ingle.com
File No. 08-005731
July 13, 20, 27, 2018
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated September 21, 2017,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded September 26, 2017, in Book No. T2055, at
Page 1797, in Office of the Register
of Deeds for Madison County, Tennessee, executed by Monique Jones,
conveying certain property therein
described to Law Offices of Holmes,
Rich & Sigler, PC as Trustee for Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
Inc., as nominee for Preferred Plus
Financial Corporation, its successors
and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
Caliber Home Loans, Inc..
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Caliber Home
Loans, Inc., will, on August 9, 2018 on
or about 10:00 AM, at the Madison
County Courthouse, Jackson, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Madison County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at an iron pin on the east
margin of Bermuda Cove at the
northwest corner of Lot 137, Section IX, Lake Deforest Subdivision
as recorded in Plat Book 4, Page
123, in the Register’s Office of
Madison County, Tennessee; thence
with the east margin of Bermuda
Cove following a curve (radius of 50
feet) to the left a distance of 142.24
feet to an iron pin at the southeast
corner of Lot 134; thence with the
east line of Lot 134 North 23 deg.
48 min. 19 sec. East a distance
of 246.11 feet to an iron pin on the
west line of D.W. Dickerson; thence
with Dickerson’s west line South 22
deg. 44 min. East a distance of 222
feet to an iron pin; thence South 38
deg. 31 min. 29 sec. East a distance
of 188 feet to an iron pin at the
most northern northeast corner of
Lot 140; thence South 69 deg. 29
min. 42 sec. West a distance of 69.52
feet to an iron pin at the northeast
corner of Lot 137; thence with the
north line of Lot 137 North 78 deg.
19 min. West a distance of 268.42
feet to the point of beginning. Being
Lot 135, Section IX, Lake Deforest
Subdivision platted as aforesaid, as
surveyed by David Hall Land Surveying Company on January 27, 1992,
TLN 943.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 22 Bermuda Cove,
Jackson, TN 38305
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any
prior liens or encumbrances as well
as any priority created by a fixture
filing; and to any matter that an accurate survey of the premises might
disclose. In addition, the following
parties may claim an interest in the
above-referenced property:
MONIQUE JONES

The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 331360
DATED July 11, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
July 13, 20, 27, 2018
Fnn13872

Foreclosure Notices
Tipton County
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated November 7, 2007,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded January
7, 2008, in Book No. 1378, at Page
326, and modified on April 30, 2013,
In Book No. 1588, At Page 171 in Office of the Register of Deeds for Tipton
County, Tennessee, executed by Randy
Wayne Horan and Debbie Kaye Horan,
conveying certain property therein described to Steve Holmes & Associates
P.C. as Trustee for Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee
for Alacrity Lending, its successors
and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
MidFirst Bank.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee,
by virtue of the power, duty, and
authority vested in and imposed upon
said Successor Trustee, by MidFirst
Bank, will, on August 21, 2018 on
or about 10:00 AM, at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the Deed
of Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
The land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows Lot 72,
King Farms, Section C, as recorded
in Plat Cabinet G Slide 29, in the
Register’s Office of Tipton County
Tennessee to which plat of reference
is hereby made for a more particular
description of said lot. Parcel ID#
110DA07200000.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 336 King Farms
Loop, Brighton, TN 38011
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
RANDY WAYNE HORAN
DEBBIE KAYE HORAN
SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two

weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 330991
DATED June 25, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
June 29, July 6, 13, 2018 Fnn13849
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
August 6, 2018 at 10:00AM local
time, at the north door, Tipton County
Courthouse, 100 Court Square, Covington, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Uresh Patel and
Swetabahen Patel, to Charles M. Ennis,
Trustee, as trustee for Patriot Bank
on February 13, 2006 at Record Book
1260, Page 38; conducted by Shapiro
& Ingle, LLP, having been appointed
Substitute or Successor Trustee, all of
record in the Tipton County Register’s
Office. Default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of said Deed of Trust
and the entire indebtedness has been
declared due and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Specialized Loan Servicing LLC, its
successors and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Tipton County, Tennessee, will be sold
to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Tipton
County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 18, Tipton Ridge Subdivision,
Section B, as shown on plat of record
in Plat Cabinet H, Slide 117, in the
Register’s Office of Tipton County,
Tennessee, to which plat reference
is hereby made for a more particular
description of said property.
Being all or part of the same property conveyed to Grantor(s) herein
as shown in Warranty Deed of even
date being recorded simultaneously
herewith.
Street Address: 42 Tipton Ridge Cv,
Munford, Tennessee 38058
Parcel Number: 112N C 003.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Uresh
Patel and Swetabahen Patel, husband
and wife, tenants by the entireties
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be 42
Tipton Ridge Cv, Munford, Tennessee
38058, but such address is not part
of the legal description of the property
sold herein and in the event of any discrepancy, the legal description herein
shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Uresh Patel and
Swetabahen Patel, and those claiming
through him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
Continued on Page 26
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the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.shapiro-ingle.com
File No. 16-105445
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
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SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on August
6, 2018 on or about 10:00AM local
time, at the North door of the Tipton
County Courthouse, 1 Pleasant Ave
Covington, TN 38019, conducted by
the Substitute Trustee as identified
and set forth herein below, pursuant
to Deed of Trust executed by CORY
LAMONT EDWARDS, SR., to L.E. VAN
EATON, Trustee, on November 25,
2002, at Record Book 1035, Page
321 as Instrument No. 33120 in the
real property records of Tipton County
Register’s Office, Tennessee.
Owner of Debt: OCWEN LOAN SERVICING , LLC
The following real estate located in
Tipton County, Tennessee, will be sold
to the highest call bidder subject to all
unpaid taxes, prior liens and encumbrances of record:
Lot 4, Wyatt-Ervin Lane Subdivision,
Section C, as shown on Plat of record
in Plat Cabinet D, Slide 189B, in the
Register`s Office of Tipton County,
Tennessee, to which Plat reference
is hereby made for a more particular
description of said property.
Being the same property conveyed
to Cory L. Edwards, an unmarried
person, at Warranty Deed recorded
September 30, 1998, in Book 841,
Page 665, in the Register`s Office of
Tipton County, Tennessee
Tax ID: 018F B 004.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: CORY
LAMONT EDWARDS, SR.
The street address of the above described property is believed to be 479
Ervin Lane, Covington, TN 38019, but
such address is not part of the legal
description of the property sold herein
and in the event of any discrepancy,
the legal description referenced herein
shall control.
SALE IS SUBJECT TO OCCUPANT(S)
RIGHTS IN POSSESSION.
THE RIGHT IS RESERVED TO ADJOURN
THE DAY OF THE SALE TO ANOTHER
DAY, TIME AND PLACE CERTAIN WITHOUT FURTHER PUBLICATION, UPON ANNOUNCEMENT AT THE TIME AND PLACE
FOR THE SALE SET FORTH ABOVE. THE
TERMS OF SALE ARE CASH. ANY TAXES
OR FEES WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PURCHASER. IF THE SALE
IS SET ASIDE FOR ANY REASON, THE
PURCHASER AT THE SALE SHALL BE
ENTITLED ONLY TO A RETURN OF THE

PURCHASE PRICE. THE PURCHASER
SHALL HAVE NO FURTHER RECOURSE
AGAINST THE GRANTOR, THE GRANTEE,
OR THE TRUSTEE.
OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES: None
THIS IS AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECT
A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
If applicable, the notice requirements of
T.C.A. 35-5-101 have been met.
All right of equity of redemption, statutory and otherwise, and homestead are
expressly waived in said Deed of Trust,
but the undersigned will sell and convey
only as Substitute Trustee.
If the U.S. Department of Treasury/IRS,
the State of Tennessee Department of
Revenue, or the State of Tennessee Department of Labor or Workforce Development are listed as Interested Parties
in the advertisement, then the Notice of
this foreclosure is being given to them
and the Sale will be subject to the applicable governmental entities’ right to
redeem the property as required by 26
U.S.C. 7425 and T.C.A. §67-1-1433.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. If the sale is set aside
for any reason, the Purchaser at the
sale shall be entitled only to a return
of the purchase price. The Purchaser
shall have no further recourse against
the Mortgagor, the Mortgagee or the
Mortgagee’s attorney.
MWZM FILE NO. 16-000540-670-5
MACKIE WOLF ZIENTZ & MANN, P.C.,
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE(S)
PREMIER BUILDING, SUITE 404
5217 MARYLAND WAY
BRENTWOOD, TENNESSEE 37027
PHONE: (615) 238-3630
EMAIL: TNSALES@MWZMLAW.COM
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13857
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
August 1, 2018 at 10:00AM local
time, at the north door, Tipton County
Courthouse, 100 Court Square, Covington, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Carol Smith and
Michael K. Smith, to Griffin, Clift Everton, Trustee, as trustee for Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.
as nominee for Fremont Investment &
Loan on July 21, 2006 at Record Book
1291, Page 88; conducted by Shapiro
& Ingle, LLP, having been appointed
Substitute or Successor Trustee, all of
record in the Tipton County Register’s
Office. Default has occurred in the
performance of the covenants, terms,
and conditions of said Deed of Trust
and the entire indebtedness has been
declared due and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
Deutsche Bank National Trust Company, as Trustee for Fremont Home
Loan Trust 2006-3, Asset-Backed
Certificates, Series 2006-3, its successors and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Tipton County, Tennessee, will be sold
to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Tipton
County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 26, Section C, Faulkner Heights
Subdivision, as shown on plat of
record in Cabinet B, Slides 166 &
167A, in the Register’s Office of
Tipton County, Tennessee, to which
plat reference is hereby made for a
more particular description of said
property.
Street Address: 253 Faulkner Heights
Drive, Atoka, Tennessee 38004
Parcel Number: 097P A 011.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Carol
Smith
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
253 Faulkner Heights Drive, Atoka,
Tennessee 38004, but such address is
not part of the legal description of the
property sold herein and in the event of
any discrepancy, the legal description
herein shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’

association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Carol Smith and
Michael K. Smith, and those claiming
through him/her/it/them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds
the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.shapiro-ingle.com
File No. 16-107323
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13859
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated March 6, 2000,
and the Deed of Trust of even date
securing the same, recorded March
13, 2000, in Book No. 894, at Page
634, and modified on November 8,
2012, In Book No. 1569, At Page 157
in Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed
by Mary Sue Mitchell, conveying certain
property therein described to G Michael
Acree as Trustee for IndyMac Mortgage
Holdings, Inc.; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
The Bank of New York Mellon Trust
Company, N.A. as successor-in-interest
to all permitted successors and assigns of JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.,
as Trustee for Truman Capital mortgage
Loan Trust 2006-1 Asset Backed
Certificates, Series 2006-1.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has

been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority
vested in and imposed upon said Successor Trustee, by The Bank of New
York Mellon Trust Company, N.A. as
successor-in-interest to all permitted
successors and assigns of JPMorgan
Chase Bank, N.A., as Trustee for
Truman Capital mortgage Loan Trust
2006-1 Asset Backed Certificates, Series 2006-1, will, on August 1, 2018
on or about 9:00 AM, at the Tipton
County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property
hereinafter described to the highest
bidder FOR certified funds paid at the
conclusion of the sale, or credit bid
from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Tipton County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the east
line of the Portersville road, corner
of J.E. McQuiston; thence east 178
feet more or less to a stake corner
of McQuiston; thence north 373
feet more or less to a walnut tree,
corner on McQuiston; thence west
42 feet more or less to a stake in
the east side of the Portersville
road; thence in a southwesterly
direction with the east side of the
Portersville road 387 feet more or
less to the point of beginning and
being a triangular shaped lot on the
east side of the Portersville road,
which lot is generally bounded on
the north, east and south by the lands
of J.E. McQuiston and west by the
Portersville gravel road containing
7/8 of an acre more or less.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 3178 Porterville
Road, Atoka, TN 38004
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
MARY SUE MITCHELL
HEIRS OF MARY SUE MITCHELL
ESTATE OF MARY SUE MITCHELL
MICHAEL H. MITCHELL
KATIE S. MITCHELL
JOSEPH A. MITCHELL
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 330758
DATED July 2, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13860
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated November 18, 2011, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing the same, recorded November 28,
2011, in Book No. 1533, at Page 494,
and modified on January 13, 2015, In
Book No. 1643, At Page 1016 in Office of the Register of Deeds for Tipton
County, Tennessee, executed by Robert
L. Gross and Phyllis Gross, conveying
certain property therein described to
Jerry P. Spore as Trustee for BancorpSouth Bank; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
BancorpSouth Bank.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and

that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by BancorpSouth
Bank, will, on August 1, 2018 on or
about 9:00 AM, at the Tipton County
Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
certified funds paid at the conclusion
of the sale, or credit bid from a bank
or other lending entity pre-approved
by the successor trustee. The sale
is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
BEGINNING AT A POINT (IRON POST)
SOUTH 10 DEGREE WEST, 110 FEET
FROM THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF
THE TRACT CONVEYED BY PAMELA
SLOAN DEEN ET VIR, TO MICHAEL A
. HAZELRIG AND WIFE BY DEED OF
RECORD 705/797; THENCE SOUTH
16 DEGREES WEST 506.4 FEET TO
A POINT IN THE WEST R.O.W. FO
THE MUNFORD-GILTEDGRE ROAD;
THENCE SOUTH 57 3/4 DEGREES
EAST 30 FEET TO THE CENTER OF
THE SAID MUNFORD-GILTEDGE
ROAD; THENCE WITH THE CENTER
OF SAID ROAD NORTH 69 1/4
DEGREES WEST 173.8 FEET TO
THE POINT OF BEGINNING, BUT
THERE IS EXCEPTED OUT OF THE
ABOVE DESCRIPTION THE PORTION
OF THE R.O.W. OF THE SAID ROAD
CONTAINED THEREIN, LEAVING A
NET OF 0.84 ACRE.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 7603 Munford
Giltedge Road, Burlison, TN 38015
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
ROBERT L. GROSS
PHYLLIS GROSS
FIRST STATE FINANCE - COVINGTON
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 327440
DATED July 5, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13864
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated April 4, 2014, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing the same, recorded April 7, 2014,
in Book No. 1619, at Page 1073, in
Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed
by Michael E Simmerman, conveying
certain property therein described to
Monte S Connell as Trustee for Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
Inc., as nominee for American Mortgage
Services, Inc., its successors and assigns; and the undersigned, Wilson &
Associates, P.L.L.C., having been appointed Successor Trustee by JPMorgan
Chase Bank, National Association.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by JPMorgan Chase
Bank, National Association, will, on July
26, 2018 on or about 10:00 AM, at
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the Tipton County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Tipton County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Lot 33, Section C, Woodale Subdivision, as recorded in Plat Cabinet B,
slides 183 & 184 in the Register’s
Office of Tipton County, Tennessee,
which is more particularly described
as follows: Beginning at a point in the
southwest line of Woodmont Cove,
said point being a common corner
of Lots 33 and 34; thence southeastwardly along said southwest
line a distance of 52.36 feet to the
northwest corner of Lot 32; thence
southwestwardly along the line
dividing Lots 32 and 33 a distance
of 204.50 feet to the northeast line
of Lot 25; thence northwestwardly
along the line dividing Lots 33 and
25 a distance of 50.0 feet to the
northwest line of the subdivision;
thence northeastwardly along said
northwest line a distance of 153.80
feet to the southwest corner of
Lot 34; thence eastwardly along
the line dividing Lots 33 and 34 a
distance of 162.65 feet to the point
of beginning. According to survey by
Campbell Surveying Co., Inc., TN
RLS #1827,1023 S Yates Rd., Ste
201, Memphis, TN 38199 dated
4/14/2000.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 308 Woodmont
Cove, Covington, TN 38019
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
MICHAEL E SIMMERMAN
PAULINE D. SIMMERMAN
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 315694
DATED July 5, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13865
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated November 30, 2009, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing the same, recorded December 2,
2009, in Book No. 1459, at Page 715,
in Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed by
Andrew Depperschmidt and Lisa Depperschmidt, conveying certain property
therein described to Arnold M. Weiss
as Trustee for Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee for
Bank of America, N.A., its successors
and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
Ditech Financial, LLC.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Ditech Financial,
LLC, will, on August 21, 2018 on or
about 10:00 AM, at the Tipton County

Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain property hereinafter
described to the highest bidder FOR
certified funds paid at the conclusion
of the sale, or credit bid from a bank
or other lending entity pre-approved
by the successor trustee. The sale
is free from all exemptions, which
are expressly waived in the Deed of
Trust, said property being real estate
situated in Tipton County, Tennessee,
and being more particularly described
as follows:
Lot 26, Lochmeade, Section A Revised as recorded in Plat Cabinet H,
Slide 104 in the Tipton County Register’s Office to which plat reference
is hereby made for a more particular
description of said lot. Subject to
the subdivision restrictions at Book
1154, Page 819; amended at Book
1188, Page 812, building lines and
easements at Plat Cabinet H, Slide
104 and Southwest Tennessee Easement at Book 1154, Page 962 in the
Tipton County Register’s Office.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 95 Highpointe
Cove, Atoka, TN 38004
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded
plat; any unpaid taxes; any restrictive
covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above-referenced
property:
ANDREW DEPPERSCHMIDT
LISA DEPPERSCHMIDT
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
MS. BECKY TELLAS
LOCH MEADE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
On or about May 12, 2014, the State
of Tennessee, filed a tax lien against
the Defendant, Depper Enterprises
LLC D/B/A Depper Enterprices LLC,
recorded in the Register’s Office of
Tipton County, Tennessee, Book 19,
Page 587. On or about February 17,
2017, the State of Tennessee, filed
a tax lien against the Defendant, Andrew G. & Lisa Depperschmidt D/B/A
Andrew G. and Lisa Depperschmidt,
recorded in the Register’s Office of
Tipton County, Tennessee, Book 20,
Page 378. Any interest in the property
held by the State of Tennessee, by
virtue of the aforementioned tax lien is
both junior and inferior to the interests
held by Ditech Financial, LLC. Provided,
however, that the State of Tennessee,
pursuant to Tennessee Code Annotated
§67-1-133, shall have one hundred and
twenty (120) days from the date of the
sale within which to redeem the property
by virtue of its tax lien(s) herein by payment of the actual amount paid by the
purchaser at the foreclosure sale, plus
any amount in excess of the expenses
necessarily incurred in connection with
such property, less the income from
such property, plus a reasonable rental
value of such property. As required by
law, the State of Tennessee has been
given timely notice of this action.
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the
sale will be postponed for a period of
two weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties of
record. W&A No. 329841
DATED July 5, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
July 6, 13, 20, 2018
Fnn13863
SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEE’S SALE
Sale at public auction will be on
August 3, 2018 at 11:00 am local
time, at the north door, Tipton County
Courthouse, 100 Court Square, Covington, Tennessee pursuant to Deed
of Trust executed by Joshua Munoz, to
Monte S Connell, Trustee, as trustee
for Mortgage Electronic Registration

Systems, Inc. as nominee for American
Mortgage Services, Inc. on July 30,
2014 at Record Book 1630, Page 760;
conducted by Shapiro & Ingle, LLP,
having been appointed Substitute or
Successor Trustee, all of record in the
Tipton County Register’s Office. Default
has occurred in the performance of
the covenants, terms, and conditions
of said Deed of Trust and the entire
indebtedness has been declared due
and payable.
Party Entitled to Enforce the Debt:
J.P. Morgan Mortgage Acquisition
Corp., its successors and assigns.
The following real estate located in
Tipton County, Tennessee, will be sold
to the highest call bidder:
Described property located at Tipton
County, Tennessee, to wit:
Lot 3, Eastwood Subdivision, Section
3, as shown on plat of record in Plat
Cabinet B, Slide 17, in the Register’s
Office of Tipton County, Tennessee,
to which plat reference is made for
a more particular description of said
property.
Subdivision restrictions, building
lines and easements of record in Plat
Cabinet B, Slide 17, and amendment
to subdivision restrictions in Book
504, page 526.
Street Address: 107 Andrea Dr,
Munford, Tennessee 38058
Parcel Number: 111I A 003.00
Current Owner(s) of Property: Joshua
Munoz
The street address of the above
described property is believed to be
107 Andrea Dr, Munford, Tennessee
38058, but such address is not part
of the legal description of the property
sold herein and in the event of any discrepancy, the legal description herein
shall control.
This sale is subject to, without limitation, all matters shown on any applicable recorded plat; any unpaid taxes;
any restrictive covenants, easements,
or setback lines that may be applicable;
any statutory right of redemption of
any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior liens or encumbrances
including those created by a fixture
filing or any applicable homeowners’
association dues or assessments; all
claims or other matters, whether of
record or not, which may encumber the
purchaser’s title and any matter that
an accurate survey of the premises
might disclose.
The following parties may claim an
interest in the above-referenced property to be affected by the foreclosure:
any judgment creditor or lien holder
with an interest subordinate to the said
Deed of Trust or any party claiming by,
through, or under any of the foregoing.
Such parties known to the Substitute
Trustee may include: None.
Terms of Sale will be public auction,
for cash, free and clear of rights of
homestead, redemption and dower to
the extent disclaimed or inapplicable,
and the rights of Joshua Munoz, and
those claiming through him/her/it/
them.
Any right of equity of redemption,
statutory and otherwise, and homestead are waived in accord with the
terms of said Deed of Trust, and the
title is believed to be good, but the
undersigned will sell and convey only
as Substitute Trustee.
The right is reserved to adjourn
the day of the sale to another day,
time, and place certain without further
publication, upon announcement at the
time and place for the sale set forth
above. If you purchase a property
at the foreclosure sale, the entire
purchase price is due and payable at
the conclusion of the auction in the
form of a certified/bank check made
payable to or endorsed to Shapiro &
Ingle, LLP. No personal checks will be
accepted. To this end, you must bring
sufficient funds to outbid the lender
and any other bidders. Insufficient
funds will not be accepted. Amounts
received in excess of the winning bid
will be refunded to the successful
purchaser at the time the foreclosure
deed is delivered.
This property is being sold with the
express reservation that the sale is
subject to confirmation by the lender
or trustee. This sale may be rescinded
only by the Substitute Trustee at any
time. If the Substitute Trustee rescinds

the sale, the purchaser shall only be
entitled to a return of any money paid
towards the purchase price and shall
have no other recourse. Once the
purchaser tenders the purchase price,
the Substitute Trustee may deem the
sale final in which case the purchaser
shall have no remedy. The real property
will be sold AS IS, WHERE IS, with no
warranties or representations of any
kind, express or implied, including
without limitation, warranties regarding
condition of the property or marketability of title.
This office may be a debt collector.
This may be an attempt to collect a debt
and any information obtained may be
used for that purpose.
Shapiro & Ingle, LLP
Substitute Trustee
10130 Perimeter Parkway, Suite 400
Charlotte, NC 28216
Phone: (704) 333-8107
Fax: (704) 333-8156
www.shapiro-ingle.com
File No. 17-109662
July 13, 20, 27, 2018
Fnn13861
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of Trust
Note dated December 20, 2012, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing the same, recorded December 28,
2012, in Book No. 1574, at Page 536,
in Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed by
Larry Harman and Donna Tillman Harman, conveying certain property therein
described to Glenn Balletto as Trustee
for Mortgage Electoronic Registration
Systems, Inc., as nominee for Mortgage
Investors Corporation, its successors
and assigns; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
Freedom Mortgage Corporation.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority
vested in and imposed upon said Successor Trustee, by Freedom Mortgage
Corporation, will, on September 10,
2018 on or about 10:00 AM, at the
Tipton County Courthouse, Covington,
Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the
Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Tipton County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
The following described real estate,
situated and being in the County of
Tipton, State of Tennessee: Description of a 6.00 Acre partition of the
Linde Springer Parks Palmer property
as being referenced in Record Book
1120 / Page 874, Record Book
651 / Page 369 & Record Book
651 / Page 301. Said partition
being located along the West side
of Davis Road and situated in the
Fifteenth Civil District of Tipton
County, Tennessee. COMMENCING
at a found broken iron post & steel
witness post in the West right-of-way
of Davis Road being the Easternmost Southeast corner of the Linda
Springer Parks Palmer property as
being referenced in Record Book
1120 / Page 874 and Record Book
651 / Page 369 said stake also being the Northeast corner of Lot #1
of the Parks - Davis Road minor plat
(Plat Cabinet H/Slide 152); THENCE
in a Northward direction along an
East line of Palmer, also being the
West right-of-way of Davis Road
(50’ foot total width) the following
three courses; N 01 deg, 10 min.
03 sec. W, 2.25 feet to an angle
point; thence N 00 deg. 56 min.
17 sec. W 152.31 feet to an angle
point; thence N 00 deg. 12 min. 08
sec. E 9.82 feet to a set capped
iron rod & fiberglass witness post
being the True Point Of Beginning
and the Southeast corner of this
herein described partition; THENCE
in a Northwestward direction along

a South line of this partition, N 85
deg. 59 min. 47 sec. W 368.72
feet to a set capped iron rod &
fiberglass witness post being the
Southwest corner of this herein
described partition; THENCE in a
Northwestward direction along a
West line of this partition, N 08 deg.
56 min. 56 sec. W 377.91 feet to
a set capped iron rod & fiberglass
witness post being an interior corner
of this herein described partition;
THENCE in a Southwestward direction along a South line of this partition. S 89 deg 22 min. 54 see, W
142.78 feet to east capped iron
rod & fiberglass witness post being an exterior corner of this herein
described partition; THENCE in a
Northwestward direction along a
West line of this partition, N 02 deg.
53 min. 23 sec. W 145.57 feet to
a set capped iron rod & fiberglass
witness post being the Northwest
corner of this herein described partition; THENCE in a Southeastward
direction along a North line of this
partition, S 89 deg. 26 min. 49
sec. E 148.09 feet to a set capped
iron rod & fiberglass witness post
being an interior corner of Palmer
(1120/874 & 651/369), the Northwest corner of Palmer (1120/874
& 651/361) and an interior corner
of this herein described partition;
THENCE in a Northeastward direction along the North line of Palmer
(1120/874 & 651/361) and a North
line of this partition, also being a
South fine of Palmer (1120/874 &
651/369), N 77 deg, 06 min. 24
sec. E 465.86 feet to a set capped
iron rod & fiberglass witness post
in the West right-of-way of Davis
Road being the Northeast corner of
Palmer (1120/874 & 651/361) and
this herein described partition said
rod also being on exterior corner of
Palmer (1120/874 & 651/369);
THENCE in a Southwestward direction along the East line of Palmer
(1120/874 & 651/361) and this
partition, the following four (4)
courses: S 04 deg. 17 min 30 sec. W
15.00 feet to an angle point; thence
S 03 deg. 29 min, 10 sec. W 258.26
feet to an angle point; thence S 02
deg. 32 min. 56 sec. W 179.19
feet to an angle point; thence S 00
deg. 12 min. 08 sec W passing a
common corner of the Palmer tracts
at 147.26 feet but continuing a total
distance of 193.67 feet to the True
Point Of Beginning and containing
6.00 Acres by computation. Being
the same property conveyed to Larry
Harman and Donna Tillman Harman,
husband and wife tenants by the
entireties; from Linda S. Parks
Palmer by deed dated 7/28/2005
and recorded 7/29/2005 in Book
1219, Page 641, Registers Office for
Tipton County, Tennessee. Parcel#
075 00200 000
ALSO KNOWN AS: 1531 Davis Road,
Covington, TN 38019
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey
of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
LARRY HARMAN
DONNA TILLMAN HARMAN
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 331149
DATED July 9, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Continued on Page 28
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NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
WHEREAS, default has occurred
in the performance of the covenants,
terms, and conditions of a Deed of
Trust Note dated April 1, 2005, and
the Deed of Trust of even date securing the same, recorded April 7, 2005,
in Book No. 1198, at Page 253, in
Office of the Register of Deeds for
Tipton County, Tennessee, executed by
Madonna F. St. John, conveying certain
property therein described to Priority
Trustee Services of Tennessee, LLC
as Trustee for Option One Mortgage
Corporation; and the undersigned,
Wilson & Associates, P.L.L.C., having
been appointed Successor Trustee by
Wells Fargo Bank, National Association

as Trustee for Option One Mortgage
Loan Trust 2006-1, Asset-Backed Certificates, Series 2006-1.
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is hereby
given that the entire indebtedness has
been declared due and payable; and
that an agent of Wilson & Associates,
P.L.L.C., as Successor Trustee, by
virtue of the power, duty, and authority vested in and imposed upon said
Successor Trustee, by Wells Fargo
Bank, National Association as Trustee
for Option One Mortgage Loan Trust
2006-1, Asset-Backed Certificates,
Series 2006-1, will, on August 8,
2018 on or about 9:00 AM, at the
Tipton County Courthouse, Covington, Tennessee, offer for sale certain
property hereinafter described to the
highest bidder FOR certified funds paid
at the conclusion of the sale, or credit
bid from a bank or other lending entity
pre-approved by the successor trustee.
The sale is free from all exemptions,
which are expressly waived in the

Deed of Trust, said property being
real estate situated in Tipton County,
Tennessee, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Being the Phillip J. Glass and wife
Cathy J. Glass property recorded
in Deed Book 575, Page 57, in
the Register’s Office, lying on the
south side of Robert Johnson Road
in the Eighth Civil District of Tipton
County, Tennessee, being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a cotton spindle found
at the northeast corner of the Phillip J. Glass and wife, Cathy J. Glass
property recorded in Deed Book 575,
Page 57, now being described in the
centerline of Robert Johnson Road,
said point being 2494.52’ east of
Terry Lane South, then South 00° 58’
33” West, 182.86 feet (called 180’)
along Glass’ east line and Smiths’
west line to a crosstie fence corner
in Watkins’ north interior line (DB
716, PG 491); then north 89° 19’

early voting continued from P5
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lowing the May resignation of council member Philip
Spinosa, who took a job with the Greater Memphis
Chamber. The winner serves the remainder of Spinosa’s term to the end of 2019.
In the primaries for three of Shelby County’s five
state Senate seats, the August vote count in the Democratic primary for District 33 will determine whether
incumbent Reginald Tate returns to Nashville or is
replaced by challenger Katrina Robinson. No one is
running in the companion Republican primary.
In the primaries for the 14 state House seats in the
Shelby County delegation to Nashville, Democrats Joe
Towns, Karen Camper and Larry Miller won re-election
at the filing deadline because they had no opposition.
The winners of six other House seats will be determined by who wins the Democratic primaries on
the ballot. That includes the new face to be elected in
state House District 86 where Democratic incumbent
Raumesh Akbari is running in the primary for state
Senate District 29, the seat Democrat Lee Harris is
giving up to run for county mayor.
The recent death of District 99 Republican incumbent Ron Lollar means Republican leaders will nominate a successor by party convention to face Democrat
Dave Cambron on the November ballot.
Democrats, who reorganized the Shelby County
party last year after the state Democratic Party abolished the charter of the party in 2016, fielded candidates in each of the 13 county commission primaries,
all 14 state House primaries and all three state Senate
primaries.
The strategy is a new one for the party. Both local parties have historically not fielded candidates in
districts that heavily favor the other party.
Republicans have no nominees running in nine of
the Republican primaries for the 14 state House seats
in Shelby County.
Local Democrats and the Memphis branch NAACP
took the election commission to court over the commission’s June decision to add five early-voting locations – three in predominantly Republican areas – and
make Agricenter International the only site for early
voting in the first four days of the early voting.
The commission then amended the plan days later
to remove Agricenter as the only voting location at the
outset and instead has Republican commissioners pick
one site and Democratic commissioners pick another.
They also added election commission offices at Shelby
Farms, four miles from Agricenter.
The lawsuit claimed both plans would suppress
Democratic turnout and Chancellor Jenkins agreed in a
Monday ruling that added two other early-voting sites
to open Friday with the other three and moved up the
opening of the remaining 22 sites to Monday July 16.
The next day, before Jenkins signed the court order,
election commission officials said they could not open
all 27 sites by Monday. Jenkins amended that order to
require all sites be opened on Tuesday.

race,” she said when asked
directly about Tate. “And
I’m going to fight to be in
the position that is there
for Democrats.”
Tate was elected to the
Legislature in a regularly
scheduled election in 2006
after he was appointed to
the Senate seat vacated by
Kathryn Bowers when she
resigned after her indictment in the Tennessee
Waltz corruption sting. In
a quirk in state law, Tate
was appointed to the seat
by the County Commission for less than a day.
The sting that charged
and led to the conviction

42” west 244.00 feet along Watkins’ north interior line to a point
in a bean field; then north 00° 59’
06” east, 180 feet along Watkins’
east interior line to a cotton spindle
found in the centerline of Robert
Johnson Road; then North 90° 00’
00” East 244.00 feet along the said
centerline to the Point of Beginning,
encompassing 44,265 square feet,
or 1.01 acres of land, more or less.
Subject to the R.O.W. of Robert
Johnson Road as shown.
ALSO KNOWN AS: 1201 Robert Johnson Road, Covington, TN 38019
This sale is subject to all matters
shown on any applicable recorded plat;
any unpaid taxes; any restrictive covenants, easements, or setback lines
that may be applicable; any statutory
rights of redemption of any governmental agency, state or federal; any prior
liens or encumbrances as well as any
priority created by a fixture filing; and
to any matter that an accurate survey

of several state legislators
from the Shelby County
delegation prompted a series of other special elections and a general shuffling of the delegation.
That was followed in
2010 by Republican majorities in the state House
and Senate followed by
Republican super majorities.
Tate says he has
worked with those super
majorities while remaining a Democrat.
“I’ve gotten the most
black judges elected,
the most people put on
boards. There is nothing
I am doing that does not
benefit Memphis. … I’ve

pranica continued from P20

They just don’t want us going over
the edge and saying the Grizzlies
were horrible tonight. There are
diplomatic ways of saying you didn’t
play well.”
Pranica doesn’t just limit himself
to doing Grizzlies or NBA games.
He has called college basketball
games, the Southern Heritage Classic football game, college soccer, and
Memphis Redbirds baseball games.
“What you get with Pete is a consummate professional,” said Steve
Selby, the Redbirds’ play-by-play
voice. “He’s smooth in whatever
event he’s covering.”
How much range does

brought more funds to
this city. I’ve probably
done more than anybody
other than John Ford,”
he said referring to the
veteran Democratic state
senator who served federal prison time in the
Tennessee Waltz investigation.
“The exception with
him was he had a majority
of the Democratic Party.
Mine is the Republican
Party in the majority,”
Tate said. “But I still walk
that same walk. I still do
that same talk. If I’m up
there again it’s going to be
the same way. I don’t lose.
I don’t bow down.”
Robinson says her

Pranica have?
At the 2004 Olympics called team
handball (he prepared by watching
team handball matches in German,
just to get a sense of the sport’s flow),
and judo. At the 2008 Olympics, he
called weightlifting. More recently,
he served as emcee for the finals
of the Grizz Girls auditions, asking
questions such as, “So Millie, you’re
a vet tech, what’s your favorite animal?”
In Memphis, of course, one line
is synonymous with Pranica: “Hammer, nail, coffin.” It’s his signature
when the Grizzlies have a large lead
and the hour is growing late. He
doesn’t know when he first used it,
only that the favorable reaction from

Your source for accurate
and unbiased real estate
data you can trust.
www.ChandlerReports.com

of the premises might disclose. In addition, the following parties may claim
an interest in the above- referenced
property:
MADONNA F. ST. JOHN
REPUBLIC FINANCE, LLC C/O TERRY
CANADY, ATTORNEY
The sale held pursuant to this Notice
may be rescinded at the Successor
Trustee’s option at any time. The right
is reserved to adjourn the day of the
sale to another day, time, and place
certain without further publication,
upon announcement at the time and
place for the sale set forth above. In
the event of inclement weather, the
trustee hereby announces that the sale
will be postponed for a period of two
weeks. In such situations, notices
will be mailed to interested parties
of record. W&A No. 240433
DATED July 11, 2018
WILSON & ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.,
Successor Trustee
July 13, 20, 27, 2018
Fnn13871

challenge of Tate is not all
about Tate but the district
which covers a central
part of South Memphis,
most of it south of Interstate 240, but a solid
portion of it north of the
interstate as well.
“What’s important
to them is health care.
What’s important to them
is education. What's important to them is jobs,”
she said. “It’s important
to have somebody that
knows what has to be
done for this district and
not the other districts. A
lot of times we don’t have
the jobs that pay us what
we need to be paid in order to make a living.”

fans on social media outweighed the
negative and so he has kept it.
In the 2017-18 season, fans did
not hear “hammer, nail, coffin” very
often.
“Not nearly enough,” Pranica
said, hoping for more opportunities
in the season ahead.
But even a difficult season in the
NBA is a good season for Pranica. So
when he gets behind the microphone
and the game is about to start, he
takes a moment just for himself,
lets the crowd noise wash over him
and then hits pause to listen to the
play-by-play inside his head for an
audience of one: “You are so incredibly blessed and fortunate to do this.
Never lose sight of that fact.”
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events
The pop-up Saddle Creek Beer Garden holds its grand opening
Saturday, July 14, from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the former Grimaldi’s space
in the Shops of Saddle Creek, 7605 W. Farmington Blvd. The beer
garden features local brews, food trucks, outdoor games and live
music. Hours are Fridays and Saturdays from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. and
Sundays from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. through the end of September. Visit
shopsofsaddlecreek.com.

Omega Ministries/Omega Healthy Practices and the Healthcare Organizations of
Greater Memphis Coalition host the Back
to School Family Affair Saturday, July
14, from 8 a.m. to noon at the University
of Tennessee Health Science Center’s
Student-Alumni Center, 800 Madison Ave.
Free and open to the public; free backpacks with supplies will be given to the
first 500 people with a parent or guardian
present.
True Gospel Church of Deliverance hosts
its 2018 Gospel Rap Explosion Saturday,
July 14, at 3 p.m. at 2423 Point Church Ave.
The free event aims to spread a message
of peace and hope to combat violence in
the community. It will feature live entertainment by TJR, Preacher Man and more,
plus free food and drinks. Attendees are
encouraged to bring lawn chairs and blankets. For more information, call Rita Kidd
at 901-502-5301.
Novel hosts “The Summer Wives”
author Beatriz Williams for a discussion
and book signing Sunday, July 15, at 2
p.m. at the bookstore, 387 Perkins Road
Extended. Visit novelmemphis.com.
The Whitehaven Farmers Market, hosted
by Methodist South Hospital, is open
Monday, July 16, from noon to 5 p.m. in
front of Methodist South’s Medical Office
Complex, 1300 Wesley Drive. Shop locally
grown fruits and vegetables, then visit the
University of Tennessee Extension booth,
Farmers’ Market Fresh, for children’s
activities, food demonstrations, recipes
and more. The market continues Mondays
through Sept. 24, except for Sept. 3. For
more information, call 901-516-3580.
Creative Aging’s Senior Arts Series
continues Wednesday, July 18, at 1:30 p.m.
at Theatre Memphis, 630 Perkins Road
Extended. The performance features bassbaritone vocalist Laurence Albert and Cre-

mobility continued from P8

sibly can. We know there’s going to be
some issues that come out of that. But we
quickly adapt, pivot and then put some
new procedures in place.”
Conrad says the city’s early moves on
shared mobility started under the broader
heading of shared economy services like
Airbnb, Uber and Lyft.
“We were the first city in the state of
Tennessee to collect taxes automatically
with Airbnb. … We had an ordinance. Everybody bought into it. We were the first
city to do that,” he said. “We were doing
the ride-sharing legislation. We were close
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Week of 7/16/18 - 7/22/18

ative Aging storyteller Elaine Blanchard.
Tickets available online or at the door for
a minimum donation of $5 (cash or check
only). Visit creativeagingmidsouth.org.
“Good Grief,” a documentary about families who have suffered traumatic loss but
found comfort and resilience through free
counseling at the Kemmons Wilson Center
for Good Grief, will be screened Wednesday, July 18, at 7 p.m. at Malco Studio on
the Square, 2105 Court Ave. The screening is a fundraiser for the center and will
be followed by a Q&A with filmmakers
Melissa Anderson Sweazy and Laura
Jean Hocking along with Angela Hamblen
Kelly, the center’s executive director. Visit
goodgriefdoc.com for details.
Novel hosts New York Times-bestselling
author Ace Atkins for a conversation with
Drake Hall and a signing of Atkins’ latest
novel, “The Sinners,” Wednesday, July 18,
at 6 p.m. at the bookstore, 387 Perkins
Road Extended. Visit novelmemphis.com.
Memphis Botanic Garden hosts 30
Thursdays: Walk After Work July 19
at 6 p.m. at 750 Cherry Road. The night
is yours to explore MBG’s 96 acres
as you wish. Free with garden admission. Visit memphisbotanicgarden.
com/30thursdays for details.
The Young Actors Guild Performing Arts
Summer Camp presents “Broadway’s
FAME Jr.” Thursday, July 19, at 7 p.m. at
The Cannon Center for the Performing
Arts, 255 N. Main St. Tickets are $22.50 in
advance through Ticketmaster, at the Cannon Center or by calling 901-240-2103.
Tickets at the door are $25; group rates
are available.

to having the taxi industry, Uber and Lyft
all aligned on that. The state then stepped
in, but our ordinance here was the framework for that. This is harnessing demand
using technology.”
McGowen said there is a place for the
Memphis Area Transit Authority in the
changes around shared mobility.
“I think they are both necessary,” he
said. “If you think about transportation
and mobility like your circulatory system, you need some big arteries in order
to transport all of those red blood cells
around your body. But you need some
smaller views and smaller capillaries to
feed into that.”

The Weekly Crossword
ACROSS
1 Second to none
5 Hurled weapon
10 Like some
testimony
14 Fond of
15 Caddie offering
16 Firefighting need
17 Film based on a
novel, e.g.
19 Teaspoonful,
maybe
20 U-boat, briefly
21 Send out
22 Weight watcher
24 ___ of passage
26 Black gold
28 Foul
29 Beauty parlor
30 Hang around
32 The "U" in I.C.U.
33 Trusted teacher
34 De Niro's, "City
By The ___"
37 Dermal affliction
39 Part of PTSD
41 Kicker's aid
42 Fasten (to)
46 Mark of a ruler
47 Take the pulpit
48 Evaluate, as ore
49 Cartoon
hedgehog
52 Fish delicacy
53 Wedding wear
54 Throat soother
56 Back of the neck
58 "The Hundred
Secret Senses"
author
60 Farm cry
61 Type of pact
64 Ship's backbone
65 Supply party
food
66 State with
conviction
67 "What ___?"
68 Four-legged
laugher
69 Smart-alecky
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2 Marathoner's
44 Monkshood
51 Canonical hour
trait
45 Lessen the
55 Carve in stone
3 Hold firm
value of
57 Medic or legal
4 Lonely place?
47 Predicament
starter
5 Emulated Spitz
48 State
59 Small
6 Leafstalk
categorically
salamander
7 Book version
49 Feed, as a fire 62 Beam of light
8 Long ___
50 Large bay
63 Keg opening
9 Tear to bits
window
10 Cry of dismay
11 Alex Haley
classic
12 Strong suit
Answers to Last Week’s Crossword:
13 Distrustful
I F F Y
B R I A R
S T O W
18 Prom attendee
R A N G E
L A D E
23 Like some gases C O R E
B R E A K O F D A Y
A K I N
25 Shopper's aid
M A T R O N
O R N A M E N T
27 Blitzed
A C T
S O D O M
29 Feeder filler
C A S E L O A D
L O N E L Y
31 Reggae great
A N I M A
B E A D S
H U E
Peter
D
E
N
S
T
O
M
B
S
D
O
N A
33 Pal, in Perth
I N K
S H R U B
L A M A S
34 Easily offended
Week of 7/16/18 - 7/22/18 R E D A L E R T
35 Moving stairway S T O K E R
R E C U R
Y E S
36 Grayish
A S P E C T
38 Month for some A S S E S S E E
H E R E T O S T A Y
F A W N
Pisces
E D I T H
S U L K
40 Bailiff's request A R I L
S
Y
N
C
S
T I M E
R
I
M
Y
43 Old salt
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For more local and
national news visit
www.memphisdailynews.com

HOW TO SOLVE:

Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column must
contain the numbers 1 to 9; and
each set of 3 by 3 boxes must
contain the numbers 1 to 9.
Answers to Last Week’s Sudoku:
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Early-Voting Clash Shows
Need for Refresher Course

T

he ruling by Chancellor
JoeDae Jenkins in the early
voting lawsuit shows a need
for those doing the public’s
business to rededicate themselves to being open and transparent.
One undercurrent of the hearing that
prompted Jenkins to declare that the
Shelby County Election Commission had
at least violated the spirit of the Tennessee
Open Meetings Law is that the plaintiffs
in the suit were willing to say the violation
could have been unintentional.
What we find are violations that are
unintentional and quite intentional but
usually in the name of getting things done
in the name of efficiency.
In the case of the election commission, the original plan to add five new
early-voting sites and make Agricenter
International the single voting site to open
for the first four days of the early-voting
period began in January with commission
chairman Robert Meyers talking in the
most general terms to elections administrator Linda Phillips.
Phillips then pursued that possibility
over the next five months until the plan
surfaced in June at a public meeting,
where a handful of people including the
commission were present.
Meyers testified that he had no idea it
would turn into the political controversy
it became. That may well be the epitaph
of such unintentional violations that
nevertheless point to the reason we have
an Open Meetings Law and other laws
that apply to how the people's business
is done.
The issue is not what the item is or
whether it is controversial.

The Shelby County Commission's
meetings regularly involve a flood of
add-on resolutions, substitute items and
amended versions passed out to commissioners while the meeting is underway.
The commission recently decided the
bills it gets from its legislative policy adviser Julian Bolton – an attorney who bills
by the hour and who is paid with taxpayer
money – are protected by attorney-client
privilege.
This is not a matter of redacting the
subject matter. The entire billing records
including dollar figures could not be seen
by the public.
The Memphis City Council has declared a legal opinion from its attorney
on whether there could be special city
council elections on the November ballot
is also a private matter. It’s a legal opinion
whose distribution list included three
council members who could be elected
to county office in the August elections.
With the information that the public
doesn’t get they could then time their
departures from the council in such a way
that it would mean the difference between
whether the remaining council members
pick a successor to serve more than a year
in office or their constituents get to vote
on their successor two months after they
take their new offices.
All of this is the public’s business, at
least by the spirit of the state laws governing these matters and by common
sense. That extends to the public getting
documents in writing as elected officials
get them.
It’s time for a refresher course on this
matter enforced by court order when
necessary.

Shared Steps
DAN CONAWAY
MEMPHASIS

CONSIDERING SHOES
We’re in Florence – the one in Italy –
and I’m on my own. The rest of the family
has gone one way, and I’ve gone another
– a fairly normal occurrence on trips at
the time of day when I’m looking for an
interesting place to have a drink and Nora
is looking for one more interesting museum/garden/church to wander through.
I pass a small shop with shoes in the

window. Florence is known for leather
goods and these shoes were good examples. The sign on the door says open until
5 and it was just 4 or so, but the door was
locked. In Italy, posted opening and closing times are just goals seldom achieved.
There was a man inside obviously
closing up when he saw me peering in.
With an arms-wide, grand gesture – Italians are good at these – and a wide smile,
he opened the door and ushered me in.
Since I didn’t speak Italian and he
didn’t speak English, I led him to the
window and pointed to the shoes I liked,
and he led me to a chair to measure my
foot. He then scurried into the back room
to find my size. He came back out emptyhanded wearing an expression that suggested somebody in the family had died.
He didn’t have my size.
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This week in Memphis history:

2017: Rachel Heck, a
15-year-old rising sophomore at St. Agnes Academy, makes the cut at the
U.S. Women’s Golf Open,
finishing the tournament
at 2-over when she shot
even par 72 for a second
consecutive day.
2008: Bryan Jordan

(Seth Wenig/Associated Press via washingtonpost.com)

is named president and
CEO of First Horizon National Corp., replacing Jerry Baker as leader of the
parent company of First Tennessee Bank. The news comes as First Horizon
reports a $19.1 million loss for the quarter.

1953: 18-year-old Elvis Presley records a two-sided disc at Memphis
Recording Service for his mother. Presley pays $4 for the 10-inch disc with
“My Happiness” on one side and “That’s When Your Heartaches Begin” on
the other. The disc is bought for $300,000 at a January 2014 online auction
of Elvis items owned by private collectors. The buyer was later identified as
musician Jack White.

1923: On the front page of The Daily News, a “cutthroat” rate war between the Lee and Adams steamboat lines on the Memphis riverfront. The
Lee line put the Harry Lee into the downriver market with freight tariffs
that didn’t pay the running expenses of their boats after losing a lawsuit
against the Adams line. The Kate Adams went lower to the point that “if she
carried all the freight that goes out of Memphis for points between here
and Greenville, Mississippi, she would still be operating at a loss.” The paper
calls on the Memphis Chamber of Commerce to get involved in resolving
the dispute “for the general good of Memphis.”

He raised his finger to indicate I
should wait and went back into the back
room. He emerged with a tray holding a
bottle of wine, some cheese, crusty bread,
and three glasses, just as someone else
came in – the shopkeeper next door. I was
invited to take part in what was probably
a daily ritual.
The three of us shared the contents of
that tray and communicated quite well
in the common language of a glass of
wine, a little bread and cheese, and good
company.
Seems I found that interesting place
to have a drink.
For any number of reasons, I’m often
reminded of that late afternoon in Florence.
For one, the experience confirms my
belief that the best communication is
one-on-one – working things out – writing or speaking as if you were writing or
speaking to one person no matter how
large the audience.
For another, just the humanity of it,
the kindness in his gesture, the openness

in his invitation, the bridging across countries, continents and oceans in a small
shoe shop, in a glass of wine.
When policies are suggested, laws
proposed, before they’re adopted or
passed, the huge number of people affected is just too large to have meaning,
the scope too wide to truly appreciate the
effect – those making policy, those voting
should just think of just one person most
affected.
Just one of us lost and isolated because
of it. Just one of us suffering without insurance because of it. Just one of us mentally
unstable and homeless because of it.
Just one small helpless child separated
from parents by a thousand miles in a
strange land.
I’m a Memphian, and we should walk
in those shoes.
Dan Conaway, a communication
strategist and author of “I’m a Memphian,” can be reached at dan@wakesomebodyup.com.
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view from the hill continued from P19

marijuana, not the 50th,” Ferry says.
Truth be told, since polls show overwhelming support for medical weed, playing politics is probably the only way to make
medical marijuana legal in Tennessee.
Republican lawmakers – who hold supermajorities in the House and Senate – can
say they’re doing the will of the people until
they’re blue in the face when, in reality,
they’re only doing the will of their Sunday
school class.

Dickerson makes no mistake about his
motivation.
“I do think if it’s named the TRUMP
Act, it will cause some people pause before
they vote against it reflexively,” he explains.
Considered the most liberal of the
Senate Republican Caucus because of his
Davidson County constituency, Dickerson
understands some people will never vote
with him and Terry. On the other hand, he
says he believes nearly every Democrat in
the House and Senate, as well as a number
of Republicans, will side with them if he

and Terry bring a “reasonably good bill.”
“It’s the people in the middle. We want
to give them every reason to vote with us.
We want to have good policy. We want the
bill to be thoughtful, reasonable, very Tennessee specific: medical cannabis for sick
Tennesseans,” Dickerson continues. “But
also, if we need some creative marketing,
let’s do that too.”
With Trump support holding fast in
Tennessee after he won 65 percent of
the vote here two years ago, their strategy makes sense – even if the name is a

little goofy.
Consider this: If the TRUMP Act for
medical use of cannabis were to fail, it
might be the first direct defeat for the president in Tennessee, maybe even a harbinger
of things to come.
Sam Stockard is a Nashville-based
reporter covering the state Legislature for
the Memphis Daily News, Nashville Ledger,
Knoxville Ledger and Hamilton County
Herald. He can be reached at sstockard44@
gmail.com.
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